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"BuyingGood Pennyworths?"
A Reviewof the Literoture
of Acquisilionsin the Eighries
KorenA. Schmidr
This literaturereuiewcoaersresearch
in acquisitions
from 1981 through1985.
Acquisitions is definedhneastheordning,claiming,andreceipt
oJlibrarymaterial, as distinguishedJromcollectiondeaelopment
and sehction.Major issuesin
aquisitions areuieutedthroughcritiquesoJsomzof theimportantpublicationsof
thelastJiueyars . Theauthorpoints out tlu relatiuelackof research
on thetopicand
theneedformoreedu.cation
aboutand attmtion to themanyJacets
of acquisition-s.

ceulsrrroNs rs A srEpcHrLD oF LTBRARTANSHTe.
Although the processesof acquisitions are of vital importance to librarianship, they are
underestimated at times by librarians. Other aspects of librarianship,
such as collection development and cataloging and classification, possess
a greater degree of glamour and are also more firmly rooted in research
leading to conceptual agreement._Perhaps it is because of the latter that
acquisitions is not taught in any detail in most library schools. In-depth
courses on acquisitions should be a mandatory part of library education,
however, and librarians should make it their business to know how materials are acquired.
The literature of librarianship has, in the past, reflected the low level
of interest in acquisitions. The topic has been scattered throughout the
literature and, in most cases, has been treated without a senseof underlying theory or consistent practice. There are signs now that the nature
of the literature of acquisitions is improving. This can be seen in the
journals that now cover the field, of which Librarlt Acquisitions: Practiceand
Theory' and SerialsLibrarian'are the best known.
For the purpose of this article, acquisitions comprises the ordering,
claiming, and receipt of library material and all the techniques involved
in these procedures. It does not comprise selection of materials or the
management or airangement of those materials. Acquisitions, to put it
This paper has been selected as one of the best of the evaluative literature reviews submitted in response to our recent call for papers. The author, Karen A- Schmidt, is Acquisitions Librarian
at the (Jniversity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Benjamin
Franklin's Poor Richnrd's Abnanack (Sept, 1747) provided the inspiration for the title.
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simply, consists of the processes that lie between selection and bibliographic control-the obtaining of library materials. There is an important reason why the literature of acquisitions is so sparse: acquisitions is
a facet of librarianship still learned largely by apprenticeship, and a review of literature in the past five years shows that much of the interest lies
in sharing techniques and practices in specific institutions, but little in
creating a cohesive sense of the place of acquisitions within the professron.
In fact, acquisitions does have substance, and this literature review
seeks to identify some of the substantial articles as well as to mention a
few pieces of the more descriptive kind. In doing so, it is hoped that acquisitions as a subunit of librarianship will be better understood and defined.
In a series of three articles published in 1984, John Reidelbach and
Gary Shirk tackled the iss-ueof approval plan vendors in "Selecting an
Approval Plan Vendor. "' fntended for librarians who are thinking of
switching approval plan vendors or for those who simply need to understand and remain current with vendor services, the series of articles
serves to reduce the time, cost, and risk of choosing approval plans in
academic libraries. Reidelbach and Shirk compared eight major domestic vendors of approval plans, looking at such factors as company background and history, customer service, the maintenance of approval plan
profiles, and production of statistical reports. The history of the concept
of approval plans is reviewed and analyzed, and a highly detailed comparison of vendors and their services is offered.
These three articles are important to the literature of librarianship for
several reasons. First is the example set by the research, which is meticulous, thorough, and fully documented. There are no statistical components which are incomprehensible to the average reader, nor are there
any which are useless. Of equal importance is the acknowledgment of
the importance of a rational vendor study, which takes research on approval plans past mechanical questions and generalized concerns. The
many years of work of groups such as the ALA RTSD Collection Management and Development Committee's Subcommittee on Vendor Performance Guidelines for In-print Monographs seems very worthwhile
when the result is of this sort. The study also goes further than any other
in def,rning the parameters of approval plans. If a library knows it wants
an approval plan, but know little else about it, the Reidelbach-Shirk
study will point the way.If a library has an approval plan and wishes to
compare its services with those potentially available from other vendors,
this study is the place to go. Until this work, the best comprehensive
work was the Association of Research Libraries' SPEC Kit Approoal
Plans in ARL Libraries,n which produced internal approval plan procedural documents and profiles. While not without its uses, the SPEC Kit
could serve very few of the purposes of the Reidelbach-Shirk study. Finally, the more than 140 pages which record the Reidelbach-Shirk research establish, once and for all, the importance of approval plans to
collection development, fund management, and organizational concerns.
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A very interesting professional controversy was aired in an article and
later in letters about the place of serials acquisitions in the library organization. The debate began after Serials Librarian published the article
"Form or Function: An Analysis of the Serial-sDepartment in the Modern Academic Library," by William Potter." In this article, Potter described the history of the development of serials departments as separate
entities within technical processing departments. In tracing their establishment and development as discrete units, he noted that a specialized
concern over the increase in serial publications led to the creation ofserials units and to a serial mystique. The heart of the article asked whether
organizations should be constructed around forms of material or the
functions of technical processes. His thesis was that, in the case of serials
at least, function is to be preferred to form as a basic criterion for organization.
Such a posture on the organization of serials work was anathema to
Huibert Paul, who, in earlier articles such as the two-part "Automation
of Serials Check-In: Like Growing Bananas in Greenland?"", noted that
"the complexity of serials has been sorely underestimated by high-level
administrators."' Paul blasted Potter for not understanding the difficulty of serials, stating that librarians in general know little about serials.
"Large academic libraries can do without separate serials departments," Paul noted, "but then. . . the USSR cando without private
ownership of farms."t
The Potter article and the responses to it,n form an excellent example
of the depths of disagreements librarians can reach over organizational
questions. The argument about the "serials mystique" is a continuing
one, not unlike arguments between the proponents of bibliographic instruction and more conservative reference librarians who believe that
"an ounce of help is worth a pound of instruction. " It is not usual to see
the argument take place in print, among knowledgeable and equally literate professionals. This barrage also raised questions about organizational responses to procedures, although few answers were given. The
place of serials within an organization has been discussed and disputed
and has fluctuated enormously throughout the past hfty years. This dialogue, though unusually intense, emphasizes the way the literature of
librarianship can promote ideas within the profession and identify areas
of interest and concern. Within the study of acquisitions there have been
few, if any, similar discussions about any other aspect of acquisitions
work. Such other issuesdo exist, e. g., the many questions about the type
and level of professional work in acquisitions. Published analyses and
published responses, as shown in the PotterlPaul disagreement, are important in the development of professional interests and thoughts, especially in areas of emerging interest, such as acquisitions.
Two books of substanti al sizeappeared during 1981 and 1985, both of
which were second editions of works appearing in the previous decade.
One deals with acquisitions in name only and the other treats material
which goes beyond the normal definition of acquisitions.Elizabeth Futas
edited the collection Li.brary Acquisition Policies and Procedures,published
by Oryx Press in 1984.'o The book contains many good things, but con-
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tains neither acquisition procedures nor policies. Rather, it is a compen-

which really deals with acquisitions and which uses the comparative and
analytical approaches ofthe Futas book.
Rose Mary Magrill and Doralyn Hickey updated the only existing
monograph which deals with library acquisitions in any depth-Stephen
Ford's The Acquisition of Library Materials." The second edition, entitled
Acquisitions Managementand CollectionDeaelopmentin Libraries, does a reasonablejob ofupdating the Ford book, but does not extend the scope of
that work. " Much of the text concerning acquisitions is identical in both
editions, and the collection development chapters at the beginning of the
book are the only significantly new part of the second edition. Acquisitions is more than the sum of the procedures and forms found in the
Magrill-Hickey work, although, to date, no one has been able to produce
a text which has an underlying theoretical basis. Perhaps no such basis

National Information Standards Organization (NISO). The format was
developed.frorntheZ3g andZ39.2 MARC record structure to provide
vendors with a standard with which to support the acquisitions process.-'

braries to enter into the use of new technology in the ordering process.
The article itself is quite simply an iteration of the working minutes of
the subcommittee's work. There is little beyond the specification of the
format. Still, its appearance is important to the future efficiency of acquisitions work. It has been an oddity to many that, in large part, acquisitions has been the last substantial part of the library to automate. Certainly the processes involved in acquisitions lend themselves nicely to
automation. There are several models from the business community
which could address the needs of acquisitions well. Perhaps the reason
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community that it has been developed. These types of reports and computerized formats frequently are overlooked until the necessity to use
them is imposed upon a library. It is encouraging to see the working papers of a committee reported in the professional literature before a standard is enacted.
The Library and Information Technology Association hosted a meeting in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on serials autornation in 1980. The proceedings of this institute, which appeared in 1981, serye as a wondCrful
example of how the flavor of a meeting can be captured on paper. Serials
Automationfor Acquisition and Inaentorlt Control collects the papers of an institute planned to cover the many events which occurred since the intro-

role in serial automation and descriptions of specific institutional experiences in inventory automation. The most interesting and perhaps the
most difficult section to produce is the transcription of the various panel
discussions and question-answer sessions at the institute. It is inlhese

Of the many institutes available for professional development, this
LITA institute was an example of the best. The topic was timely and

sentation of the many facets of acquisitions work by librarians, vendors,
and publishers. One regrets that the preconference reports were published in Library Acquisitions: PracticeI Theory only and not in a fuller form
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by RTSD, either as conference proceedings or as complete reports in
fifSO Newsletteror the RTSD journal. The conference contained the
sort of material that would benefit most librarians, regardless of their
work assignments. It would be helpful to many librarians to know about
such matters as why proceedings print runs are small, why some books
are poorly edited, and how priiing is achieved.* More of the same inco.tference topics and conference rbporting would be of great beneht to

There are few places in the literature where an acquisitions librarian can
frnd informatibn on how to assessa vendor's performance from a business perspective or where a description of the problems with set discount
rateifor material purchase is fully discussed. The report of this conference lists all this information anil more, and it is most welcome, if for

*The paper presented by Gary Facente at this conference, which covers many. ofthese
1986 issue, a date outside the sco^pe
topics, waipuElished in ZRZ,Sin theJanuary/March
1'An
Overview of American Publishing for
of Ku."tr Sihmidt's evaluative reviJw. See
Librarians, " 30:57 -67 (Jan./Mar. 1986).
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necessary for a librarian, but they do need to know about the practicalities of invoices and accounting. It may seem an absurdly revolutionary
idea to train support staff in acquisitions work when there are scarcely
programs in aequisitions in the professional schools. Still, this is done for
cataloging and reference assistants at the bachelor's level, and the merit
of and need for such a program in the United States is obvious. Second,
the article is interesting because of its international perspective. It never
harms us to be reminded that library schools in oth-erpirts of the world
can teach library schools in the United States a few things about training. Despite these positive features, in looking at education for acquisifrom our own, we discover from the
r rosy Down Under. Lessons on ac'as subsidiary parts ofcourses on serievertheless, the content appears to
Lis evident in most library schools in
the United States. Cotsell does a good job of reviewing the specific issues
of acquisitions education. One is led to hope that the approach described
in this article might be tried in library schools in this country.
A literature review in acquisitions is less a timely assessment of how
far tlre profession has come in addressing certain issuesthan it is a litany
of what is known and what is missing. There sometimes seem to be so
few lodestars in acquisitions. This is in stark contrast to cataloging, with
its well-established rules and computer formats, and to reference work,
with its well-developed guides to the literature of almost all fields. The
past five years have been more promising, in that research in the field of
acquisitions is beginning to accumulate and become more meaningful.
There appears at last to be an emerging agreement upon the defrnition of
acquisitions and upon the types of things that need lo be taught and digested. These are hopeful signs, which, if reilized, will make the next
five years productive.
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Selectionfor Preservotion:
A MoteriolisticApprooch
RossW. Atkinson
Ein wirklich historischesDenken muss die eigene
Geschichtlichkeitmitdenken.
-Hans-Georg Gadamer'
Because decisions to preserve library materials affect the quality and
composition of library collections, such decisions clearly must be made
in consultation with collection development staff. To date, however,
very little effort has been made to describe the processesand criteria of
preservation selection from the perspective of collection development.
This is partially because preservation has in most libraries only recently
acquired the status of a fully legitimate library operation deserving coordination with other librarv functions. but also because some of the values
that underlie selection for preservation are alien to those that inform current collection developm.rrt, u, I will try to show in this paper.
The fundamental preservation problem facing collection development is, as Gordon Williams put it ten years ago, that, while "everyone
. . . will agree that not everything needs to be preserved forever, " there
is "far less agreement . . . on exactly which books [and other materials]
need not be preserved."'Dan Hazen, therefore, whose 1982 article remains far and away the best treatment of preservation selection, seesit as
the primary responsibility of collection development in the preservation
processto make item-by-item preservation selectiondecisionson the basis of criteria similar (but not identical) to the criteria used for the selection of current materials.'
The extent to which the function posited by Hazen is valid will be considered in the course of this paper. One must, in any event, agree with
Hazen that the most productive approach to the topic of the interface
between collection development and preservation is from the standpoint
of selection decision making. Therefore, I will first define the location of
collection development in the preservation decision process. While
many detailed descriptions of preservation programs are now available,
it will be useful for any future study of these programs, or for the creation
of a program whe re none has previously existed, to attempt to reduce the
RossW. Atkinson,AssistantUniversity Librarian for Collection Development, IJniversity of Iowa. presentedthis p a p e r o n M a r c h 6 , 1 9 8 6 , a t t h e R T S D / R L M S
institute,
" PreservationMicrofilmins : A d m i n i s t r a t i v e I s s u e s ," a t t h e L i b r a r y o f C o n g r e s s
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activity of decision making for preservation to a minimal model, which
might then be adapted to different organizational situations. Second,
once the location of collection development in the decision-making processhas been determined, I can then turn around, so to speak, and examine the activity of preservation from this perspective. In order to clarify from the standpoint of collection development the basic functions of
preservation and their relationship to each other and to determine where
the particular mode of microhlming frts into the whole scheme, I will
make some suggestions for a rudimentary typology of preservation. Finally, using the characteristics of preservation that emerge from this typolo.gy, I can begin to speculate on^the obstructions to large-scale cooperative preservation efforts and offer some suggestions for the qualities
that a cooperative plan must contain to overcome such impediments.
Throughout this paper, the term microfilming will be used to refer to
the best method of inexpensive and efficient reformatting generally
available. If another method of reformatting becomes broadly available
that is more inexpensive or effrcient or will result in a more durable or
accessible product, that new method should certainly be adopted, and
what I have to say in this paper with respect to microfilming will be valid
for such a new method as well.
THE DECISION CYCLE
It is a basic purpose of all human communication to make a text available in some material form long enough for that text to have some meaning assignedto it by someone other than the author. If that meaning is
judged for whatever reason to be of some special significance, the length
of time the text is available can be extended to afford the opport"unity for
further evaluation. The decision to reproduce a spoken text in written
form, the decision to publish a written text, the decision to include a publication in a library collection-all of these extend the text's availability.
By the time a document reaches a point at which a library must decide to
preserve it through microfilming or any other means, the text of that
document has been subject to a series of decisions, beginning with the
expression of the text in phonic or graphic form, all of which have resulted in the material extension of the text's accessibility. The extreme
discomfort of preservation selection derives in no small part from the realization that a negative decision (i.e. , a decision not to preserve) representsa reversal-and in many casesa permanent reversal-of a seriesof
positive "preservation" decisions made throughout the history of the
text. Not to preserve is therefore always to silence a voice, which, in the
opinion of a number of people in the past (authors, editors, publishers,
librarians), has had something to say significant enough to warrant extended consideration.
The decisions made at any stage in the history of a text to extend its
availability are clearly of two general types: (a) should the text be made
further available, and, if so, (b) by what material means? These decisions are, needlessto say, distinguishable but not separable. The minimal decision cycle in the library's preservation operation continues to
conform to this pattern, as depicted in figure 1.
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The Decision Cycle
The two fundamental decisions that must be made in all cases of
preservation-identihcation
for preservation and determination of the
mode of preservation-a.., rrror6orrer,invariably two-dimensional, involving both technical and critical considerations. In each instance, the
critical decisions can be made only subsequent to and on the basis of the
technical decisions; it is, in fact, the essential purpose of the technical
decisions in this process to define the options available for the critical
decisions.

matters as printing, binding, and paper chemistry. Only after that set of
materials in need of preservation has been identified on the basis of technical criteria (step 1) can the subset of materials that should in fact be

the highest proportion of disintegrating materials.
Once decisions concerning identifrcation have been made, the proper
mode of preservation must be considered. The technical questions to be
answered at this point (step 3) are these. Of the modes of preservation
available, which are possible for the materials identihed and what are the
projected costs for each mode? The standard options have been outlined
in a number of publications, perhaps most clearly in Gay Walker's chapter of Carolyn Morrow's Preseruation
With respect to micrbChallenge."
film, there are also a number of other formal considerations, which have
been delineated by Pamela Darling, concerning the suitability of microfilm for certain types of materials.5 Once the technical pxperts have determined the options, it is the responsibility of the critical decision
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makers to determine from among the modes available the one that will as
nearly as possible balance cost with projected use.
It ihouid also be noted that technical decisions in the cycle not only
provide the options for the following critical decisions but also can affect
iarlier critical decisions. If, for example, the technical determination is
made in step 3 that the only practical method of preservation is restoration, then the decision made in step 2 to preserve that item may be can-

hlmed.
TOWANO A TYPOLOGY OF PRESERVATION

Let me suggest, therefore, a rudimentary typology of preservation
based upon three different and, to my mind, equally legitimate answers
to the question of why certain categories of library F121sl'ialsdeserve
presernition (see figure 2). This typology can be summarized as follows.
Crass 1 PnesenverroN
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Typology of Preservation
many other materials with potential research value moldering throughout the library, and to define special collections as having greater research value, and therefore as being more worthy of preservation, than
main stacks collections would be highly problematic-especially, as I
will explain shortly, at this particular time in the history of valuation.
Because the artifactual worth forms much of the basis of the capital
value of many of the objects of class 1 preservation, its primary mode is
clearly restoration. I am assuming that the microfilming of special collection materials is probably exceptional and would usually be done only
to produce working copies of the originals or to save materials so totally
decrepit that their content is jeopardized.
Class I preservation cannot, however, be limited to the type of documentation found in special collections. There is another type of material
that does fit (albeit with some squeezing) into class 1 and which is often
conducive to microfilming-especially
if mass deacidification is not an
option. Level-five collections(as defined by the Conspectus)'can also be
of significant capital value, if for no other reason than for the amount of
Iabor that has been invested in their development. In such collectionsthe
special value or uniqueness often lies in the combination or comprehensivenessof the materials rather than in any single item by itself. The capital (and research) value of such a collection, in other words, exceedsthe
combined value of its individual parts. Individual pieces of such collections must be preserved, therefore, if the capital value of the whole is to
be protected.
Critical decision making in class 1 preservation is usually of the macro
variety and, at least in the caseof specialcollections, should require very
little input from collection development staff. All materials of significant
capital value in special collections must be preserved, and the order of
their preservation will normally be determined by the technical estimate
of the degree of deterioration in combination with the amount of the capital value. In the case of level-five collections. however. collection development will have an important role in what we defined above as the preidentification stage of critical decision making. Once the parameters of
the level-five collection have been defined by a bibliographer, however,
the macrodecision will usuallv be made to Dreserve all of the items within
the collection segment in need of preservition. It should also be the re-
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sponsibility of the bibliographer to identify for preservation any stray
materials, such as any classified outside of the relevant collection segment, which the bibliographer would define as being part of or intirnately related to the collection.
Finally, class 1 preservation is always a local decision-making operation; it is mandated by local constituenciesand is intended to serve (for
the most part) local needs. Since the materials are to a great extent
unique (either individually or in combination with each other), and
since the primary criterion for class 1 preservation is economic rather
than bibliographical, cooperation among institutions is not usually an
optlon.
Cless 2 Pnnsnnvnrror,r
At the opposite end of the bibliographic spectrum from the materials
targeted in class 1 preservation are those to be identified for class2 preservation. Class 2 preservation consistsof higher use items that are currently in demonstrable demand for curriculum and research purposes.
A major source of information about such material is circulation, and
the need for pre servation of such materials often derives from overuse. It
is in class 2 decisions that the classical studies of use patterns,,,suchas
those by Trueswell or Fussler and Simon, are most applicable."'Christinger Tomer has devised a statistical method for identifying candidates
for this kind of preservation, based on date of publication (as an indicator of phvsical condition) and date of last circulation (as a measure of
f.equency of use)." Frorn a less quantitative perspective, the criteria developed by Hazen, which include the note that "some priority should be
attached to the materials people actually use," would appear to be
aimed, in my opinion, largely at this type of preservation.''
The objective of class 2 preservation, then, is to preserve materials
currently being used, or very likely to be used as projected on the basis of
what is currently being used. It is in class2 preservation, moreover, that
bibliographers have the most important role to play in the preservation
process, for the knowledge amassedby bibliographers as to the current
needsand activities of users and the current trends in the subiect are Drecisely the criteria that must be applied to class 2 preservatibn seleciion
decisions. Class 2 preservation is, in fact, really only an extension of or
supplement to the core building and maintenance done by most selectors
in most libraries. It is, in a manner of speaking, simply current selection
by other means. Becauseit also clearly involves item-by-item selection
(microdecisions), it would seem to correspond to Hazen's view of preservation selection.
Becauseof the high use of Class 2 materials, the primary mode of preservation tends to be replacement. If copies or reprints are not available,
then bound photocopies within the limits permitted by copyright are
probably the most preferable mode. Microfilm can, of course, be used
for class 2 preservation, and I expect it is used occasionally for some core
serials. For the most part, however, use of microfilm for class2 preservation occurs, in my opinion, only when the appropriatenessof the item for
class2 is in some doubt-when, in other words, the utility of the ite m has
been projected more on the basis of probability than observation. The
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parameters of a core (or even of a canon) are always fuzzy, so that there is
a tendency for class 2, which aims at high-use items, to blend into what
we will shortly define as class 3, the class directed at low-use items and
which does indeed take microfilm as its primary mode of preservation.
Like class 1, true class2 preservation is activated exclusively by local
values. Decisions to preserve are based directly on the demonstrated
needsof current local clientele. Unlike class I items. however. most class
2 materials are being preserved simultaneously at many different institutions. Such duplication of preservation is, moreover, thoroughly justified by high use. Cooperation is once again, therefore, usually not an
option, because such material must be available in-house.
Cle,ss 3 PnBsEnverro^r
The most problematic category of preservation is the third class,
which has as its function to maintain for posterity lower-use research
materials. Because it consists of less frequently used materials, class 3
preservation has microfilm (or its equivalent) as its main mode of preservatron.
Although there is clearly a great deal of class 3 preservation being
done at local institutions throushout the countrv. local needs are not the
main motivation for class3. InJeed, the clientele for whom this material
is being preserved has not yet, for the most part, arrived on the scene.
Becauseof the absenceof direct local motivations-which are to a great
extent satisfiedby class2 and to a lesserdegree by class 1 preservationand becauseof the magnitude of the problem, class3 preservation is the
exclusive source of cooperative preservation projects. To complete this
equation, therefore, if the three classesdefined here provide something
approaching a sufficient typology of preservation, then a primary use of
microfilm as a mode of preservation is for projects that usually require
and deserve coordination among libraries. For a library to engage in a
Iarge-scalepreservation microfrlming effort without such coordination
would be, in my opinion, a very questionable undertaking.
While selection criteria for classesI and2 are, as we have seen, relatively easy to dehne, the criteria for class 3 present significant difficulties. Why preserve this material, anyway? Just what is it that posterity is
not going to be able to do if it lacks accessto this documentation? Will
whaievei posterity could do with accessto this material tomorrow be of
sufficient value tojustify the considerableexpenditure of resourcestoday
necessaryto prepare that access?
The purpose of large-scale,coordinated preservation is not merely to
help the future understand the past, but also to provide the future with
the ability to understand itself-to supply a ground of knowledge upon
which the future can build and asainst which the future can contrast and
thus identify and define itself. O1weil was quite right: who controls the
past controls the future. In this sense,it is certainly we who control the
future, becausethe future will only be able to understand and define itself in relation to what we give it. This responsibility requires that we
devise effective and reliable methods to supply the future with the best
possible collection-as defined, of course, by our own values at this
time .
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The most appropriate publications for preservation must always be
selectedon the basis of the values in place-or, if you prefer, the "dominant ideology"-at the time of the decision. There is absolutely no esin the past and not now. We have no altercaping this requirement-not
native but to make our selection decisions for class 3 preservation on the
basis of the late twentieth-century values, which inform all of our decisions. The only problem is that late twentieth-century values are thoroughly permeated by a highly developed and all-encompassingnetwork
of ethical and epistemological relativism.
We are all products of an age, a nation, and a profession that has become increasingly unwilling to accept or to apply absolutes. The vital
role of libraries in the opposition to political censorship is indicative of
this position. The Library Bill of Rights is a noble document, and it expresseseloquently the ethical relativism and humanistic tolerance that
characterize our era and orofession-but as a determinant of values for
any discriminating activity such as preservation selection, it leaves us
completely helpless.
Closely related to this ethical position is the epistemological relativism
that so clearly pervades contemporary thought. Kuhn's analysis of sci''
entific revolutions, Patrick Wilson's theory of research quality as consensus,'*the historicity of phenomenology and the textuality of poststructuralism, the rejection of positivism even by Western Marxism, the
increasing acceptance of the centrality of interpretation in the social
sciences"-all of these (and many other) current and extremely influential conceptsand trends render highly unlikely the possibility of developing a broadly acceptable and stable scale of values, which would be restrictive enough to permit the final rejection of certain library materials.
American research libraries in the late twentieth century have embraced and promoted such relativistic trends. There is no doubt in my
mind that this is a maior reason research collections have been increasi n g l y d r i v e n b y a n i d e i l o f i n c l u s i v e n e s sT. h e L i b r a r y o f C o n g r e s si s c o n sidered the greatestlibrary in the country: it is not just a coincidence that
it is also the largest. Quantity is quality in the research library, and this
perspective has evolved, I would maintain, primarily becauseof our inability to def,rneor measure bibliographical quality in any other terms.
Another obvious manifestation of this syndrome is our attitude toward weeding-which, from a critical point of view, is simply preservation done in reverse. While much has been written on the methods and
values of weeding, research libraries, as Curley and Broderick realistically note, "will rarely weed, aware that what seems superfluous today
may contain the essenceof our times for the researcherof tomorro\y'."'"
The reason for such a reluctance to weed is that we lack at this time the
epistemological apparatus to distinguish a level of quality or veracity
that would clearly permit a decision to reject or retain. In the absenceof
an absolute measure, any statement has potential value, and any statement is thus worthy of retention. One wonders whether there has ever
been an age so monumentally ill equipped to devise a system of planned
deterioration. This, from the standpoint of collection development, is
the ultimate problem of class 3 preservation.
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Toweno A CooRDTNATED
Pnocnenr
FOR CLASS 3 PRESERVATION

excessof acidity in paper but rather a shortage of coordination among
libraries. How is such coordination to be achieved?
A successfulcoordinated program for class3 preservation must satisfy
certain general requirements :
First, it must provide scholars of the future with accessto some kind of
representative collection of documentation.
Second, it must be economically feasible and practicable; a library
must be able to afford to take on a regionally or nationally coordinated
class3 responsibility in addition to accommodating its local responsibilities for class 1 and 2 preservation.
,._Third, it must be politically acceptable,i.e., it must not strain facultylibrary relations at the institutional level, nor must it place undue pressure on relations among research libraries.
Fourth, it must be structured in such a way that it will permit, but not
depend for its successon, indefinite expansion, so that more and more
materials can be preserved as time and resourcesbecome available.

One view of the problem of valuation in preservation selection is represented in figure 3.
Let the vertical axis represent the scaleof values in effect and the horizontal axis some division of the collection, such as by subject. Because
we are operating under severetime constraints, it is ciear t6at we should
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through this method, but not special collections aimed at inclusiveness.
(These special level-five collections will, in any case, probably survive
through class 1 preservation.)
The second step would be for preservation specialiststo determine a
ratio of deterioration among subjects and then to annotate the Conspectus accordingly. It does not matter that collections at different institu-

Finally, this information should be used to assignas equitably and systematically as possible responsibility for preservation of particular subject collections among cooperating institutions. For each iubject area, a
strong (level-4) collection should be identified, which will serve as the

I,et me emphasize that such a method would require the preservation
of all materials in the designated subject collection of recordldentified as
being in need of preservation. Never mind the current bibliographer's
current evaluation of those materials. Such an evaluation, in fact,
should not be solicited. Never mind the opinion of faculty or other exl

cause the identification of especially relevant documents (in the judg-
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ment of users) should always be accommodated as part of class 2
preservation. Clearly what would stand most in the way of such-a plan
and what has impaired our ability to establish such programs in the past
is our reluctance to abandon in such circumstances the principles of cur-

(and I am somewhat doubtful that we ever would) we can still be certain
that such a program would safeguard a minimally adequate representative research collection for the future.
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and representative collection, one that will provide posterity-in
same way that we provide current users-the opportunity for evaluation
and for the acceptance and rejection of ideas embodied in library materials. We are, in a sense, obligated to confront and solve the complexities
of cooperative class 3 preservation as much for ourselves as for the readers of the future who will rely on our judgment. The sooner we get on
with it, therefore, the better for them-and the better for us.
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FurtherThoughtson
"selectionfor Preservqlion:
A MoteriolisticApprooch"
Morgoret S. Child
oF THE LrvELrEsr rssuEscurrently confronting the library and arO*"
chival professions is selection: for acquisition, for processing, for weeding, or for preservation. Indeed, there have been occasions during the
past decade when the intensity of discussion of this topic has approached
the polemical levels reached by that of the nineteenth century over natura"l selection in the animal kingdom. The debate has been hottest over
the issue of appraisal andlor weeding of archival collections; witness, for
example, the acrimonious debate on the topic between archivists and
historians at the misnamed New Harmony conference in October 1976
or the legal action brought in 1980/8 1 by a number of historians against
the National Archives over the disposition of the regional frles of the FBI.
Stimulated at least in part by these and similar confrontations as well as
by the ever-present problem of how to reduce the geometric growth of
their holdings to manageable proportions, during the past several years
archivists have focused a substantial amount of research on appraisal
and particularly on the development of documentation strategies that offer some hope of providing a systematic theoretical basis for selection to
replace current ad hoc practices.' In the library world the development
of the Research Libraries Group (RLG) Conspectus, the North American Collections Inventory Project , and a variety of resource sharing
agreements among libraries at the local or regional level can be seen as
efforts to provide individual institutions and collection managers with
practical mechanisms for making selection decisions more manageable.
Nonetheless, as any collection manager can attest, there is virtually no
occasion when emotions run so high in libraries as when faculty or other
users perceive a refocusing of acquisitions or an intention to weed their
special subject field.
It is thus not surprising that librarians and archivists have approached
the issue of selection for preservation very gingerly indeed. What essurMargaret S. Child, Assistant Director, Smithsonian Institution Libraries, prepared this
paper at the re quest of the Association of Research Libraries for discussion by its Committee on Preservation of Research Library Materials at the l08th ARL meeting in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, from April 30 to May 2, 1986.
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prising is that there has been so little atternpt on the library side to develop theoretical approaches to selection for preservation, which would
do for librarians what documentation strategies are attempting to do for
archivists. Luckily for me, this vacuum was filled a few weeks ago- Quite
serendipitously, after I agreed to write this paper, Ross Atkinson of the
University of Iowa made a very thoughtful presentation at the Preservation Microfrlming institute held at the Library of Congress on March 6,
1986. In it he outlined a theoretical framework within which preservation selection decisions could reasonably be made. Although I disagree
with some of the specific distinctions he has drawn, I think his basic
methodological approach offers great promise and indeed had been developing a similar categorical breakdown in my first draft of this paper.
The first section of this essay will discuss the very useful conceptual
structure he has laid out. The second part of my paper will deal with
possible mechanisms for actually identifying those collections to be given
top priority for frlming. Throughout, when I refer to collections, I am
using the term generically to include both monographs and serials.
Atkinson's basic strategy of dividing the holdings of research libraries
into distinct categories, each of which would be treated differently in the
selection for preservation process, is so obvious as to seem simplistic, but
I believe that it is the only useful way to break the problem into manageable segments. His first category is described as those materials that
"need to be preserved in orde r to protect their capital value. "' I would
prefer to describe this class as those materials which are endowed with
what the archivists term intrinsic aalue.This term encompasses several
nonmonetary but important research values deriving from artifactual
characteristics which compel preservation in the original format. Appendix 1 gives the definition of the "qualities and characteristics of records with intrinsic value" issued in Staff Information Paper 21 by the
National Archives in 1982. Many of these are applicable to library materials as well.
Thus, Atkinson is on the right track when he separates out a group of
materials which need to be preserved in their original format because
thev are inherentlv valuable as artifacts. I also believe that he is correct
in iaying the responsibility for such preservation (or conservation)
frrmly at the door of the individual institution. I agree on this point not
because of the monetary value of such collections to the institution, although it is often significant. I do so for purely pragmatic reasons,
namely, because such collections are usually shaped primarily by very
local interests and programs, and as a result there is a highly personalized emotional and historical commitment to them which enables an institution to f,rnd the money to maintain and preserve them. This is what
might be called the jewel-in-the-crown syndrome.
I am not so sure, however, that either his or my defrnition can be
safely extended to the second type of documentation, which he somewhat hesitantly includes in this category, i.e., "level-five collections" as
defrned by the RLG Conspectus.'Indeed, I believe that they do not belong in category 1, because for the most part their value derives from
their aggregation in a comprehensive collection rather than from each
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component item's individual intrinsic value. In addition, such collections frequently consist in large part of materials held by one institution
alone and concern specialized fields of study offered by few other institutrons.
Institutions often point with great pride to such collections and use
them as the basis for developing distinctive academic programs and attracting renowned scholars. They are also magnets which attract users
from all over the country and all over the world. However, the experience of the Research Resources Program of the National Endowment
for the Humanities would suggest that although most universities view
such collections as an important contribution to the overall strength of
American research libraries, they are unwilling to bear the economic
burden of cataloging or preserving them single-handedly. Indeed, one
of the primary rationales for the establishment and continuation of the
Research Resources Program was to provide an infusion of national
funding to the effort to make such collections accessiblefor research and
to preserve them as national resources. Some were created originally, at
least in part, by national funding. In respect to such collections, I would
therefore disagree with Atkinson's contention that class 1 preservation
"is always a local decision-making operation; it is mandated by loc.al
constituencies and is intended to serve (for the most part) local needs. "'I
would argue quite the contrary: such level-five collections must be included within the overall priorities of a cooperative national preservation program and be ranked right along with everything else. It is interesting to note in this connection that the first cooperative RLG frlming
project included five "mainstream" or general or "class 3" collections
and two such level-five collections: the American poetry collection at
Brown and the dime novel collection at the University of Minnesota.
Atkinson defines his class 2 as "items that are currently in demonstrable demand for curriculum and research purposes. A major source of
information about such material is circulation, and the,need for preservation of such materials often derives from overuse."' I found Atkinson's definition and discussion of class 2 materials thoroughly convincing and, rather than try to paraphrase them here, will simply refer the
reader to his paper and suggest that his ideas be incorporated into any
eventual ARL plan.
Atkinson's class 3 "has as its function to maintain for posterity loweruse research materials."u I found his discussion of the reasons for the
paralysis which afflicts us when faced with making selection decisions
from this class extremely intere sting but would suggest that the dilemma
is even more complex than he portrays it because of two additional factors, both of which I have pointed out in previous papers.'
The first is the extraordinary expansion of American research since
World War II. Take, for example, the freld of history, where the range of
subject matter and consequently of sources considered appropriate for
scholarly examination has increased to such an extent that teaching or
writing political history is now a minor segment of the discipline. Hand
in hand with the rise of the new social history are new methodological
techniques, aided in large part by the advent of the computer, which
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have made a much broader range of documentation useful for historical
research.
The second factor derives from the fact that it is now technologically
possible to save everything. Thus, for the first time in history we-really
do have a choice, and most people don't like making choices, especially
those perceived to be irrevocable. Indeed, I have come to believe, as

reading in their own libraries or in specialized libraries, such as the
American Academy in Rome. The project has found that almost 30 percent of the works selected were not in the Columbia collection. M-ore-

distribution patterns across institutions, a national filming program will
have to be truly cooperative, not just in the sense that libriry A will do
one subject and library B will do another but that libraries B, C, D, and
p.erhapseven E and F will frll in by firlming behind library A. This necessity of course undermines Atkinson's effort to cut through the dilemma
of selection by relying solely on single strong collections. It is nonetheless
the right first step, although I would modify it in yet another way by sug-
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gesting that even in strong collections there are materials which could be
ino*.a to deteriorate. I am not suggesting item-by-item selection at this
stage but rather the identification of categories of publications which

tion. When, however, they have been brought together to form substantial collections of their own kind, the very fact of their constituting a com-

certain defined fields such as subcategories of Classics it will even allow
individual scholars to purchase for home use films or fiches of the definitive texts in their special subjects. Needless to say, universal accessto a
reliable, comprehensive database of all titles available in microform is
essentialto such a process.
In regard to prioiities for action, I should like to suggest a variation on
the scenario outlined by Atkinson. The results of the Wye Plantation
Preservation Conference, March 19-21 , 1986' sponsoredby the Coun-
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cil on Library_Resources, provide some specific mechanisms for moving
that process along which were not available when Atkinson wrote his paper. The conference approved the establishment of a national Commission on Preservation and Access. which could serve as the locus for making or helping to make the necessary decisions. A timetable was laid out
which called for the appointment of an executive director byJuly of this
year, the preparation of a detailed operating plan by October, and the
d.evelopment of short-term projects by the endof the year. The commission and its advisory board of fifteen or more national organizations are
sufficiently representative of the several constituencies concerned about
the deterioration of our documentary resources to warrant the commission's taking a leading role in establishing the priorities for action. The
commission itself could set certain broad parameters within which the
efforts it is to stimulate would be focused. For example, it could suggest
that priority be given to materials published within-a certain time span
or bearing an American imprint, as the RLG project has done. The data
produced by collection surveys of book deteiioiation in individual research libraries, especially the Yale survey, need to be utilized to set priorities. correlations should be made between the conspectus profile ind
the extent ofdeterioration to be anticipated in particular subject groups
on the basis of the profile of dates and places ol publication outlined 6y
such surveys in order to identify "mosi endangered species." Accurate
information on the preservation plans of othei countries, especially in
Western Europe, where so many nineteenth- and early iwentiethcentury publications in our research libraries originated, must also be
part of the decision-making equation. We need to know in particular
ab.out major filming programs such as that now under way atthe British
Library and to arrange for accessto bibliographic information about its
products as well as to the hlms themselves. using all available information as a guide, the commission should review thtRLG Conspectus subject categories and target a certain number of level-four aidlevel-five
collections for projects to be organized within the next two to three years.
Its choices should then be apprbved or modified by the advisory board or
its individual member organizations where appropriate. For-example,
the committee on research of the American Hiiioriial Association might
be asked to review the priorities established for that held. Here ugu1n,
the emphasis should be upon what is most important for America-n research libraries to save first without worrying about the ultimate fate of
eve_rysubject represented in the Conspecius.
Once the initial cut of subjects has been made, it will be necessary to
identify the location of the strongest collections in each subject. Again,
the Conspectus will be useful, but many research libraries hive not gone
th^rou-ghthat process. The commission may well need to call upon pinels
of collection managers, bibliographers, and scholars to identiiy thi most
promising_Jocations. I suspect that any lists compiled through such a
process will show that perhaps two dozen libraries ire potential hosts for
filming in the top priority subject groups. Here a certain amount of local
initiative and preference should come into play, with individual institutions choosing to participate on the basis oTtheir own priorities. Obvi-
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ously, there will need to be a fair amount of negotiating at this stage.
Some institutions with solid level-four collections may be the sites for the
first hlming rather than the holders of level-five collections, simply.because they really want to participate. Some potentially strong locations
may opt out because they have such active teaching programs based on
the coilection in question that they cannot have the materials off the
shelves long enough to be frlmed.
Whatever the tirget collections ultimately identified, I strongly urge
that no further selection for f,rlming be done at this point except for excluding certain very obvious kinds of materials such as those already^
mentio-ned. In many libraries there will, however, be another kind of
selection which will-proceed simultaneously with the decision to frlm.
That is the decision to retain the item in hard copy. This must be a local
decision, and the cost of making it and of its consequences should be
borne by the local institution.
Finally, I would like to suggest that, in developing the overall strategy
for identifying categories of materials to be filmed, nonbook materials be
introduced inio the process fairly early on. To put it another way, I beIieve that a strong case can be made that it is important to the overall
future intellectuaflife of this country to preserve archival materials, photographs and films, sound recordings, machine-readable frles, and other
kiidiof documentary resources in certain defrned subject areas before
setting up projects to film brittle books, either monographs or_serials,in
On the face of it, this looks like a hard decision to
otheriu6jectireas.
make, bui I think it will become much easier once a major effort is under
way to film in the top priority subjects, because it will become obvious
that the printed record is not enough. I therefore foresee a-great many
collateral projects not only to fill in the gaps in the films of the printed
record bui alio to enhance the value of that reccjrd by preserving other
kinds of material as well.
The ARL Committee on Preservation of Research Library Materials
discussed the paper on April 30, 1986, and although its overall response
was positive, it decided to delay recommending any specifrc initiatives
untifthe executive director of the Commission on Preservation and Accessis appointed and the commission's agenda announced, because the
efforts oTihe two organizations need to be closely coordinated if either is
to be successful.
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APPENDIX 1*
Qualities and Characteristics
of Records with Intrinsic Value
All record materials having intrinsic value possess one or more of the following specific
qualities or characteristics. These qualities or characteristics relate to the physical nature
ofthe records, their prospective uses, and the information they contain.

1 . Physicalform that may be the subjectfor studl if the recordsprouide meaningful documentationor
signiJicant examples of theJorm
Documents may be preserved in their original form as evidence of technological development. For example, a series of early press copies, glass-plate negatives, or waxcylinder sound recordings may be retained. All records having a particular physical
form would not be considered to have intrinsic value because of this characteristic;
however, a selection broad enough to provide evidence of technological development
would be considered to have some value.
Aesthetic or artistic quality
Records having aesthetic or artistic quality may include photographs; pencil, ink, or
watercolor sketches; maps; architectural drawings; frakturs; and engraved and/or
printed forms. such as bountv-land warrants.
'(Jnique
3.
or curious phlsical Jeatures
Physical features that are unique or curious might include quality and texture of paper, color, wax seals, imprints and watermarks, inks, and unusual bindings. All records having a particular physical feature would not be considered to have intrinsic
value because ofthis feature; however, an exemplary selection ofeach type would be
considered to have such value.
+ . Age that prooides a qualit2 oJ untqueness
Age is a relative rather than an absolute quality. Generally, records ofearlier date are
of more significance than records of later date. This can be because of a historical
change in the functions and activities ofthe creator ofthe records, the scarcity ofearlier records, a change in record keeping practices, or a combination ofthese. Age can
be a factor even with comparatively recent records. The earliest records concernrng,
for example, the development of the radio industry or of nuclear power could have
intrinsic value because ofaec.
5 . ValueJor use in exhibits
Records used frequently for exhibits normally have several qualities and characteristics that give them intrinsic value. Records with exhibit value impressively convey
the immediacy of an event, depict a significant issue, or impart a sense of the person
who is the subject or originator ofthe record. In these cases, the impact ofthe original
document cannot be equaled by a copy.
6 . Questionableauthentieity, date, author, or othercharacteristicsthat are significant and ascertainable by pfutsical examination
Some records are of doubtful authenticity or have informational content that is open
to question. Although it is impossible to foresee which documents will be questioned
in the future, certain types of documents are well known to have the potential for
controversy and, ifthe original records are extant, handwriting and signatures can be
examined, paper age can be ascertained, and other physical tests can be performed.
In some casesthe controversy can be resolved by recourse to the original item (such as
by an examination ofthe handwriting, the age ofthe paper, or the original negative of
the photostatic print), while in other cases the item will not be conclusive but will
*Reprinted

from Inlrinsic Value in Archioal Matnial
National Archives and Records Service Staff
Paper, 2 1 (Washington, D C. : National Archives and Records Service, General Ser.vices Administration, 1982), p 2-3
Information
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provide the researcher with the best evidence from which to draw conclusions (original photographs of UFO's, for example).
7 . Geniral and sibstantial public interest beiauseof direct assoeiation zuithJamous or historicallt
signifieant people, places, things, issues, 0r eaents
Thii criteiion is not only the most difficult to apply, but also the most important in
terms of the volume of records to which it could be applied. It could be used to justify

formation should be preserved.
B. Significanceas documentationof the establishmentor continuing legal basis oJan agencl or institut?0n
Agencies or institutions are founded and acquire or lose functions and responsibilities
through the actions ofthe executive, legislative, andjudicial branches ofthe government. Records documenting these actions may be found concentrated in series or
scattered in various series. They have in common the characteristic of documenting

executive levels, breadth of effect, and importance of subject matter
Application

of the Concept of Intrinsic

Value

records in that form is preserved. Although the concept of intrinsic value may be easier
to apply to older records, decisions concerning intrinsic vaiue can be made for all records
determined to have sufficient value to warrant archival retention.

Editor's Note
It has been calledto the editor's attention that the sixteenthcitation on page
232 of theJuly/September 1986issueof ZRZS shouldread as follows: Hirshon,
Arnold. 1985. "The Businessof Acquisitions: PreconferenceReport." RTSD
Newsletter
10:67-70.
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CostsAssociotedwiih Preservqtion
Microfilming:Resultsof the
ReseorchLibroriesGroup Study
PotricioA. McClung
In 1984seuen
RLG institutions
conducted
a studyoJthetimesandcostsinuolued
in the Cooperatiae
tweloe
Preseruation
Microfilming Project The studl couered
steps,includingtheidentiJication
andph2siealpreparationof materials,
Jilming
and inspection,recording
on theResearch
LibrariesInformationNetuork, calaloging,andstorage.Theresults,which aariedsignificantlyamongthesetenparticipants,constitute
planningpreseruation
mtualuable
dataJorotherinstitutions
croJilmingprolects.
T
l N 1 9 8 3 r r r e R E , s B R R c HL r e R . e n r r sG n o u p ( R L G ) w a s a w a r d e d
$ 1 ,300,000 in equal amounts from the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for a Cooperative
Preservation Microfilming Project (CPMP). This project grew out of
the efforts of the RLG Preservation Prosram Committee to addressin a
cooperative way the problems of deteriorating brittle materials in research libraries.
From its inception the CPMP had several goals. The first was to capture the intellectual content of a significant portion of endangered American imprints or Americana on archival quality microfilm before it had
deteriorated completely. The secondwas to make the information about
these materials widely available to the scholarly community by using recently adapted capabilities of the Research Libraries Information N.twork (RLIN) online database to emphasize preservation information.
And third, RLG hoped to develop a management model for cooperative
preservation microfilming by evaluating and documenting procedures,
developing guidelines, and studying costs. The RLG Preseruation
Manual
includes the guidelines and procedures developed for the project, as well
as information on the RLIN system enhancements desiqned to facilitate
bibliographic searching for microforms.' This paper ..fortt on the cost
study conducted during this project.
Patricia A McClung, Associate Director fbr Program Coordination, Research Lib r a r i c s G r o u p , g r a t e f u l l y a c k n o w l e d g e s t h e a s s i s t a n c co l ' t h e p r o . j e c tm a n a g e r s r v h o c o n ducted this cost study and commented on the article:John Bakcr. Sherry Bvrnc, Margaret Byrncs. Rosemarv Cullen, Carolyn Harris, Don Kclscy, Barclay Ogcien, and Gav
lValker She acknowledges also the assistance ofJim Coleman and Maureen Thayer in
tabulating and analyzing the data
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THE COOPERATIVE PnnSnnverrOx
MrcnornvuNc
PRoJEcr
Based on a survey of potential interest sent to all RLG members,
seven institutions were selectedto participate in the project, which was
carried out over a three-year period. (An eighth institution, Stanford
University, joined the project during its final year, after the cost study
had been completed.) Early in the planning stagesthe RLG Preservation Committee decided to focus on American imprints and Americana
published between 1876 and 1900, the rationale being that the project
could have the most immediate impact by beginning with our nation's
own literature. Approximately thirty thousand titles have been filmed as
part of this project in the following subject areas:
Selected American poetry volumes from the Harris Collection at
Brown University
SelectedAmerican literature, philology, and language from the collections at Columbia University
Selected Americana in philosophy and religion, cultural anthropology, law, and medicine from the collections of the New York Public Library
Selected American imprints on the history of the physical sciences
from the collections of Stanford lJnrversrty
Selectedimprints in American history of the Trans Mississippi West
from the Bancroft Library and the general collections of the Universitl,
of C alifornia-Berkeley
S e l e c t e dA m e r i c a n a i n e c o n o m i c s , s o c i o l o g y , p o l i t i c a l s c i e n c e ,a n d
technology from the collections of the University of Michigan
Selectedtitles from the Hess Collection of Dime Novels at the ljniversity of Minnesota
Selected titles in American history (except Trans Mississippi West)
from the collections of Yale IJniversrty
The CPMP representeda unique opportunity to measure similar procedures, performed according to agreed-upon guidelines, in a wide variety of institutional settingsand geographic regions. From the beginning,
the project participants assumed certain responsibilitiesfor record keeping and quality control becauseof the project's emphasis on designing a
national model for cooperation. Besides the production of replacement
copies for deteriorating items in these institutions, the project was intended to create a national resource of archival quality master negatives
accessiblethrough excellent bibliographic records and stored under optimal conditions. The hooe was that anv additional costs incurred in
pursuit of these goals wouid be offset ovei time by the fact that other institutions would not need to duplicate these efforts and could devote
their resources to preserving additional materials in the same spirit of
cooperatron.
In l9B4 the project managers for the CPMP conducted a study of the
costsinvolved in carrying out this project in their institutions. The study
focused on twelve steps in the process from selection through preparation, filming, and cataloging to the point at which the master negatives
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were shipped to storage. Each of the seven institutions conducted the

ccpt for steps 9 and 12, which also included the costs for supplies.

Rnsurrs oF THESruoy

IoENrrrrrcartoN ANDPnysrcer- PnspanRrroN
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devised to systematically identify embrittled materials in the categories
targeted by'each institution. Although the order varied somewhat, at
eacl of the institutions, clerical assistants searched the library' s shelflist

dramatically depending on the subject area. Sixty percent
film-varied
of the American literature titles searched at Columbia had been filmed

nificant impact on the searching costs incurred.
In most institutions the curatorial review step occurred after the

amounted to $0.41.
The physical preparation part of the process, as well as the preparation oftargets to be filmed with the items, included a number of
importantiand often time-consuming-operations' Although the con-
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dition of the materials and local policies contributed to variations in the
routines from one institution to another, in general the libranes measured the following activities for the cost study:
. page by page collation and flagging of volumes with any special instructlons
o minor repairs; ordering of missing or damaged pages when necessary
. computation of length of reel based on number of pages or volumes
r brittleness testing (unless it was done at the retrieval step 2)
o disbinding of volumes, removal of bindings (optional)
o preparation of bibliographic and eye-legible targets as needed; insertion in appropriate places in the volume
. insertion of standard targets or markers to indicate where the filmer
should put them, e.S., "Start," "End of title", "End of reel"
o insertion of copy catalog cards for filrning
. delivery of materials to filmer
o completion of paperwork to prepare materials for cataloging; sorting of forms and filing of cards after cataloging
At an institution where the materials did not require several of these
steps (the books were in relatively good condition, they were not being
disbound, and the filmer calculated the reel breaks), identification and
physical preparation took approximately 7 minutes per title of a student
employee's time. At an institution where the materials required extensive preparation, these stepstook slightly more than 50 minutes per title
of a paraprofessional's time. The median time for these procedures was
36.6 minutes, and the median cost amounted to $5.28.
FIlvrNc

AND INSpECTToN

The project rnanagers developed film specifications and guidelines for
quality control based on the National Information Standards Organization (NISO) standards and Library of Congre ss practice to ensure the
production of archival quality microfilm and compatible procedures.'In
addition, they all used the same forms for project work sheetsand quality
control sheets to assist in the compilation of comparable management
data. Five institutions performed their filming within the library, and
two used commercial service bureaus. Most libraries contracted with
commercial operations for at least one of the processing and duplication
services as well as the chemical testing. The frlming figures include the
following procedures:
. camera work to film the title and appropriate targets
o processing and printing of three generations of film (including a
master negative, a printing master, and a positive service copy)
. set up, clean up, record keeping, and technical inspection (density
readings and averaging, microscope examinations for resolution,
frame-by-frame inspection)
c completion of corrections and splicing, if necessary
o box labeling; reel wind up; routine equipment adjustments; returning books, targets, and film to preservation office.
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The filming costs ranged from a low of $0.18 per frame to a high of
$0.34 for the production of three generations of film. In most casesit was

a l0% sample from each shipment. This inspection averaged one to
s e v e nm i n u t e s p e r t i t l e , w i t h a m e d i a n c o s t o f $ 1 . 4 4 .
Queurlc eNo CarnlocrxG
To understand the costs related to cataloging, some background on
the Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN) system and RLG
policies is necessary. Because the RLG Preservation Program places a
strong emphasis on the accessibilityof preservation information online,
rvith Andrew W. Mellon funds made available to the New York Public
Library, thc RLIN system was enhanced in 1981 to highlight information about microlbrms contained in the 007 Iield r-rnthe MARC record.
A specialI'eaturecalled the queuing date (QD) field, enabling libraries to
indicate their intention to film a particular title as soon as that decision is
rnade, was also added to the system. These features make it very easy to
search for either queued or filmed materials recorded on RLIN and also
serve to conserve resourcesby minimizing unnecessary duplicate preservation lilmine.
Furthermore', in an attempt to reduce cataloging costs and increase
the number of retrospective bibliographic records in the RLIN system,
RLG adopted a catalbging standard Ibr retrospectiveconversion of catalog records, which libraries may use rather than full AACR2 cataloging.
Essentially, this reconstandard,as it is called, allows cataloging to be based
on existing catalog card records and does not require the cataloger to
work lrorn the book (or any other {brmat) itself.
The Iigures in thc cost study reflect the fact that at the time the decision to film was made, all participating institutions were required to enter a brief record in RLIN along with a date in the queuing date field to
notify other libraries. The use of the recon standard for cataloging was
optional; however, it was used by five of the sevenparticipants. Cataloging and queuing times combined ranged as low as 23 minutes and as
high as 66 minutes per title. The median cost for these activities was
$5.60.
Sronacr
To ensure that the 30,000 master negatives produced as part of this
project are stored under optimal conditions, they are kept in a private
vault, which RLG leases from the National Underground Storage
(NUS) in Boyers, Pennsylvania. Located in a renovated limestone
mine, the vault has been specially equipped and is continually monitored to maintain the temperature at 60oF and the relative humidity at
357o. Prices for this type of storage vary depending on the number of
reelsto be stored, the exact specifications,and the company. In 1986 the
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annual rental fee per drawer in the common storage space at NUS (with
a minimum of 20 drawers, each of which holds 40 to 42 reels) was approximately $30. The smallestvault (600 cubic feet) rents for $3,300 per
year plus the one-time purchase price for drawers of approximately $25
apiece. The RLG vault is 863 cubic feet and rents for fi+ ,7+6 per year. It
has capacity for approximately 17,440 rolls of 35mm microfilm.
The cost study does not account for these storage costs since they are
ongoing fees treated as overhead expenses. However, the costs for labels, mailing cartons, and shipping to the facility were calculated as were
those for the related labor expenses.The median time spent on this activity was 1 .75 minutes per title (with an average of 3 titles per reel), and the
median cost per title for labor and supplies was $0. 15 .
VARIATIONS IN CosTs AMoNG THE

SnvnuPenrrcrpexrs
The costs and times involved for each of these twelve steps at the participating institutions varied widely. Table 1 summarizes the ranges in
time spent for each step and also gives the median time for that activity
across all project participants; table 2 reports on the average high, low,
and median costs. A number of factors contributed to the variations, including the nature of the materials themselves, labor costs in a given geographical area, and institutional practices for such activities as the level
of cataloging, local requirements for card catalog representation, and
whether filming was done in-house or by a commercial service bureau.
The category of materials to be filmed represented the most significant variable among the seven projects. Because filming costs accounted
for between 457o and 78% of the total costs, the number of frames per
title made a dramatic difference in the costs. Certain collections such as
the Harris collection at Brown and the Hess collection at the University
of Minnesota consisted of books with far fewer pages per title than, for
example, the social science monographs at Michigan or the American
TABLE

1

Avennce Trlrn Spnrr or Srpps rN rHB RLG
Coopnnerrve PnnseRvarrox MrcaorrlrrrrNc Pnolecr
Time (in minutes)
hieh

For 100Titles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Title identification
Retrieval
Circulation records
Searching
Curatorial review
Queuing
Physical preparation
Target preparation
Filming
Film inspection
Cataloging
Labeline/packine

.+
.5
.9
I
.J
't-J

4.9
2.3
50
1.2
i'.J
I

5.2
^
5.4
19.+
a

J.Z

16.5
44.5
26.9
186.5
13.9
60
7.7

median

1.4
1B
1.9
5.5
1i
l-l

14.4
21.6
o-J

r 1 7. l
6.7
tt.J

1.8
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TABLE

2

Avnnecn Cosrs pon Srsps rlr rnE RLG
Coopnn,q.rrvoPnesnnvarroN Mrcnortur,trNc Pnolncr
Institutional per Title Averases:

1 . Title identification
Retrieval
Circulation records
+ Searching
5 Curatorial review

2.
3
6
7.
B
9.

Queuing
Physical preparation
Target preparation
Filming
Filming costs figured on a per
frame basis:
1 0 . Film inspection
1 1 . Cataloging
1 2 . Labelins/packine

Costs (in dollars and cents)
high
median
low

.09
.03
.07
.06
.07
.+5
50
.23
16.7
5

7.74
3. 8 5
4 7. 1 4

1B
.19
196
11

.34
2.94
19.70
1.68

1.09
.76
.78
1.69
1.12
J.JZ

.29
.19
.JZ

.65
.41
2.59
3.76
1.52
31.91
.26
1.+4
3.01
.lJ

history materials at Yale. The average number of frames per title at participating institutions ranged from 49.5 to 197.6.
Other variables inherent in the nature of the materials were their conditions (which influenced the amount of preparation and filming time
required), their subject area (which affected the amount of searching
time necessary to verify that films were not available), and the relative
ease with which they could be identified, retrieved, and approved for
filming. It is usually much less expensive to film a special collection of
monographs already preselected and housed in one location than to
work through a shelflist or other screening process, retrieve materials
from all over a library (or campus), and subject them to item-by-item
review by curatorial staff.
The available labor and the cost of that labor also contributed to the
cost differential from one institution to another. For example, student
Iabor at the University of Michigan was readily available and relatively
inexpensive compared to unionized full-time employees at the New
York Public Library. Throughout ten of the twelve stepsin the preservation microfilming process, Iabor makes up virtually 100% of the costs
calculated in this study. (The steps with a significant supplies component included filming and packing/shipping.) Consequently, the market
rate.salariesin a given area or institution for positions t"at-t u.t curators,
project managers, catalogers, camera operators, and clerical assistants
had a significant impact on the average costs,as did the speedwith which
each of them was able to complete required tasks.
Finally, institutional practices also contributed to the cost differential.
At the two institutions which elected to do full AACR2 cataloging of the
preservation microfilm, it took approximately one hour per title (using a
combination of paraprofessional and professional time) and constituted
almost 307o of the total dollars spent at those institutions on the project.
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In contrast, at the other five locations all of which used paraprofessional
or student staff to catalog at the RLG recon level, the percent of the total
costs attributable to cataloging was in the B% to 157o range and took a
median time of 29 minutes per title. (These cataloging calculations include the queuing step of the process as well as the frnal cataloging of the
completed film.)
As to the variation in costsbetween filming done within an institution
and filming done by a commercial service bureau, this particular study
does not demonstrate a wide cost differential. The two institutions which
used commercial servicebureaus (one for profit, one not-for-profit) paid
$0.33 and $0.34 per frame, respectively, for all filming expensesto produce three generations of microfilm (a master negative. printing master,
and service copy). The institutions with in-house facilities calculated per
frame costs between $0.18 and $0.28 per frame. It is significant, however, that none of these figures are perfectly analogous to the others.
There are discrepanciesin the degree to which institutions factored overhead costs into these numbers and whether or not the individual ohotoservices unit reported a flat rate charged for all filming or was ibl. to
calculate exactly what was expended on the particular project. Other
factors influencing the filming costs included volume (the number of titles processedat each institution for the project), the ability to streamline
procedures, the condition of the materials, whether the bindings had
been removed for filming (adding to the preparation time but speeding
up the filming time), and the skill of the staff.
Although not a significant factor in the overall costs, the amount of
time and money expended on the preparation of targets for filming with
the items neverthelessreDresentsone of the most dramatic illustrations
o f t h e w a y i n w h i c h l o c a l p r a c t i c e sc a n a f f e c t t h e c o s t s .A t I e a s to n e i n s t i tution prepared bibliographic targets using student labor to hand letter
them. This procedure cost $0.23 per title. The majority of the institutions preferred printed targets (prepared by several different methods)
and included more targets to assist the reader in using the film and to
account for anything unusual about the film (such as missing or mutilated pages or illustrations filmed at the end). Consequently the costs
among the seven institutions ranged from an average of $1 to almost $4
per title.
However, there is more at issue here than costs, and the implications
extend beyond target preparation to all aspectsofthe process. The real
question is, how does one strike a balance between the quality of the final
product and the costsassociatedwith adhering to high standards and facilitating the patron's use of the film? While this study could not produce
clear-cut answers to this somewhat rhetorical question, it, at least, provided more information for managers to use in making decisions about
specific local procedures.

Bnnnrrrs oF THESruoy
This project provided a unique opportunity to survey costs for producing archival quality microfilm at seven different institutions using
mutually agreed-upon procedures and standards. By offering more in-
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formation on the subject of costs, the study enabled the project managers
to consider possibilities for reducing costs based on their individual experiences and that oftheir colleagues.
These insights led to a revision of the project guidelines (as reflected in
Manual) as well as to adjustthe second edition of the RLG Preseruation
ments in some local procedures. Once it was established that any of the
bibliographic sources consulted during the search process yielded a hit
rate of 107o or less, checking was discontinued. Savings realized from
less searching should more than offset the occasional duplicate frlm
which results from the relaxed standard. The installation of RLIN terminais in several of the preservation units involved in the project made it
more convenient, and therefore cheaper to search, queue, and catalog
the materials.
To streamline the preparation step the requirement for page-by-page
collation was eliminated for most volumes that appeared, after a quick
inspection, to be intact. In addition, the practice of erasing stray marks
on pages and mending tears was discontinued except when the legibility
of the text was severely affected. And multiple targets indicating specific
collation problems throughout a volume were replaced by one target at
the beginning to indicate "Best Copy Available" or "Filmed as
''
Bound. In the future several institutions plan to produce targets using
microcomputers, which should reduce the costs even further.
The results of the study do not constitute a basis for direct correlations
in estimating costsfor other projects. They can, however, provide a general framework for cost predictions. For example, in similar projects,
one could assume that the filming costs (which can be easily calculated
by using a filmer's per frame estimate in combination with a projection
as to the total number of pages to be filmed) constitute between 457o and
7B7o of the total costs.
Estimates for the other steps in the process can usually be derived by
analyzing the collections to be filmed. How much searching will be
needed to determine whether an item has been filmed? To what extent
will curatorial review be necessary?What level of cataloging is required?
What are the staffing needs and requisite salaries?In most instances,it is
worthwhile to conduct time studies of a small sample of the materials for
steps with potentially significant variables, such as searching, preparation, and cataloging. Local labor costs can then be calculated according
to the time figures. The appendix includes a formula along these lines
that has proved useful in making estimates for other RLG preservation
proJects.

CoNcr,usroN
This study represents one systematic attempt to document the costs
associated with all steps involved in the production of archival quality
preservation microfilm. Aspects of this project, as well as local complexities at each participating institution, may not apply in other projects.
More than anything else, the diversity of results and special circumstances that existed among the seven institutions participating in the
same project argue against the existence of a typical project on which
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others can base their own estimates. Nevertheless, as other studies are
undertaken and made available, they can, in combination with this one,
begin to establish a reservoir of data so that more informed costs estimates will be possible.
RnrnnnNcnslxo Norns
Research Libraries Group, RLG Preseruation
Manual.2d ed. (Stanford, Calif.: Research Libraries Group, 1986). References in this article are to the second edition,
although the first edition was used in the project.
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APPENDIX A
FoR ESTTMATTNG PRoJEcr

Cosrs

Define and figure the size of the entire target population beforethe searching and
curatorial review steps occur (this step will probably require a sample study).
: l-Total
number of volumes in the proposed collection
(1)
: _
2-Total
number of titles in the proposed collection
(2)
Estimate the percentage of materials expected to be eliminated by curatorial review (this step may require a sample study).
3-Estimated
percentage expected to be eliminated by review
: _(3)
Process
Anticipate the searching hit rate, that is, the percentage of titles expected io be
available on film, fiche, or other format. It probably will be necessary to conduct a
pilot search project to document this percentage. In the RLG project alone the hit
rate ranged as low as 17o and.as high as 60% , depending on the target and search
srraregy.
: 4-Estimated
searching hit rate percentage
(4)
(Depending on the project, it may be advisable to switch the
orde r of steps 3 and 4. Some curators will prefer to review materials after they have been searched while others will be able to
screen materials before the searching step.)
Reduce the numbers in steps I and,2 first by the percentage in 3, then by the percentage in 4.
: _
5-Number
of volumes to be filmed
(5)
: _
6-Number
of titles to be filmed
(6)
: 6a-Calculate
average number of volumes per title
(6a)
( Divide number of volumes by number of titles. )
Estimate the local costs per title for prefilming activities (identification, searching,
preparation, and curatorial review). Estimate times for each step and then costs,
based on the level ofstaffperforming
each step.
: _(7)
7-Estimated
prefilming costs per title
: 7a-Prefilming
cost per title converted to per volume
(7a).
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F . Estimate the amount of time it will take to catalog each title. Consider whether the
item already has been cataloged, whether the record is already online (where applicabte), whether the original needs to be withdrawn from the collection, the staniard ofcataloging to be ipplied, level ofstaffto be assigned to the task, etc..
< The averagd time for thiittep ranged from 23 to 66 minutes in the RLG project,
which also iniluded queuing tlie title on the RLIN system at the time the decision
was made, and then later updating that record. )
: (g)
cost per title
B-Cataloging
-(Ba)*
cosf per volume
Ba-Catd6ging
,
G . Calculate tlie iverag-e number of pages per volume among those in the to-befilmed category (a sample study is usually necessary)
number piges per'volume
9-Average
_
-(9)
H Get an est-imate frorrrthi filmer, whether internal or external, for the per frame
ifapnegative,
(and
duplicate
copy
negative
and
service
master
cost ofproducing
plicabli). This should include all charges from filmer, e.g., inspection, supplies,
labor, etc.
:
(10)
10-Per frame filming charge
I . Unless filming newspapers or other oversized materials, allow two,pages .Per
frame. When ialculaiing per volume costs for filming and producing all required
generatrons.
: (11).
+ 2 x <-10> : pervolumefilmingcosts
It-<g>
J. Calculatelocalinspectioncosts(filmer'sinspectioncostsshouldbeincludedunder
H). ( Based on RLG project, local inspection may take betwe en 5 and 15 minutes
per title depending on number of frames )
/t o\*
:
72-Local inspection costs per volume
\11)
Add * items to arrive at an approximate cost per volume
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Accurqcy of [C Copy:

A Comporisonbetween Copy
Thor Begonos CIPond
Other [C Cotologing
Arlene G. Toylor ond ChorlesW. Simpson

copy produced outside the CIP process. If the belief is true, there are
implications both for the updating process at LC and for the management of copy cataloging units. If the belief is found to have no basiJin
fact, managers need to know that all LC finished copy can be treated
equally. This study addressesthe issue by examining the accuracy of
CIP data that has been updated to conform to the published item and
issued on LC/MARC
tapes and compares it with tli. u..rlru.y of cataArlene G Taylor is Associate Professorof Library Service, Columbia University; Char l e s W S i m p s o n i s A s s i s t a n tD i r c c t o r o f L i b r a r i e s f o r T e c h n i t a l S t , r v i c e s S
, r a t eU n i v e r sity of New York at Stony Brook
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loging produced by LC that is not part of the CIP process.
CIP CETET,OGING

published item.
Errors can occur at the first stage of the CIP process, particularly with
regard to subject analysis and classif,rcation,due to incomplete data suppliea by the publisher. In addition, subsequent changes made by^t!r1
publisher pribr to publication may adversely affect the original CIP
data. For example coauthors' names may be reversed or changes may
occur to title elements, series, contents, and/or imprints.
Errors made at the first stage can be perpetuated at the second stage if
the cataloger at LC fails to notice that the item received bears information different from that found in the CIP data or that the subject of the
actual item is not what the front matter implied it would be. In addition,
new information added to the record is subiect to the same human error

numerous libraries.

the CIP in the book. Of all the differences, 28 percent occurred in an
accesspoint. These "significant" changes appeared on 24 percent of the
recordi. Shirley W. Leung compared MARC CIP records with the frnished full MARC records for thbse items.' She compared fourteen bibliographic elements in those records, of which six were considered to be
because they would require attention by trained catalogers
"piimary"
in order io correct them in a CIP recbrd. She found that 58 percent of the
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records had no variation in the fourteen elements studied, and 78 percent had no variation in the six primary elements (i.e.,22 percent of the
records had "significant" changes). She pointed out that
For-the purpose of this study full LC MARC catalogingrecordswere considered as the^compleredend product. There was no effort io assessthe quality or
accuracyof the full LC MARC records.'

record were also noted, but are not a part of this report.
METHODOLOGY
The samplesconsistedof 900 books for which CIP records were avail-

For both groups, the authors performed "copy cataloging" for each
.
item, comparing the copy with ihe book itself.-Codes tor t"ZStypes of
gygls^were assigned. These codes represented various aspects of
MARC coding, Dewey and LC classificaiions,selectionand form of accesspoints, and descriptive elements. Separate codeswere used for,,errors" due to changes in cataloging policy occurring since the records
were prepared and for variations in local copies. "Errors" were deter-
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mined by comparing the bibliographic record with the item in hand and
then using thecatal6ging rules, .,r1. i.rt..p.etations from the Cataloging
format for books to determine
SeruiceBulleiln, and the OCf-CnlnRC
the correctnessofthe final record.
Analysis of most categories of error was straightforward. For example, a tille word misspelled, an incorrect number of pages, or an incoriect filing indicator iequired only categorization of the error. Some,
however,-required more subjectivejudgment. An occasional subtitle or
publisher staiement required consultation, but subjectivity was primarily evident in subject analysis and classification decisions. Where "errors" were in question, both authors had to agree in order for an error to
be counted. This may have caused us to err on the side of counting too
few errors. The lack oioutside funding prevented a subsequentreview of
these findings by an independent jury.
Given thJvariety of subject -itte. represented in the two samples,
the authors were able to question and verify only those subject headings
that seemedobvious candidates for extra scrutiny. All LC classifications
were verified in the LC classification summary used with the LC Alert
Service, and all Dewey numbers were verified in the "Third Summary"
of the nineteenth or eighteenth edition of Dewey (whichever was appropriate). When necessa.y, the complete LC or Dewey classification
schedules were consulted. Forms ol name entries were verified only
when questionable, for example, when they were in conflict with
AACR2 or when the form in the statement of responsibility had been
changed without a corresponding change in an accesspoint.
Information pertaining to the items in the two samples was-alsocompiled. This incllded the month and year of input into OCLC, the imprint date, broad LC and Dewey Decimal Classification categories,and
ih. typ. of publisher (trade scholarly, university press, etc')' In addition,'lt wai noted whether the cataloging was done according to
AACR2, pre-AACR2 but according to ISBD, partial ISBD, or preISBD. The data were input into SAS (Statistical Analysis System) for
computer analysis.
DnsctrPtroN

oF THE SAMPLES

To determine whether the two samples were really comparable, certain of their physical characteristicswere compared. Table 1 shows frequency of tkie two samples by imprint date. Imprint dates.differed by
g.o,tp becausethe CIP group was chosen by selectingolly items whose
MenC records were still CIP records . (CIP groupis used in this report to
refer to the group whose records were first created as CIP records even
though theiifiniihed MARC records are not, in fact, still CIP re-cord.s.)
Thui there were none in that group with imprints before 1978. This
table illustrates one of the limitations of this study: one important group
that rvas not sampled consists of items whose cataloging began as CIP
and were already updated to full MARC by the time of the study.
Table 2 shows distribution of the two samples by date of input into
OCLC. This feature is important becauseit is more indicative of date of
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original cataloging than is imprint date, although the date of final updating of the CIP copy is usually one or more years after the input date. It
can be seen by comparison with table 1 that, as expected, CIP titles are
first cataloged before their imprint dates while non-CIP titles are cataloged after their imprint dates. One can also see that the samples cross
the time periods of implementation of ISBD (September lg7 +i, AACR2
(January 1981), and the elimination of shared iataloging (May 1982).'
The majority of both samples-750 (83.3 percent) of the CIP sample
and 520 (57.3 percent) of the non-CIP sample-were cataloged accoiding to AACR2. All of the pre-AACR2 CIP records and 290 (31.9 percent) of the non-CIP records were prepared according to pre-AACR2
ISBD format. Eight of the non-CIP records were parrial ISBD while 90
records were pre-ISBD. These factors had to be taken into consideration
in the analysis oferrors.

TABLE 1
DrsrnrsurroNor Sevpr,essy IvpnrNrrDern
CIP Sample
Number
Percent

1957-70
1 9 7t - 7 5
1976
1977

r978
tgl9
1980
1981
1982
1983
Total

0
0
0
0
I
10
28
368
477
16
900

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
1.1
3.1
40.9
53.0
1.8
100.0

Non-CIP Sample
Number
Percent

57
80
28
3t

57
54
181
371
43
0
908

6.3
8.8
3.1
4.1
6.3
5.9
19.9

+0.9
4.7
0.0
100.0

TABLE 2
DrsrnreurroN on Selapres ev Dere or INpur rnro OCLC
CIP Sample
Number
Percent

1957-70
1 9 7t - 7 5
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
19 8 3
Total

0
0
1
1
I

23
r26
585
162
1
900

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
2.6
14.0
65.0
18.0
0.1
100.0

Non-CIP Sample
Number
Percent

10
110
26
53
43
IJ

272
298
0
908

1.1

12.r
2.s

2.9
5.8
4.7
8.0
30.0
32.8
0.0
99.9
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Table 3 gives frequency by type of publisher. It can be seen that the
materials in the samples represent an academic library orientation.
There is a smaller proportion of bo
publisher:sthan is true in the publish
portion than would be representedir
the number of titles from profession
second largest category in the non-(
the CIP simple demonstrates that few such groups participate in the
CIP program. The "other" category contains such groups as governmeni bodies, foundations, businesses,vanity presses' private presses'
etc., and constitutes another group that is not likely to participate in the
CIP program.
TABLE 3
ntt""t""tt""

""

S^
CIP Sample
Number

Trade scholarly
University press
Trade popular
Professionalorganizations/
Societies
Trade reprint
Other
lJniversity press
Reprint
Total

516
206
127

Percent

57.3
22.9
l4.l

Non-CIP SamPle
Number

Percent

+38
rr2

+8.2
12.3

111

119

29
15
6

3.2
1.7
0.7

155
+4
+5

t 7. l
+.8
5.0

1
900

0.1
100.0

908

99.9

0.3

Rnsur-rsoF THESruoY

changes are added to the other error-free records, the number of errorfree dIP records is 447 or 49.7 percent, while the numbers for the two

Accuraclt
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TABLE 4
DrsrnrsurroNor Sevrpr,ns
sy BnonoSun;ecrAnpas
Dewey
Social sciences
Humanities
Sciences
Literature

History
General
Total

CIP Sample
Number
Percent

28r

3r.2

171
166
143
77
62
900

19.0

r8.+

15.9
8.6
6.9
100.0

CIP Sample
Number
Percent
Social sciences
Literature
Sciences
History
Humanities
General
Total

316
179
176
95
90

+4
900

J:1. I

19.9
19.6
10.6
10.0
4.9
1 0 0 I.

Non-CIP Sample
Number
Percent

301
r67
177
r28
94
4l
908
Non-CIP
Number

340
161
183
107
94
23
908

33.2
18.4
19.5
t4.l
10.4
4.5
100.1
Samole
Pe.cent
Jt

-.1

t 7. 7
to,
11.8

r0.4
2.5
100.0

non-CIP groups are somewhat higher: 525 or 57.8 percent and 402 or
56.9 percent. While there is no statistically significant difference between the samples when all "errors" are counted, use of a t-test shows
that the difference between the CIP group and the non-CIP groups not
countinglocal copy differences and policy changes is significant at the
.01 level.'
The effect of the change in procedures of the Shared Cataloging Program (in May 1982) on the overall quality of subsequent LC cataloging
is unknown. A substantial portion of the non-CIP sample of this study
(349 records, or 38.4 percent) represented shared cataloging reflecting
the former practice of creating records based on bibliographic descrip-

rvith errors in the nonshared cataloging group (1.89) than in the shared
c a t a l o g i n gg r o u p ( 1 . 8 0 ) .
In tabulating the samples by year of cataloging, it appears that the
implementation of AACR2 had an effect on error rate. Year of cataloging was taken to be the year of input for the non-CIP group, but for the
CIP group, the year of input represented creation of the CIP copy. Finished cataloging was not completed until after publication; so the imprint date was used for this group. It can be seenin table 5 that the errorfree rate was considerably lower for both groups in 1980, the year of
preparation for AACR2. The rate improved in 1981 when there was
presumably more attention to individual cataloging records by superviSOTS.
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TABLE 5
Ennon-FrEpRscopos sv Yeen or Cer.cr-octNc
Ycar*

Toral
Number

t977
0
1978 0
t979
5
1980 10
1981 174
1982 229

CIP Sample
PcrccntJ
M;dified
Percentt
Numbcrt 1

0.0
0.0
s0 0
357
+7.3
48.0

0
0
s
11
184
235

'f

otal
Numbe r

r4
26
22
31
146
151

0.0
0.0
50.0
3 93
50.0
+9.3

Non-CIP
Perccntf

SamPIe
Modificd
Numberl t

s3.8
+9.1
5r.2
+2.5
s3.7
50.7

16
36
28
38
159
t62

Pcrcentf

61.5
6 7. 9
65.1
521
58.5
5+.4

*cIP sample has been categorized by imprint date and the non-clP sample by the
date the record was input into OCLC
fPercent of each year's sample
f f R e c o r d s w i t h o n l y l o c a l c o p y d i f f e r e n c e s o r d i f ' f e r e n c e so c c a s i o n e d b y p o l i c y
changes are included here as error-fiee

The total numbers of errors for the three groups were 860, BB5, and
601 , as shown in table 6. When divided by the numbers of records with
errors it can be Seenthat when errors are made, there is a fairly consis-

TABLE 6
FREAUENCIES

OF ERR

CIP Sample

Complete sample
Records in sampie
Records with errors
Total number of'errors
Errors per record
Sample excluding records
with required changes*
Records with errors
Total number of errors
Errors Der record
*Required changes are those that
policy changes

Non-CIP Samplc
1978-82
Entire
I mp rints

900
471
860
1.83

908
+78
885
1. 8 5

706
347
601

+).1

383
725

30+

821
1

r73

544
r79

involve local copy differences and local
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code. This was considered an error only if the other title information was
clearly set off from the title proper on the title page by typographical or
other means. The third most frequent error in the CIP group was found
in the illustration statement of the physical description area. These three

title is retrieved. For example, one severeconsequencefor OCLC users
is the unwanted and unnecessary addition of duplicates to the database
when existing records are not found due to incorrect title search keys,
even though, from the book in hand, such a search key appears to be
clearly correct with regard to title proper information.
It should be noted that subsequent to the time of this study, LC issued
a rule interpretationfor AACR2 rule I .1B that chansedrhe manner in
which title proper information is to be interpreted." This new interpretation should solve the Droblem.
Table 7 gives the friquency of each error that amounted to more than
2.5 percent of the total errors in the samples. The four errors qualifying
only for the CIP group all represent situations that would be easy to
overlook when comparing already prepared copy (CIP) with a book in
hand. There is lesslikelihood that such errors would be made when creating a record directly from an item in hand. (The problem with wording
of'bibliography notes may have been corrected recently. Since the com-

such errors as a "0" in the OCLC/MARC
"INDX"
fixed field when
there was an index note in the record, a blank OCLC/MARC
"CONT"
value when there was a bibliography, or an "a" in the
OCLC/MARC
"ILLUS"
fixed field when ther-ewere no illustrations in
the item. In all three groups, slightly more than half the errors fall into
five categories. Three categories are found in the top five in all three
groups: MARC coding for fixed fields, collation, and title proper. Collation errors included caseswhere the pagination or the statement of illus-

non-CIP errors, respectively.
The second largest CIP error group is imprint errors, which ac-
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TABLE

7

Etnons rHer AccouNT FoR nr Lnnsr
2.5 PencpNr oF THE Ennons
Non-CIP

In both samples:
"ILLUS"
in fixed
field in error
Error in other title
punctuatron
Illustration statement
ln error
Punctuation error not
in a point of entry
or not affecting
filing
Pagination in error
"Error" due to policy
change ofLC or
OCLC
043 field (indication of
geographical
subject) missing
"CONT"
in fixed
field in error
"INDX"
in fixed field
ln error
In CIP sample only:
Copyright symbol in
error
Wording of
bibliography note rn
error
Form ofpublisher
narne ln error
Bibliography note
omitted
In non-CIP sampleonly:
Local copy differences
Dervey number in
error
Sublleld codes
lncofrect or mlsslng
ISBN lacking on copy
Added entry missine

ror.

CIP

Non-CIP

Sample
(Percent)

Sample
(Percent)

t97B-82
ImPrints
(Percent)

6.2

6.1

5.9

6.1

6.2

5.9

6.0

7.3

4.0
4.0

4.3
2.9

+.7

37

10.8

4.7

2.7

4.1

3.8

2.7

2.7

3.0

2.6

3.6

21

_t_:)

3.6

i.1

2.8

0.9

0.5

2.6

18

2.2

0.8

4.8

7'

l.J

3.5

2.7

3.0
2.7

27
2.6
2.6

09
09
09

l.

/

J.:)

't1

I

.-)
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The second largest category in the complete non-CIP sample, that of
policy changes, was discussed above. While LC cannot do anything
about this group, these "errors" must be dealt with by any library thai
uses LC copy that is more than a year or two old.

SrcNrrrcenr ERRoRS
It is apparent from the above discussion that a number of the errors

ject added entries, LC and Dewey Decimal Classifications, LC card
number, OCLC/MARC fixed field for "DATES," ISBN, and MARC

Shared cataloging records also had smaller proportions of significant

common error in the complete non-CIP group, however, that of incor-
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TABLE B

TABLE 9

Frr.qutNcIes on DtrrsneNr
Tvpas op StcNtpIcaNr Ernor.s
rN DnscrNorNc Onoen ev CIP
S,q.MpLe

F r . a q u r , N c t n so n D t r r e n r , N r T v p s s
or SrcNtt'IceNr Etnots
rN DescnNotNc Ononr sv NoN-CIP Snuple

Typ"

CIP Samplc
Number Percent

Other title
punctuatron
Added entries
Subject
headings
..DATES"
(fixed field)
Series
Title proper
Der+'ey
Decimal
Classillcation
ISBN
LC
classification
MARC tags
Main entry
Filing
indicator
LCCN
Total

53
22

282
tl 7

22

117

15
t+
13

BO
7+
69

12
10

64

B
7
5

+3

5
2
1BB

:) .1

27
27
1.1
1 0 01

'I'ypc

Non-CIP
Sample
Numbe r Percent

Other title
punctuatlon
Filing
indicator
Subject
headings
Added entries
ISBN
Dewey
Decimal
Classification
LC
classification
MARC tags
Series
..DATES"
(fixed field)
LCCN
Title proper
N{ain entry
Total

40

16.9

32

l3 6

37

223

0

00

29
2B
28

t2.3
11.9
11.9

o?

20
2l

1 39
12.0
12.7

25

106

22

1 33

13
12
10

55

t2

J.l

11
7

72
6.6
+2

B

3+

4
4
2
3
166

2+
24
l2
1B
1 0 00

+
+

3
236

+.2
17
17
1.3
1 0 01

groups twice as often as in the CIP group.
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCT,USTONS

and thus are not true errors.

Non-CIP 1978-82
ImPrints
Number Pcrcent
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The ideal, of course, would be to be able to predict which of thc many
pieces of a record will be the ones to have errors. This cannot be done,

tagging, subfields codes, and filing indicators.
While as many as one-fifth of the records may carry an error defined
as "significant," there seems to be little way to predict the locations of
such errors beyond following the recommendations above. It appears
that users of newer LC copy need not worry about LC card numbers,
MARC coding, or main entries.

objective appraisal demonstrates that LC copy is of reasonably high
quality regardlessof its beginnings.
Norns eNn RnrnnnNcns
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where p, and p, represent the proportions being tested,
p represents the "pooled'' estimate of the common proportion,
Q is the value obtained when p is subtracted from 1, and
,A/, and i/, represent the sample sizes.
The t-value when comparing the proportions of .477 for the CIp sample and
.47 4 for the more recent non-CIP sample is 1 .234, which is not statistically
significant. The t-value when comparing .497 and 569, the proportioni
when local copy differences and poli-y changes are excluded, is 2.869, which
is statistically significant at the .01 level.
CatalogingSeruiceBulletin, no.22:72 (Fall 1983).
Cataloging SeraiceBulletin, no.25:43 (Summer 1984).
.229 and
Vl+g a4. formula in note 5, the t-value when comparing the proportions
.305 is 3.138, which is statistically significant at thi.01 l;vel.
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Resistqnceto Online Cotologs:
A ComporotiveSludy of Bryn Mowr
ond SworthmoreColleges
Corol Wolton, SusonWilliomson, ond Howord D. Whife

Tt-

HE LTBRARTANS oF THREE WELL-KNOwN

LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGnS in the

and user reactions.

desired information.
Althouqh many of the studies of online catalog users report a high degree of sitisfaction,'-" only a few studies have surveyed the nonuser
Carol Walton, now Assistant Professor (Processing) at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Libraries, was a member of the Bryn Mawr Library staff at the time this st_r,rdywas
conducted. Susan G. Williamson is Social Sciences Librarian, Swarthmore College Libraryl and Howard D. White is Associate Professor, College of Information Studies,
Drexel University.
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group to identify sources of resistance to using an OPAC. Reasons for

HYPoTHESES

1. IJsers are basically satisfied with the existing card catalog system.
2. Most people would be receptive to using a computerized cata)og,
particularly if it provided more information. Greatest resistance is
expected from the faculty.
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5. lJsers would welcome remote access to the library's collections
from additional locations on campus and would be willing to wait
longer for such accessjust for the added convenience.
METHODOLOGY
An attempt was made to obtain representative samples of the campus
communities, includingfaculty, students, and staff. Staff datawere later
omitted because of the small number of respondents. At Bryn Mawr,
samples were taken at the main library (Canaday) and at the five branch
libriries. In addition, approximately 100 questionnaires were distributed to faculty, graduate, and undergraduate mailboxes. A total of 236
were completed- 189 by students and 47 by faculty. These returns represent 11 percent ofthe student body and 25 percent ofthe faculty.
The rnethod of data collection at Swarthmore differed somewhat. Student responses were gathered by handing out questionnaires in classes,
with the prearranged permission of individual faculty members' Large
classesacross a range of disciplines were chosen to reach a broad cross
section of the student body. Faculty members received and sent back
their questionnaires by college mail. Some 273 student questionnaires
and 97 faculty questionnaires were completed-a total of 37 0. These fi gures represent 21 percent ofthe student body and 41 percent ofthe faculty.
The data gathering instrument was a self-administered questionnaire. In February 1984 a trial questionnaire was administered to 25
people at Bryn Mawr. Some flaws in the instrument became apparent,
andit was subsequently revised. The questions were designed to avoid
technical jargon and personal bias. All but one of the questions were
forced choice and closed ended. The final draft was pretested on several
students and after a few minor adjustments was administered during
April and May 1984 at both colleges.*
Limiting respondents to only one answer sometimes caused discomfort. Fortunately, the questions people found hard to answer with only
one choice were evenly distributed throughout the questionnaire, and
no single question had to be discarded because oftoo few responses.
After being keypunched, the data were ana)yzed using the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences in version SPSS^. Missing values were
not figured into the percentages for each question, so that the total N in
some of our tables varies slightly.

Rnsur-rs
Bac rcnouNo I Nronl,r,qrroN
Respondents were asked to classify themselves in terms of their status
at Bryn Mawr and Swarthmore. The breakdown of responsesappears in
table 1. Table 2 shows the breakdown of respondents by their general
*For those who have discovered that people are not sufficiently motivated to fill out library questionnaires, we offer this suggestion: usean incentiae.The incentive for.p_artici$10, gift certificates,
patingin
this study at Swarthmore *ii a drawing for prizes-two
-ott.
fr"o- a local cheese shop and the other from I local ice cream parlor. Both faculty
members and students seerned pleased by this opportunity and gladly frlled out both the
questionnaire and a slip for the drawing.
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fields of study. There is an overall similarity in the samples from both
colleges, both in terms of status and fields of study. More faculty members-a^rerepresented in the Swarthmore sample, but this is the only major difference between the two.
Dare ANer-ysrs
Hypothesis 7. Usersare basicaQtsatisfied with the existing card catalog sltstem.
Respondents were asked to generalize about their rate of success in
locating information with the card catalog. Table 3 shows the results,
with 84 percent at Bryn Mawr and BB percent at swarthmore indicating
successful-catalog use more than half the time. Queried further aboui
catalo-g effectiveness, B0 percent at Bryn Mawr and 63 percent at
swarthmore said that when they were unable to locate maierials, the
TABLE 2
RespoNorNrs ey Frr'r-o
op Sruov

TABLE 1

Dryn
Mawr

RrspoNonNrs ev Srerus

Category
Student
Faculty

Bryn
Mawr

Swarthmore

N:236

N:370

B0%
20%

26%

7+%

Swarthmore

Field

N = 236 N:370

Humanities
Social sciences
Natural sciences
Other

45%
2+%
29%
2o/o

39%
27%
28%
6%

fault did not lie with the catalog itself. Rather, they believed, as table 4
shows, that the catalog merely reflected lack of materials in the collection. A sizable proportion at both schools attributed their lack of success
to their own uncertainty about alternative ways to search. (patrons at
swarthmore appear to be either less confident or more honesi in this regard. )

Hypothesis 2. Most peoplewould bereceptiueto using a computerizedcatarog,
particularlt iJ it proaidedmoreinformation. Greatestresiitanceii expectedfromi'he
faculty.
The assumption here is that people do not have an aversion to com-
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open to computerization than Bryn Mawr's because of more experience

TABLE 3
Succr,ss wlrn

Pencptvoo Re,csoN non
Lncx or Cnreroc Succnss

Ceno Cnraloc
Bryn
Mawr

Seldom find
information
Less than half the
trme
More than half the
trme
Almost always find
information

Bryn
Mawr

Swarthmore

N:233 N:358

Success Rate

TABLE4

,

2%

2%

t+%

10%

59%

62%

25Vo

26%

Swarthmore

R e a s o nf o r F a i l u r e N : 2 2 0
Library lacks
materials
Ijncertain how to
search
Confused filing
arrangement
Other

N:344

B0%

63%

13%

31%

37o
4%

37o
3%

TABLE 5
Crtorcr or C,qreLoc
Bryn
Mawr

Swarthmore

System Preferred

N:223 N:333

Card cataloe
Computer citalog

56%
+4%

+9%
5l%

TABLE 6
CHotca

oF CATALoc BY STATUSoF RESPoNDENT
Bryn Mawr
Faculty
Studenis

System Preferred
Card catalog
Computer catalog

Swarthmore
Faculty
Students

N: 180

N - 43

N:256

s3%

67%
337o

s0%

+ +%

50To

56%

N:77

to OnlineCatatogs/393
R esistance
At Swarthmore feeli4gs about the two options also ran high. Several
students wrote in "very strong preference" when checking an option.
Several noted that the card catalog was always available, while computer
terminals would not be. A stirdent who had done research with an online
catalog said, "Overall, the flexibility of the computer is limited and frus''
trating at times, not to mention frustration at lack of terminals. Yeck !
Ambivalence was common: "This idea of computerization is a good
one," a student wrote, "but making it the solesource of sources is the
height of stupidity. "
One interesting question was asked only in the Bryn Mawr version of the
questionnaire. Respondents were asked to choose between a traditional
card catalog and an online catalog that would provide information in
greater depth. Some objected to this question as "too leading. " Even so, 17
percent
'ftg.,r. of the respondents overall still chose the card catalog. Note that this
is similar to the 16 percent of nonusers in two precedJnt studies't and
may represent the irreducible core of computerphobes. In the breakdown
by status, 12 percent of the students and 30 percent of the faculty would be
reluctant to give up the card catalog for the online intruder.
These results do not offer strong support to the main hypothesis-that
people are generally receptive to an online catalog when first proposed.
They confirm, moreover, our expectations of substantial faculty resistance. Some respondents, of course, refused to answer the questions,
pleading too little knowledge to make an informed choice. But we were
surprised by the amount of resistance from the students, who by now
have been exposed to other computer systems and appear to have accepted them.
In our hypotheses we did not conjecture whether respondents would
differby field of study in their acceptance ofOPACs. However, as noted
in table 2, we could place all respondents broadly in the humanities, social sciences, or natural sciences, and the cross tabulations are suggestive. As one would expect, allegiance to the traditional card catalog is
highest in the humanities and next highest in the social sciences (with
proportionately more "traditionalists" in both at Bryn Mawr). In fact,
table 7 shows clear majorities for the computer catalog only in the natural sciences at both schools. (It will be recalled that, at Bryn Mawr, 17
percent of a// respondents preferred the card catalog to an OPAC even
when the latter was nresented as richer in information. Within fields,

TABLE 7
CHorcn or Cereloc

sv FrEI-o or RrspoNopNr

.L

Humanities

System
Preferred
Card
catalog
Computer
catalog

Bryn Mawr
Social
Sciences

Sciences

N:65

Swarthmore
Social
Sciences
Humanities

N: 129

N:91

Sciences

N:9s

N: 103

N:52

62%

61%

42%

s4%

50%

4t%

387o

397o

57%

+6%

50%

59%
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those with this preference were sciences,6 percent; social sciences, 1B
percent; and humanities, 23 percent).
Hypothesis 3. Users(a) are not accustomedto tuaiting to accessthe collection
through the card catalog, and (b) would not react well to hauing to wait to usea
computerizedcatalog.
The frrst part of the hypothesiswas testedby asking respondentsabout
their experiences waiting to use a drawer of the card catalog. At Bryn
Mawr 73 percent and at Swarthmore 77 percent stated that they had
never had to wait to use the card catalog. That so many people expect
' 'instant
access" must be taken into account in orienting the community
to an online system, so as to avoid false expectations of what the system
can orovide.
Tb test the second part of the hypothesis, users were asked how long
they would wait to use a drawer of the card catalog, as opposed to a computer terminal. Tables B and 9 provide their respective answers. The
percentage of users "unwilling to wait at all" or "to wait more than a
minute" is considerable-about half the sample at both schools. (Stud e n t o r f a c u l t y s t a t u sd o e s n o t m a t t e r . ) M o r e o v e r , r e s p o n d e n t sa t v a r i ous levels of impatience are roughly the same for both the card and the
online catalogs. We would infer from this that patience is not going to be
more in evidence if online catalogs are installed. Serious efforts must be
made to provide enough terminals to satisfy the demand for quick acCCSS.

Related to the issue of waiting is whether patrons are willing to interrupt someone else's extended search at a terminal if they need to do a
quick search. At Bryn Mawr only 27 percent said they would be willing
to interrupt. The reluctance of the rest-a large majority-could lead to
frustration as they wait for access.
TABLE 8
RrspoNooNrs'WrLLrNGNrss
ro Werr ron Cano Carnloc Dnewr:,n
Leneth of Time
Wouldn't wait at all or would return later
Wait about one minute
Wait 2-5 minutes
Wait 5-10 minutes
Wait as long as necessary

Bryn Mawr

Swarlhmore

N:228

N=362
24%
26%
35%
e%
5%

36%
19%
29%
12%
4%

TABLE 9
Rn,spollorNrs'Wrrr-rNcNnss
ro Warr non Onr-rNaCereloc
Bryn Mawr

Length of Time
Wouldn't wait at all or would return later
Wait about one minute
Wait 2-5 minutes
Wait 5-10 minutes
Wait as long as necessary

N:230
27%
22%
33%
14%
4Vo

Swarthmore

N:355

28%
24%
29%
15%
4%
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At Swarthmore, interestingly enough, 51 percent said they would be
willing to interrupt a terminal user. The pre senceof a large Prime computer network at Swarthmore has introduced students and faculty to
competition for terminals as limited resources. This in turn may have
induced a greater willingness to interrupt someone's ongoing'work,
rather as happens now at copying machines in many places.
Our data clearly support the hypothesis that users are not accustomed
to waiting to accesstheir library's collection. While willingness to wait
varies, it also seemsclear that large (sometimes majority) groups of users
will not use an online catalog if they have to wait for it very long.
Hypothesis 4. An importantconcernforusersof an onlinecatalogis that search'
ing be (a) priuate and (b) unpressured
People were asked to state whether they would feel uncomfortable if
someone could seewhat they were searching on the computer terminal.
Apparently refuting the hypothesis, 83 percent at Bryn Mawr and 81
percent at Swarthmore said they would not feel uncomfortable. (Cross
tabulating by status and by field of study provided no additional insights.) Some of this unconcern may be due to inexperience with online
catalogs and may change when innocence is lost. Other studies indicate
that privacy is an important concern to OPAC users.''
Less surprising is that 86 percent at Bryn Mawr said they would feel
pressured to hurry their searchesif someone were standing behind them
to use the terminal. (This question was not asked at Swarthmore).
Clearly, library planners should take such concerns into account when
planning the number and location of terminals. A system that prevents
people from completing their searchesbecauseof excessivequeuing will
generate annoyance and ill will. (In this, OPAC terminals are like autom a t i c t e l l e r m a c h i n e sa t b a n k s . )
Hypothesis 5. [Jserswould welcomeremoteaccessto the librar2's collection
from additional locationson campusand would be willing to wait longerfor the
addedconaenience
of suchaccess.
lJsers were asked, "If the library's catalog were accessiblethrough
terminals all over campus, where would you prefer to look up information?" Table 10 indicates how students and facultv resoonded. Modally, atboth Bryn Mawr and Swarthmore, students want ierminals to be
located in the library. However, at least a third in both schoolswelcome
the idea of terminals in their dorms: "This I like a lot," or "That would
be marvelous, " or "A great idea. " Faculty overwhelmingly opt for terminals in their offices. Manv of the facultv at Swarthmore now have office terminals connected to a Prime computer; this experience has been
positive, and probably explains why B1 percent are keen for remote access to the library holdings.
Table 11 shows willingness to wait, by status, for remote access
through an OPAC. At both schools, the modal group among students
and faculty would wait two to five minutes. Again, however, an interesting difference in impatienceappears. Combining categories of those who
would not wait at all or would wait only up to a minute, one seesa greater
proportion of impatient students at Swarthmore than Bryn Mawr (28
percent versus 22 percent). The same holds for Swarthmore faculty, but
more so (46 percent versus 33 percent). We again attribute this to the
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TABLE 10
CHorcr oE LocerroN e'onOPAC Ta,nlrrNelssv Srerus

Location

Bryn Mawr
Students
Faculty

Swarthmore
Students
Faculty

N:181

N:268

57%
1%
33%
1%
8%

Library
Computer center
Dormitories
Faculty offices
Branch libraries*

N:46

37%
0
0
63%
0

60%
37o
377o
0
0

N:96
18%

r%

0%
Br%
0

*Bryn Mawr
option only.

TABLE 11
Wrlr-rNcNnss

ro WAIT FoR REMoTE Accnss

Length of Time
Wouldn't wait or would return
Wait one minute
Wait 2-5 minutes
Wait 5-10 minutes
Wait as long as necessary

By STATUS oF RESpoNDENT

Bryn Mawr
Students
Faculty

Swarthmore
Students
Faculty

N: 182

N:265
15%
137o
387o

13%

e%
4s%
18%
15%

N:45

137o
20%
9qq^

16%
22%

2+%
11%

N:93

26%
20%
33%
1r%
10%

greater experience with campuswide computing at Swarthmore.
It appears that if OPACs are to be installed among persons already
acquainted with widespread terminal use and with typical waiting times,
the percentage of those unwilling to wait long will be higher.

CoNcr,usroNs
The findings of this survey, while not startling, underscore the problems of winning acceptance for an online catalog. Bryn Mawr and
Swarthmore patrons seem fairly content with the status quo and are
therefore hesitant to try something new. Many are concerned that a
change to an online catalog will disrupt their ability to find the information they require. Existing online catalogs have in some cases received
negative publicity because of excessive downtime, queuing, or perceived difficulty. As one faculty member wrote, "A card catalog never
breaks down. The . . university library computer catalog was broken
so olien during my daughter's four years there that the library simply
closed it down. " Such concerns must be taken into account by planning
committees as they make their choices.
Our respondents are not accustomed to waiting to access the collection, and few expressed willingness to wait any considerable length of
time, regardless ofwhether the catalog is in card form or online. There
must be sufficient terminals to ensure that users have accessto holdings
within five minutes or the majority will be dissatisfred.
The card catalog apparently is popular because of its constant availability and the immediacy of access it provides. An unpublished
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Swarthmore study reveals that people use the card catalog when they
have to-for an assignment, exam, or lecture. Much of this use is unpredictable as to period of day, and there is no reason to assume that online
catalog use will f,rtinto more predictable patterns. IJsers are understandably concerned about having any types of limitations placed on their catalog search behavior. As one student put it, "Specifying hours of use
would be very limiting. "
The survey also clearly pointed out many people's resistance to learning something new. The greatest vote of confidence the OPAC received
was olly 56 percent (Swa-rthmore faculty). Students_at neither school
gave it a majority, and fully two out of three Bryn Mawr faculty were
skeptical. People in the humanities appear to be most likely to prefer the
traditional card catalog, at least when the OPAC is still merely an idea.
Perhaps one person in six will alwaysprefer the card catalog to an OPAC.
If libraries are going to switch, the staff must be prepared to launch a
vigorous educational campaign-one that goes beyond sticking directions on the terminal-or
else be resigned to a system that will lose many
of the more timid or computer-hostile users.
Instruction will be necessary, furthermore. because of the nuances of
the new system. Pease and Gouke found that, although most patrons
came to prefer the online catalog, they were often unable to make full use
of its retiieval power, compa.ed-to a ikillea searcher."'Problem searches
will require additional instruction or direct help.
Library planners must also anticipate users' feelings. While our respondents did not appear concerned with someone's being able to see
what they were working on, the great majority were sensitive to the implicit pressuresof others waiting to use the same equipment.
The library must be prepared to offer users some substantial improvement over a manual catalog. Given a choice between two databases, one
manual and one computerized, close to half of our respondents chose the
former, as we have seen. Yet if the online catalog contained additional
information or if users could accessit from the convenience of their ofhces or dorms, many would welcome the change.
The experience of libraries that have switched is that users' expectations are raised considerably; they are no longer content with the same
information that was accessiblewith a card catalog. They routinely want
accessto circulation data, to in-process files, and to areas of the collection poorly covered in card catalogs, such as periodicals and government
documents." Once users' expectations are raised, they may not only
want more, but with less delay in processing time. While an online catalog may seem a panacea to harried librarians, they will probably find
that it creates an entirely new set of pressures. We would hope, however,
that this paper identifies some of the problem areas, so that planners can
begin efforts, through publicity and education, to forestall complaints
and cultivate allies.
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APPENDIX A
BRYN MAWR Cor-r.ncr LTBRARY Sunvnv.
Category of respondent (please check one)
[ ] undergraduate student
[ ] graduate student
[ ] faculty
] other, please specify
2 . How many courses are you taking this semester? specify number
[ ] not applicable
q
What is your general field of study? (please check one)
] arts and humanities
] social sciences
] natural sciences and mathematics
specify
] other, please specify
4 . W hich of the Bryn Mawr
Mawr College Libraries do you use masl often? (please check one)

I Canaday
I Psychology
I Math/Physics
*Editor's note: The questionnaire used for the Swarthmore College Library survey requested
essentially the same information but was particularized, for that institution. It has not been reproduced here becauseof soace consrralnrs
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7.

B.

9.

10.

Chemistry/Geology
Biology
Art and Archaeology

Ifyou checked Canaday or the Art and Archaeology Library for the above question,
have you ever used any of the science libraries?
I iy",
[ ]no
Ifyou checkedCanaday or one of the science libraries for question number 4,have
you ever used the Art and Archaeology Library?
I ly"t
[ ].ro
O n the average for this semester,how often have you visited any of the Bryn Mawr
College Libraries for any reason? (please check one)
never been to any BMC library this semester
less than once a month
once a month
a few times a month
once a week
about everv other dav
once a day'or more
Do you generalQvisit the BMC Libraries: (please check one)
[ ] to have a quiet place to study,
[ ] to consult the library staff,
] to use the card catalog,
] to use the reference materials,
] to use the reserve materials,
] to use the Xerox machincs, or
I to socialize?
] other, please specify
Approximately
how oftenthis semesterhave you used the card catalog in any of the
BMC Libraries? (please check one)
I have never used
I hardly ever
] about every other week
I once, maybe twice a week
I more than twice a week
During the week, when do you prefer to use the card catalogs in the BMC Libraries?

(pleasecheck one)
[ ] openingto 11 a.m.
[ ] 1 1a . m .t o 2 p . m .
[ ]2p.m to5p.m.
[ ]5p.m.toBp.m.
[ ] B p.m. to closing
[ ] seldom use during the week
1 1 . On the weekends,when do you prefer to use the card catalogsin the BMC Libraries? (please check one)
[ ] opening to noon on Saturday
] Saturday noon to 5 p.m
I Saturday 5 p m. to closing
] opening to 5 p m. on Sunday
I Sunday 5 p.m. to closing
[ ] seldom use on the weekends
12. Do you use the card catalogs more: (please check one)
] before the semester begins,
] in the first month of the semester,
] just before an exam or paper,
[ ] consistently throughout the semester, or
[ ] in the last month o=fthe semester?
13. Do you think that you find what you're looking for in the card catalogs: (please
check one)
[ ] seldom,
[ ] less than half the time,
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[ ] more often than not, or
[ ] almost always?
14. When you can't find what you want in the card catalogs, is it generally because:
[ ] the library doesn't seem to have the materials you need,

I you're not sure if there's another way to look up what you wanted, or
] the arrangement of the cards in the catalog is confusing?
I other, please specify

1 5 . When you're in the libraries, do you generallyconsult a library staff member:
[ ] before you start to use the card catalog,
[ ] only ifyou haven't been able to find what you neededin the card catalog, or
I to help clarify what you found in the catalog?
J you never find it necessary to ask for assistance with the card catalog
1 6 .Have you eoerhad to wait to use a specific drawer of the card catalog?
[ ]y"r
[ ]no
1 7 .Do you often have to wait to use a specific drawer of the card catalog?
[ ]yes
[ ]no
1 8 . When you use the card catalog in any of the libraries, do you more often look for:
(please check one)
[ ] a specific title ofa book orjournal,
[ ] a particular person's name, or
[ ] a subject or topic, such as United States history?
[ ] .ro preference
[ ] other, please specify
1 9 . On the average for this semesterhow much total tirne have you spent each time that
you consulted the card catalog in any of the BMC Libraries? (please check one)
[ ] less than five minutes each time
[ ] 5 to 10 minutes
[ ] 10 to 20 minutes
[ ] over 20 minutes.
20. Exclu.ding times when you must use a specific drawer of the card catalog.as soon as
possible, how long would you be willing to wait for a drawer before you felt inconvenienced? (please check one)
:
I I wouldn't wait around at all
] about a minute
]2to5minutes
I 5 to 10 minures
] as long as it took
] would come back later
21 . Have you ever used the OCLC terminal that sits in the area by the phone directories
in Canadav Librarv?
[ ]y..
[ ]tro*
* Ifyou ansuered "No'' to the aboaequestion, pleaseproceed quzstion
to
25
22. When you used the OCLC terminal, did you:
] teach yourself from the instructions next to the terminal,
] read the instructions and then ask someone to help you begin,
I ask someone to show you how to use it without having read the instructions, or
[ ] ask for help only if the terminal didn't respond as you expected?
2 3 . Have you ever asked someone to explain something that you found on the terminal?
[ ]yet
[ ]no
24. Have vou ever had to wait to use the OCLC terminal?
[ ]y"t
[ ]"o

2 5 . As far as you're aware, the OCLC systemcontains: (pleasecheckone)

I information about all the books that Bryn Mawr owns
I information about some of the books that Bryn Mawr owns
] information about some books that Bryn Mawr owns and some books that
other libraries own
I listings ofbooks by subject
] no idea what it contains
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26. If you've never used the OCLC terminal in Canaday, is it because: (please check
one I
. : you haven't felt it
was necessary for what you wanted,
I I
[ ] you aren't sure what information is available from it,
I you would rather not use a computer terminal,
i you didn't know it was available for general use,
i you weren't sure how to begin,
] you never heard of it before, or
] you seldom visit Canaday Library for any reason?
I not applicable
2 7 . Ifyou were able to get the information you can currently get from the card catalogs
only frorn a computer terminal, how long would you be willing to wait to use it before
you felt inconvenienced? (please check one)
[ ] wouldn't wait around at all
[ ]aboutaminute
[ ]2to5minutes
[ ] 5 to 10 minutes
[ ] as long as it took
[ ] would come back later
28. If you were given a choice between two systems that contained identical information,
would you rather use:
[ ] a card catalog, or
[ ] acomputerizedcatalog?
2 9 . If someone were using a drawer of the card catalog for an extended period of time
and you needed to check one item in that drawer very quickly, would you feel comfortable asking to interrupt that person's search for one brief moment?
[ ]yes
[ ]tro
30 If someone were conducting an extended search with a computerized catalog and
you needed to check one citation very quickly, would you feel comfortable asking to
interrupt that person's search for one brief moment?
I
lyes
[ ]no
3 1 . Ifyou were given a choice between a card catalog and a computerized catalog that
provided broader access to the same information (ability to limit searches by language, year, etc., of publication) and provided more types of information (whether
book was on order, checked out, etc.), would you rather use:
[.]acardcata"log,or
[ ] acomputerizedcatalog?
JZ
Would you feel you had to hurry if someone were standing behind you waiting to
use a computer terminal?
[ ]y"r
[ ]no
JJ
Would you feel uncomfortable if someone could see what you were searching on a
comDuter terminal?

t
JA

35

lv.t

[

].ro

If the library's catalog were accessible through terminals all over campus, where
would you prefer to look up information? (please check one)
[ ] in the library
[ ] in the computer center
[ ] in the dormitories
[ ] in faculty offices
[ ] other, please specify
If it we re possible to dial up the catalog from outside the library but it took more time
to get a response than it would in the library building itself, how long would you be
willing to wait for a response?
] wouldn't wait around at all
] about a minute
l2to5minutes
] 5 to 10 minutes
] as long as it took
] would come back later
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Library.To learnhow usebooksborrowed
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academic
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thebooksFor
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Librarl oJCongress
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a librarycatalogis that manl bookslack indexes
and/ortablesoJcontents.
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Ever-uarroN Pnolncr questionnaire reveal that the "ability to search a
book's table of contents, summary, or index" is among the special features desired by users of online public accesscatalogs.' This response is
not too surprising, if we consider that library patrons have had many
years of experience using these devices that describe the content of
books. Subject heading terms in library catalogs have described books
for years, too. But the many entries found in a table of contents or index
compared to the several subject headings assigned to the book have
made it tempting to consider both as additional sourcesof subject access
for the library catalog user. Nevertheless, little research has been done
on how effectively tables of contents and book indexes match readers'
perceptions of books. This paper describesan experiment that examined
tables ofcontents and book indexes as devices for enriching subject acCCSS.

Tables of contents a$d indexes are important because they are sources
Subject
of descriptive terms th-at could be added to the Librarl of Congress
Headings(LCSH)' terms or to terms of any other authority list assigned
V i r g i l D i o d a t o , A s s i s t a n t D i r e c t o r f o r I n f o r m a t i o n S e r v i c e s ,G o v e r n o r s S t a t e U n i v e r s i t v
Library in University Park, Illinois, wishes to acknowledge the assistance of Ellcn
Cushinery, Eve Detwiler, Karen Pearson, William Rosselle, and Wilbur Stolt
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to books for a library's subject catalog. Although both have been around
for centuries, using them to enhance the catalog record for a book has
become especially feasible recently, thanks to the availability of computers. Today, there is room in the online library catalog for more than
the two or three subject headings per book found in the card catalog.
And we can exDect tirat there *itt U. manv books for which publisheis
will create computerized or online versions as an offshoot of tl'reprinting
process.The online version of a book becomes a way to get table of contents and index terms into a librarv cataloe. if there is a telecommunications link between the publisher'i and th? library's compurers. There
are other methods of automated input, such as optical character reading.
In any case, the technology to input table of contents and index data is
available. A question remains on how useful these data are to readers.
For readers who hold a book in hand and for readers who view a book on
a video display, tables of contents and indexes are devicesthat help them
decide if the book contains relevant information. and if so. where in the
book that information is. We are learning that new technologies need
not do away with these devices. For example, there now exist databases
that allow serviceslike "Current Book Contents" to disseminate collections of contents tables of newlv oublished books.'And there is SUPERINDEX, a databasethat provides online accessto the indexes from
about two thousand medical, icientific, and technical monographs.o

THr Sur;ncr AccESSPRoJEcr
The Subject Access Project has provided the major investigation of
tables of contents and book indexes as sourcesof subject data for online
library catalogs. Although the final report of the study appeared in
1978,'Settel and Cochrane described the work again in 1982, being
prompted by "renewed interest and the frantic pace at which online
public accesscatalogsare being developed.
The investigators developed rules for selectinglibrary catalog entries from tables of contents
and indexes and for maintaining a quota of entries taken from each
monograph. An experimental database, BOOKS, included these entries in the records of l,979books.' A comparison between BOOKS records and MARC records took place when the investigators solicited research questions and applied them to the two databases.
BOOKS recordsretrieved at least twice as manv of the relevant items for .
r:'""..
a n d t h r c er i m e sa s m a n y a s M e n C f o r t h e h u m a n i t i e sq u e ::.::t.
In summary, our results lead us to conclude that we can recommend the
BOOKS record as a better record for online subjectsearchingthan the MARC
record."
Mandel reviewed proposals for enhancing the library subject catalog
and noted that ' 'suggestionsfor adding keywords or uncontrolled terms
to the record have included addins words from the table of contents or
index. "" She warned that the usefulnessof enhancing the MARC record
with such da.taought to be tried and ' 'weighed against cost-effectiveness
and need.""'
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THE EXPERIMENT

portant item on these forms asked the patron to write down a word or
phrase describing a book that he or she just had checked out. (The two
versions of the questionnaire are in the appendix.) Weeks or months
later, when the book had returned to the library, the author, with the
help of student assistants, compared the patron's word or phrase with
the terms in the table of contents and index of the book as well as with the
LCSH term(s) under which the book was filed in the library's subject
card catalog. The two versions of the questionnaire differed only in the
wording of item four, the request for a reader's description of a book. We
alternated administration of the two versions so that every two successive respondents received different versions. There were two versions
because we could not decide which was more appropriate, despite a pilot
study involving sixty library and information science students and
twenty library patrons. The goal was for the respondent to write down a
word or phrase that would retrieve a record from a hypothetical catalog
that would have subject accesspoints enhanced by tables ofcontents and
index terms. The two versions of item four were brief attempts at fulfilling this goal. After talking to participants in the pilot study and examining their responses, there was no clear choice as to which version was
more understandable to respondents and the better communicator of
our goal. So, we used both versions.
If a subject catalog had included not only LCSH terms assigned to a
given book but also all the table of contents and index terms found in the
book, we wanted to know which of those terms would match a term suggested by the book's reader. The artificiality of the experiment is most
evident in the treatment of the term written on the questionnaire as if it
were a search term. Perhaps patrons actually searching for books would
use search terms very different from the terms they write on questionnaires asking them to describe those books. This limitation is a reasonable one because the study involves subject accessdevices that could be
incorporated into an online catalog that would accept many kinds of patron terms, including terms that describe in patrons' own words books
they have encountered before as well as terms that patrons express in the
form of controlled subject vocabularies such as LCSH. Another limitation of the study is that we did not control patrons' access to the card
catalog or to the books themselves. So, some respondents probably were
more familiar than others with LCSH terms, tables of contents, and index entries for their books. We accepted this, as we accepted the possibility that some respondents had read their books many times while others
had only glanced at their books before hlling out our questionnaires. In
either case, the patron ought to have been able to describe the book, and
that was what we wanted our respondents to do. The study also could
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have controlled the patron search process, perhaps by administering
questions before and after each patron searched for a book. But our
questionnaire was only for those patrons who already had retrieved a
book from the collection, because we felt that the book in hand was good
evidence that the respondent would be able to describe the book. Because we did not wish to test patron searches that might not result in
retrieval, we did not question patrons before they did their searching. As
in the University of Chicago's book-memory experiment, the current
study examined "information library u.sersmay possessabout materials
they have had previous contact with.""
The most important and time-consuming part of the investigation
was matching the readers' terms with table of contents, index, and
LCSH terms. A successfulmatch between a reader's term and any of the
three types of terms being tested occurred when at least one word (other
than articles, conjunctions, and prepositions) in the reader's term was
identical to or very much like at least one word in the term being tested.
An example of an exact match took place when a patron suggested
"IJ.S. involvement in Norway" for a book that had "Norway: The
First Decade" as a table of contents entry. Norway was in both terms. An
example of a truncated match occurred when a reader used "architecture," while the index for that book had the entry "Architectural conventions"; both terms included the root of the same word. Truncation
matches required that this root be at least 50 percent as long as the number of letters in the longer of the two words being compared. So, bookand
bookkeeper
would not provide a truncation match, because their common
root-book-contains
only four of the ten letters in the longer of the two
words being compared. Truncation matches were permitted because of
the use of truncation in many online searching systems and because users of even manual subject accesstools surely truncate the search terms
they are using. Although we examined every word of a book's table of
contents and every word of its LCSH terms, time allowed us to examine
only part of a book's index. For example, if a patron described a book as
being about "information science," we looked at every word in every
entrv onlv in the "info-" and "sci-" sections of the index.
TLe matching process did not examine cross-references in LCSH or
in the book indexes. Therefore, the results understate the matching capabilities of a catalog that could link a user's term with cross-references.
In this study, it was not feasible to examine the cross-reference structure
of book indexes, and to be consistent we also avoided LCSH crossreferences. A good examination of cross-references in an index would
require looking through the entire index during each search. For example, we would not only have to look for the patron's informationscience
words under info- and under sci-. but we would also need to search for see
references ,md.r those two stems. More importantly, it would also be
necessary to search under a broader term.
Selection of patrons was not random. The student assistants approached patrons fromJuly through December 1984 at hours that were
convenient to the assistants. They spent an hour or two at a time standing in the public area adjacent to the circulation desk. An assistant would
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ask a patron to fill out a questionnaire. If the patron agreed, a table and
chair were provided. When that patron was done, the assistant would
approach the next patr.on walking away from the circulation desk. There
was no restriction against a library user's participating more than once
in this investigation.
We collectedquestionnaire data for 138 books, although data for three
of the books were of little use becausepatrons did not provide descriptive
terms. The responsesto our questions told us something about the books
and their readers. The books represented seventeen major Library of
Consressclassese
, s p e c i a l l yB ( 1 9 b o o k s ) , P ( 1 9 ) , R ( 1 8 ) , a n d H ( 1 7 ) .
Most patrons-eighty-eight-had
"used the subjectsection of this Library's card catalog to look for this book, " as the questionnaire phrased
it, and about half the patrons-seventy-said
they had spent at least five
minutes "using the book" before coming to the circulation desk. Fortyone of those had spent an hour or more with the book. The questionnaire
asked for a "word or phrase" describing the book, and most patrons
wrote down either one word (sixty-two patrons) or two words (fortynine), not counting articles, conjunctions, and prepositions. The longest
phrase contained six words. Most of the respondents were either underg r a d u a t e ( s e v e n t y - t h r e e )o r g r a d u a t e ( f o r t y : o n e ) s t u d e n t sa t t h e u n i v e r sity served by the library. There also were ten faculty, two staff, and
twelve other respondents.
We actually retrieved only 120 of the 138 books mentioned by the respondents. We could not find eiehteen of the books. Time limitations
forced us to curtail our searching oftne library subject card catalog, and
so we examined the catalog for only 116 of the 138 books. However, 5 of
the 1B books that were not retrieved were amons the 116 title s examined
in the catalog so that in total, we gathered so-Jdutu-table
of contents
and/or index and/or LCSH data-for 125 of the 138 books mentioned
by our readers.
RESULTS
Mercnr's
Two SubjectDeuices.Increasing the number of accesspoints for a book
can increasethe chancesof retrieving the book from a collection. And so
it is not surprising that in this investigation there was a higher percentage of matches with reader terms via any two subject devices than with
any one device. Most dramatically, only 72.4 percent of reader terms
matched the respective LCSH terms in books assigned LCSH terms,
while 90. 2 percent of reader terms matched table of contents and/or index terms in books having these devices (see table 1).
A SingleSubjectDeuice.If we consider one subject device at a time, then
table of contents and indexes both performed better than LCSH terms.
Reader terms matched contents terms in 81.3 percent of the books with
tables of contents, and they matched index terms in B1.6 percent of the
books with indexes, but reader terms matched only 72.4 percent of the
books assigned LCSH terms.
Matches in tables of contents continued and even overshadowed index as well as LCSH terms when we take into account that a book pub-
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TABLE 1
Mercnes oF READERTenlts wrrn Tanr,e or CoNrnxrs (TOC), INoex,
eNo Lrenenv oF CoNcREss Sun;ecr HeeorNcs (LCSH) Tenvs
TOC

a. Books or catalog
records examined*
b. Books having the
der.'ice(s)
c. Exact matches+
d. Truncated
matches+
e. Total matches*
f. Total nonmatches
g. Percent matches:
Iine e/line b
h. Percent matches:
line e/line a

Index

LCSH

SubjectDevices
Index TOC
TOC
and/or and/or and/or
LCSH LCSH Index

TOC
and/or
Index
and/or
LCSH

TOC
and
Index
and
LCSH

120 r20

116

125

125

t20 t2s

116

107

87

105

11 8

tt3

r12 119

74

7t

56

66

92

86

99

68

16
87
33
81.3

15
7r
+9
81.6

10
76
40
72.4

7101584
96 101 107 72
99
1B +4
19
26
29
8 3 . 9 8 5 . 0 9 0 . 2 9 0 . 0 9 7. 3

86

72.5 59.2 6 5 . 5 79.2 76.8 8+.2 8s.6 62.r

*Line a represents 1
20 books examined for tables of contents and indexes and I 16
catalog records examined for LCSH terms. Five of the latter were for books not
among the 120 books examined. Thus, some figures in this line total 125 items.
A match in line c, d, or e is a match between a reader's term for a book and a term
in at least one of the subiect device(s) for that book
Line d tallies a truncaied match only if there was a truncated match but no exact
match for the book and device(s) being tested.

lished without a table of contents or without an index and a book cataloged without being assigned Library of Congress subject headings are
less accessibleto users than is a book that does possessthese subject devices. The index matching rate dropped to 59.2 percent of reader terms
and the LCSH matching rate to 65.5 percent of reader terms when we
included all the books examined, whether the books had indexes or were
assigned subject headings. I{owever, the table of contents matching rate
was still the best under these conditions. In 72.5 percent of the books
examined there was a table of contents term that matched a reader term.
ThreeSubjectDeaices.Of 74 books having all three of the subject devices,
72 (97 .3 percent) had in at least one of the devices a term that matched
the corresponding reader term. This result is a good example of how an
increase in subject accesspoints to a book can increase the chances that a
search term will retrieve the book. Another piece of information can be
misleading, however (see line h of the last column of table 1). The information given there to complete the table gives a low matching rate of
62.1 percent for three subject devices. This figure actually means that of
1 16 books, 62 . 1 percent either had no matches in any subject device (this
being true for only 2 books) or failed to have all three subject devices
(forty-two 42 books).
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TablesoJ Contents.Nonmatches to tables of contents terms can be attributed in several casesto the fact that the book was a humanities book
that simply did not have a contents table. The device also did not match
as well as LCSH terms in situations in which the user described a book in
a very broad way. Out of 120 books examined for tables of contents 33
failed to match a reader term with a contents term for the respective
book. Thirteen of the nonmatches were due to the lack of tables bf .ontents, 10 of the 13 being books of art, literature, or music. One does not
always expect a novel or a portfolio of art reproductions to have a table of
contents, but it was surprising that there were two natural sciencesbooks
and one business text that also failed to have tables of contents.
Most of the other twenty casesin which table of contents terms did not
match reader terms, surprisingly enough, can be attributed to specihcity
of terminology. Most interesting were the eight instances in which the
contents term did not agree with the reader's term even though the
LCSH term clid. Typicaiof this situation was a user terrn politicalanallszs.The LCSH agreed that the book dealt with United States-Politics
and government, but the table of contents did not mention politics or
analysis. Why should it? From chapter titles such as "The Stewardship
ofJimmy Carter" and "The Primaries of 1980," the reader can easily
infer that this is political analysis. The table of contents is doing what it
should be doing: clearly listing the various aspectsof political analysis
covered by the book. The LCSH plays its role well, too. The cataloger
has selected Politics and government as the best LCSH subheading
that describes the overall content of the book. That is an appropriate role
for an LCSH.
Indexes.This device usually did not match reader terms either because
the given book did not have an index or becausethe indexer had elected
not to use broad entries as antiscattering tools. A major problem for indexes was that they were missing from so many of the 120 books that we
examined. In thirty-three of the forty-nine instances in which readers'
terms did not match index terms, the books did not have indexes. As
expected, many-one-third-of
thesebooks were in the humanities, but
the missing index was a problem in various classes,including education,
medicine, the natural and social sciences,and technology. In seven of
the sixteen caseswhere indexes did exist but yet did not have matches, an
LCSH term succeeded.In each of the sevencases,the user described the
book very broadly, suggesting a term very mirch like an LCSH term asfor two of
signed to the book. Thus, readers selected aging and architecture
the books, while the catalogers assigned the LCSH terms Aging and
Architecture-England,
respectively. The indexes did not match such
terms, and understandably so, becauseit could take a lot of index space
to list all the pages that mention one of the major conceptsof a book. Yet
the indexes did fail, for such broad terms could have appeared as index
entries. Indexers do use them on occasion as tools to bring together under one entry many subconcepts that otherwise would be scattered
throughout the index. For example, an entry for aging could list refer-
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ences to attitudes toward aging, the effects of drugs on aging, government programs for the aging, learning changes during aging, and so on.
A problem for the indexer is to decide when a topic is broad enough to
include many subtopics but not so broad that the entry takes up many
columns of the index. Depending on an indexer's decision, it might or
might not be the role of the index to provide terms broad enough to
match some readers' descriptions of a book's overall contents.
LCSH Terms. We gathered LCSH data for 116 of the books, and we
found that LCSH terms usually did not match readers' descriptions of
books because a reader's term was more specific than the LCSH term or
because the reader selected a term synonymous but not identical to the
LCSH term. LCSH terms also did not match readers' terms if no subject heading was assigned to a book. However, a missing subject heading
was less common than a missing table of contents or index, there being
no LCSH terms in onlv eleven of the fortv casesof LCSH nonmatches.
Of the other twenty-nine casesof LCSH nonmatches, the table of contents and/or index provided a match in fifteen instances. Sometimes
LCSH terms did not match while contents and index terms did because
the one or two LCSH terms were not as specific as some of the many
table of contents and/or index terms nor as specific as the reader term.
For example, for a book about Egyptian art, the LCSH term was
Egypt-Antiquities.
But the reader described the book as being about
"two-dimensional"
art; the author included "two-dimensional methods" among the contents terms; and the indexer used "two-dimensional
art" as an entry. Other LCSH terms did not match but were synonymous with a reader's term. For example, a subject heading for one book
described it as a work on ethics. But the reader's description and the author's contents term and the indexer's term all differed from the assigned LCSH term; for them, the work was about morals.

CorvrpenrsoN
wrrH THE SUBJECT
AccEss PRoJECT
Results of the present study and of Atherton's Subject Access Project
both suggest that table of contents and book index terms could enhance
accessto a library catalog. Beyond that, it is difhcult to compare results
because the present study used patrons' descriptions of known books
while Atherton's study used requests for information on topics, as the
items to be matched against LCSH, index, and table of contents terms.
The ninety queries analyzed by Atherton resulted in the retrieval of
1,143 items (BOOKS and/or MARC records). There were only 52
items that were retrieved simultaneously by a BOOKS search and a
MARC search for the same request. (BOOKS contained table of contents and index terms, and MARC contained LCSH terms, title words,
and other elements typically found in a MARC record.) It is no wonder,
then, that this,"would lead one to think that both types of searches are
needed.
Although in the present study an increase in subject accesspoints led to increased matching of reader terms with subject terms,
the differences among the types of subject devices were not as great as in
Atherton's study. Subject searches,like those done by Atherton, are successful only if the information retrieval system contains relevant records,
no matter how well the subject devices work. Searches for known items,
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as in the present study, have only to perform the match between the user's searchterm and the term that representsthe item. This is not always
an easv task. but our respondents' awarenessofthe books thev were describing makes it undersiandable that there were greater matching rates
and less variance in this studv than in Atherton's.
OrHnn

RESULTS

Results were about the same for the two versions of questionnaire item
four. One version asked the Datron ' ' what the book is about . ' ' The other
asked for a descriptive terrn likely to be found in the " subjectsection of
this Library's card catalog. ' ' The matching rate for each subject device
in books having the respectivedevices was slightly better for the second
(or card catalog) version than for the first. But the relative standing of
the three subject devices did not differ. For tables of contents, indexes,
a n d L C S H t e r m s , t h e m a t c h i n g r a t e sw e r e 7 9 . 6 , 8 0 . 0 , a n d 7 0 . 6 f o r t h e
first version and 83.0, 83.3, and 74.1 for the second version. Compare
this with the first three entries on line g of table I . In each case, the index
term matching rate is a bit higher than the table of contents rate and
much higher than the LCSH rate. The most interesting difference between the two versions of the item was the format of patrons' terms. The
"
only respondents who created subheadings, as in "Curn.ru-history,
were four who used the second, or card catalog, version. And threequarters of the twenty-four patrons whose terms were longer than two
words used the first version. It is not surprising that patrons who are told
to use library catalog terms think about idding subheadingsand limiting
their search terms to one or two words. Those not tied to the catalog
seemed to use language, such as "the search for unity, democracy, and
progression in India, " often more natural than those used by the others,
such as "Germany-history.
"
The questionnaire also asked patrons to indicate how much time they
had "spent (in any way) using the book" before encountering us. We
wondered if exposure to a book would affect how someone described it.
However, because we became concerned that patrons might not accurately gauge how much time they had spent with the books, we have reported the results above without referring to this factor. There is not
much of a relationship between matchins rates and exposure times. For
t a b l e o f c o n t e n t st e r m s , p a t r o n s c l a i m i n g " t h es h o r t e s te x p o s u r et i m e ( f i v e
minutes or less) had the lowest matching rate (79.6). For LCSH terms,
patrons with medium exposure (between five and sixty minutes) had the
Iowest matching rate (65.7). And for index terms, patrons with a long
exposure (an hour or more) had the lowest matching rate (75.0). The
most important finding here was that short exposure time was not an
automatic impediment nor was long exposure time an immediate advantage to selecting a term that matched a subject device.
Finally, the questionnaire provided the university status of the respondents and the Library of Congress classesof the books they examined . These data are reported above without analysis. We collected them
only so that we could briefly describe our respondentsand their books. It
did not seem useful to analyze so few items- 138-by rather large num-
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bers of categories, frve types of respondents, and seventeen classesof
books.

CoNcrustoN
This paper provides evidence that tables of contents and indexes in
books contain terms that some readers are likely to use in describing
those books. Thus, these subject devices can complement traditional library catalog subject headings in providing subject accessto books, if
only becausethe additional terms would increase the likelihood that the
catalog would link an appropriate book with a term that matches a reader's search term. These are not the only devices that could enhance the
library catalog. Using title words and assigning more and more LCSH
terms also would increase readers' chances of linking their terms with
relevant books.
However, table of contents and index terms present several disadvantages, too. First, these two devices are missing from some books. Second, index construction is not nearly as standardized as the assigning o{'
LCSH terms is. The example given in this paper noted that antiscattering structures differ from index to index. Perhaps this lack of standardization will be offset when we use computers rather than book pages
for storing index terms. Third, contents and index terms sometimes disagree with the level of specificity of a reader's search term. Especially
when the reader is searching via a broad term, these terms are not as
helpful as are LCSH terms.
But even these simple statements are not rules. For some readers,
r,r'hata book is about is exactly what the title or subject heading term says
it is about. For example, a book titled Principlesof EgltptianArt is a book
about Egyptian art. For other readers, a book is about the piece of information they need to retrieve from it; that same book, for them, is about
two-dimensional art. In one instance, the subject heading does very well
in providing accessto a book by describing the general, broad contents
of the book. In another instance. onlv the index could provide the narr o w , s p e c i f i ct e r m s t h a t a g r e e w i t h r e a d e r s ' t e r m s .
Despite the existenceof online catalogs, the results here remind us of
the importance of printed tools. Missing tables of contents and missing
indexes decreaseaccessto the books we hold in our hands. The contents
term or index term is so important, for the printed book has no device to
permit us, say, to scan all its pages in a few secondsfor search terms at
which we might guess. The results also remind us of the complex relationship among readers, authors, indexers, and catalogers.Whether the
subject analyst is a cataloger assigning a few subject headings to a book
or an indexer deriving hundreds of terms from the author's text, that
analyst is providing accessfor readers whose needs differ from person to
person and even from time to time.
Tables of contents, index terms, and subject headings all are useful in
various types of subject accesssystems. In an enhanced online catalog,
the reader could have equal access to all these terms. In a completely
manual system accessis not equal, becausethe terms are stored in different places, some in a library card catalog, some in the books themselves.
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In a hybrid situation, the online catalog provides accessto subject headings. Then, once the book is in hand, the book itself presents its table of
contents and index to the user. In any case, there are roles for all these
subject accessdevices.
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Appnr.tprxA
Tnn QunsrroNNAIRE
Select one book you just have checked out at the library
1. What is the book's call number?

circulation

desk.

Call Number:
2 What is the book's title?
Title:
3. Estimate the time you already have spent (in any way) using the book. Please account
for all the times you ever have used the book. Place an X on one of the three lines
below.
In using this book, you have spent a total of. . .
(68)Five minutes or less
(29)
More than five minutes but less than one hour
(41)
One hour or more
4: Please write down one word or phrase that tells what the book is about.f
Your word or phrase is:
5. Have you ever used the subject section of this Library's card catalog to look for this
No (50)Yes (88)book?
6. Place an X on the line below that corresponds to your status.
(.2)
(41)
Staff Member
Graduate Student
(.73)
(12)
Faculty Member
(10)
Other
Undergrad Student
*The numbers in parenthesesrepresent the numbers ofrespondents whothecked the respective
ltems.
ouesttonnalre
fThe alternateversion ofquestion 4 was:
4. SupposesomeonelooksforthisbookbyusingthesubjectsectionofthisLibrary'scardcatalog
Pleasesuggestone word or phrase under which he or she probably will be able to find a card for
the book
Your word or phrase is:
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SeriolsLibrorionship,l98l-85:
A ReviewArficle
Mory ElizobethClock

Mary Elizabeth Clack, Serial Records Librarian, Harvard College Library, submitted
this paper, which has been selectedfor publication in ZR ZS, in re$onse to ihe , ,Call for
Papers" evaluating important recent publications in technical serviceslibrarianship.
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librarians who are beginning serials work; it covers the broad spectrum
of serial functions in the order in which they are performed: selection

presentation ofeach subject. It is apparent that the authors are experienced librarians with pragmatic concerns such as the flexibility of checkin records, the importance of date of receipt and timing in the claim process, caveats about proof of payment and refunds, the relationship
between the nature of the material and the method of acquisition, the
repercussions of cancellation and transfers, and the basic tenets of public
service, cataloging, and collection development. The common basis for
many procedures is elucidated here with clarity. Much basic information is included-the succinct presentation of types of binding, to cite

-Dresent. This text stands as a vital introduction to the serials field.
The other reviews in this article will examine relevant publications in
the following specific areas of serials management: publishing and electronic publishing, cataloging, acquisitions, and serialsautomation, with
a final section about a special journal issue devoted to these and other
pertinent aspectsof serials work.
PUBLISHING AND ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
One of the areas in which the serials librarian benefits from increased
knowledge and communication is that of serial publishers' practices. A
source of such information is Wavne Thvden's article which examines
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smaller circulation may change addresses frequently without notice or
be casual about other publishing procedures that affect libraries. Thyden also describes aspectsof the publisher-vendor subscription relationship and the relatively new phenomenon, the fulfillment center, a center
which distributes publications and handles renewals at the publisher's
request. The remainder of the article treats cancellations and the varying degrees to which they are honored by publishers, the time when refunds for discontinued titles, may reasonably be expected, and policies
regarding payment, prepayment, and additional charges. Thyden concludes that librarians should be aware of publisher praitices and the extent to which they are predictable or exhibit discernible patterns. This
information can enable libraries and subscription agents to circumvent
some of the problems that inevitably arise.
Another monograph which explores the publishing area is David C.
Taylor's Managing the SerialsExplosion; The Issues
for Publishersand Libraries.rWritinf aithe time of double-digit inflation and rapidly rncreasing subscription costs, Taylor also examines the effect of serials publishing practices and costs on library management of serials. Against the
backdrop of library operations and the unique budgetary considerations
of serials (the yearly and continuing commitment of subscriptions), Taylor's aim is to "study the phenomenon of this cost rise for serialsand try
to understand the reactions to it in libraries."'He explores the choicei
which must be made in light of the realities of publisher economics (the
prlblishers' methods for obtaining revenue, past, present, and future).
The actions which can be taken by librarians include scrutinizing approaches to the fundamentals of serialswork (access,use studies, preservation, budget planning) and examining photocopying and interlibrary
loan policies in light of copyright regulations. While some facts and figures are now outdated, the strength of the approach lies in the author's
consciousnessof the interrelationships among publishers, librarians, authors, vendors, editors, and readers. The author statesthat while automation has benefitted librarians by facilitating the growth of networks
and consortia and by improving bibliographic control it has had a sometimes detrimental impact on publishers and authors. He also discusses
alternative forms of publication which, if developed on a large scale,
would reduce printing and postage costs. He lists the advantages and
disadvantages of the electronic iournal and describes selective dissemination of irformation, on-demind publication, microforms, videotext,
teletext, viewdata, CEEFAX (the BBC's teletext system), and videodiscs.
.Taylor concludes that the present journal system is failing all its constituents and envisions a future in which a class system of users with different levels of accessto published materials dictated by the availability
of online resources will develop. Efficiency will force librarians to adjust
their thinking so that resources may be easily shared in a national inlormation network which would facilitate document delivery by electronic
means.
Although Taylor's concept of a national network has not yet become a
reality, his book does provide basic information on publishing that is
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useful today as an introduction to the electronic publishing question and
as a stimulus to thoueht about future dissemination of information. In a
more recent article, Taylor further sums up his thoughts on the relationships described in his earlier work:
In the scholarlyenterprise,publishersand librarians have unique roles, which
the other cannotdupliiate. Despitethe transformationwrought by new technology, roles of publislers and librarians will tend to be the same. If they are to
solve their mutuat problems, they must learn to trust each other, understand
eachother's problems, and cooperatein solving their differencesand the problems of creating and disseminatinginformation."
An excellent complement to the publications already 49sc4bed is an
article by Alan Singleton that looks toward the future. "The Electronic
of
Journal and Its Relatives" addressesthe developments in production
ihe electronicjournal, the refereeing and revision process' advantages'
such as cost reduction, improved communication and new services, anddisadvantages, most notably loss of editorial and quality control and of
bibliographlc control.T Singieton states that the communication aspect of
the eleitr-onic journal is theoretically enhanced because it allows authors
the opportuniiy for more rapid dissemination of their work. In reality,
he acknowledges that it may be that the electronic journal will actu_ally
limit accessto those who own terminals. The system might give birth to
an "invisible college" of its own.
The author statei that determining the comparative costs of electronic
and print journals is difficult, although some studies have attempted to
do so. Foi an electronic journal to be economically viable, the factors
that affect response time must be considered, namely "the size of the
central facility, its current use for purposes other than the electronic network, and the increase in load expected from the introduction of a new
journal.
""
Lastly, Singleton enumerates the possible routes to the electronic
journal: conventional journals could become electronic (or conversely
the electronic journal could optionally be produced in hard copy)-or a
full-text electronic store could be manipulated to supply a variety of outputs. Devising cooperative means for learned societies and other publishe.s to overcome the obstacles of system compatibility, handling
graphics and different copyright laws would present problems. He cites
ieneral studies aimed at iesolving these problems and moving toward
standardization. A significant development at the time the article was
written was that three large European commercial publishers were considering storing journal irticles in full text on optical videodisc' The
British Library Lending Division (BLLD) would retrieve the hard-copy
versions of articles and mail them to users. While this might be an attractive short-term project, the long-term implications and costs have yet to
be assessed.Singleion concludes that with electronic networks, the publisher's role in the system of scholarly communication would be secure.
The following articles that discuss recent significant developments in
publishing, while not reviewed here, also are recommended. In "After
Thor, What's Next: The Thor Power Tool Decision (U.S. Supreme
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Court) and Its Impact on Scholarly Publishing, " Schrift explains the effect of the Supreme Court decision^on publishers' inventory policies and
its subsequent impact on libraries." Tuttle demystifies the magazine fulfillment center in her article by explaining the center's contractual relationship with publishers and how it operates and citing measures that
can be taken by libraries and-subscription agents to solve problems with
orders, renewals, duplicate shipments, etc.

Snnrer,sCerer,ocrNc
The serials librarian may or may not be responsible for actually cataloging serials on a daily basis, but the importance of cataloging as the
nexus between acquisitions and public accessto the collection cannot be
overlooked. The implementation of AACR2 in the automated environment is discussed in articles by Turner and Heroux.
Turner's article, "AACR2 and Serials," was chosenbecauseit neatly
and briefly presents the main differences between AACR1 and
AACR2." Turner describesthe changes in the code, which are (1) improvements, (2) changes of a controversial nature, and (3) less signifrcant or "cosmetic" changes. The following changes are among the most
significant for serials cataloging: criteria for title changes and new entries: an enumeration of specific categories of material entered under
corporate body; guidelines for the construction of unique titles; definitions of key titles and ISSN; changes to superimposition, conference
headings, and initials; and placement of the General Material Designation. Considered controversial are changes in the form of entry which
cause inconsistency in existing catalogs and the treatment of microform
reproductions. The changes termed cosmeticare related to the bibliographic description such as the levels of fullness for descriptions, ISBD
punctuation, use of the ellipsis for omission of numbering, use of the
General Material Designation, and transcription of the statement of responsibility. Throughout the article, terms are precisely defined, examples are given, and hypothetical casesare presented.
Much has been written about AACR2, and a longer article on the
code, "Serials Cataloging up to and Including AACR2," by Neal Edgar, is recommended because it places the code in its historical context,
gives reasons for the development of AACR2, cites numerous articles
and treatises on interpretation. of the code, and places AACR2 in the
continuum of cataloging rules. "
The automated aspe.ctof serial cataloging is treated in an article by
''
Marlene Sue Heroux.
"Automated Serials Cataloging" gives clear
definitions of the codes, standards, systems, and projects which have
combined to aid librarians in cataloging serials in machine-readable
form and to permit the communication of the bibliographic and holdings
data. Among the concepts described are MARC-S (MARC-Serial) format, AACR2, and, in the authority area, the Library of Congress Name
Authority File, Name Authority Cooperative Project, and the Linked
Systems Project, which will allow the sharing of authority work and data
among the Research Libraries Group, Western Library Network, and
the Library of Congress. Heroux also discussestwo international orga-
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nizations that have coordinated standards, namely, the International
Serials Data System (ISDS) and the International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions (IFLA). ISDS has facilitated identification
of serials by maintaining an international register of serial publications
and introducing the concept of key title. IFLA developed ISBD (International Standard Bibliographic Description) in several formats.
Heroux' article also describes the CONSER project, the reasons for
its founding, its adherence to standards, and its role in developing a
quality database for serials which is constantly growing and being enhanced. Another topic covered is the United States Newspaper Project,
an outgrowth of CONSER, which is adding bibliographic and holdings
records of participants.
Lastly, Heroux mentions the role of the bibliographic utilities and regional networks in serial cataloging and the contributions of Title II-C
retrospective conversion projects and the Southeastern ARL Libraries
Cooperative Serial Project. All of these projects are constantly evolving,
and updates to the facts presented here appear regularly, but the article
is an excellent source of basic defrnitions, the histories of the projects,
and commentary on the interrelationships among them.
AUTOMATION
The early 1980s saw an interesting debate in the literature over the
issue of manual versus automated check-in systems. The catalyst was
Huibert Paul, who argued that serials check-in, an intrinsically complex
and labor-intensive function, is the most difficult and costly aspect of serials operations to automate.'" Dan Tonkery's response was that automated processing functions for serials can be efficient and cost-effective
and indeed werJalready being implemented at several institutions."
By now most serial librarians would agree that it is necessary to have a
working knowledge of currently available automated systems. A most
comprehensive survey of systems has been compiled by Boss and
McQueen. In their initial report on individual systems, "Serials Control in Libraries: Automated Options," the first of two chapters on selecting a system covers the bibliographic database, discussesstandards,
database requirements, and the building of the database and considers
the impact of standards on system design.'" It points out that the method
of building the database depends on whether the data to be included
come from one or several manual files. Another important factor is the
extent to which editing of bibliographic information is required.
The second chapter, a valuable and comprehensive treatment of the
functional requirements of a library system, consists of an exhaustive
checklist of data elements and functions in these categories: bibliographic, authority and subject information, data entry, validation and
maintenance, searching/accessingcapabilities, interfacing, automated
functions, selection, holdings, copyright status, claiming, routing, binding, union listing, statistical reports, vendor and bindery performance,
and central systems requirements. The checklist is exhaustive, and a library would undoubtedly select the specific elements that pertained to
their local situation. The checklist is followed by a description of the sub-
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sequent steps in the process, i.e., identifying systems to consider, the
evaluation and selection of the system, and the formal approach to acquiring the system.
Having thoroughly laid the foundation for a library's self-study, the
authors exarriine the systems themselves in the remainder of the report.
The information included about forty-seven systems (those of bibliographic utilities, serials subscription agencies, automated library system
vendors, and library software developers) reflects the situation at the end
of 1983. The degree of detail differs for each system because the determining factor was the documentation made available by the vendors.
The authors emphasize that the value of each system depends on how it
responds to the iequirements and budget of the individual library, not
the de pth of detail in the description. Terms encountered in the classification of systems, such as softwarepackage,turnkelt,and time-sharingsystems,
are defined.
Fully aware that material in the field rapidly becomes outdated, the
authors published an update of their findings on the state of the market
through May 1985. In the May{une 1985 issue of Library TechnologtReports, fifty-four systems in various stages of development wer-e studied,
and changes or enhancements were added where applicable." Material
from the first report was not republished, but references were made to
the earlier report. Some vendors new to the survey rnay not support automated serials control but do have an interest in the freld. Some vendors
were dropped because they had withdrawn from the market. The conclusion in the text summarizes the unique character of the serials automation market and the library's position in relation to this market:
The automatedlibrary systemsand servicesmarket is in a constantstateof flux.
It is not surprising that the serialscontrol market has beenparticularly activein
the past year or so. Along with acquisitions,serialscontrol repres€ntsa last bastion of manual operationsin an increasinglyautomated library environment.
Becauseautomation developmenthas concentratedon circulation, cataloging,
and on-line catalogs,libraries have had much lessexperiencewith automated
serialscontrol. Thus library administration and staff must be especiallycareful
in choosingan automated serialscontrol systemor serviceand in negotiating a
contract that will protect the library from performancefailures.'"

AcqursrTroNS
In acquisitions there is no substitute for on-the-job experience. However, since the use of serials vendors is becoming more prevalent, subscription vendor evaluation is an import anl area to study. The literature
in this area is less than extensive, although one article in the late 1970s
offers a well-thought-out list of criteria for selecting vendors and evaluating their ser,rices".'o
It is often difficult for most pictitioners to give objective reasons for initial choices of vendors and for maintaining accounts with vendors already on file. An article by Sharon C. Bonk,
"Toward a Methodology of Evaluating SerialsVendors, " presentsvery
useful information on designing a study to answer the question of
whether alibrary's choice of vendors meets the goals of its acquisitions
program.'" Bonk assertsthat the goals and objectives must be explicit
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from the outset. Two detailed and comprehensive lists of criteria and
procedures are presented in "Figure 1, Steps in Evaluating a Vendor's
Seryices"" and "Figure 2, Deteimining and Measuring Objectives. ""
The titles selected should be a sample that accurately serves as a basis for
comparing agents' ability to supply different kinds of materials. The
variables to be considered in comparing costs are outlined. The analysis
of the data should lead to identifying possible changes in procedures,
policies, budgeting, and staffing.
Bonk's study analyzed order fulfillment, the timeliness and accuracy
of claims reports, and costs. An interesting aspect of the analysis of
claiming was that the information gleaned not only evaluated vendor
performance but also contributed valuable management information
such as statistical data on the number of claims sent and the amount of
time spent in claiming information for evaluating staff performance in
such areas as judgment exercised in issuing claims or accuracy in claiming. Vendors were not ranked on the basis of the number of claims sent
to each, but rather, the study identified vendors who were consistently
having trouble fulfrlling certain types of orders. In these cases, a pattern
of transfers could be implemented to ensure that orders would be placed
with the vendor who is able to provide the material in a timely fashion.
The orders which needed to be monitored more closely were also identified.
Bonk asserts that personal customer service can be evaluated and is
assessedby the agent's knowledge of the account, stability in the customer service staff, their expertise in problem solving, responsiveness to
requests, and usefulnessof personal visits.
A RETROSPECTIVE:TTN Ynans oF SERIALS LIBRARIANSHIP
Finally, the recent special issue of Sarea
ls Librarian, " Serials Librarianship in Transition: Issues and Developments," servesas a fitting selection to conclude this review since it covers. in twentv-nine articles. the
major de"velopments in serials of the ten years since ihe founding oi th.
journal." The editor, Peter Gellatly, points out in the introduction that
the past decade has been one of profound and rapid change in most areas
of serials operations, largely due to automation. This issue contains
valuable clusters of articles on automation, organization of serials departments, and serials cataloging. The articles on automation include an
annotated bibliography and review for 1976-84 with an emphasis on
tools for the working technical services librarian by Fleischmann and
Houghton and an appraisal of the progress in technology by Maruyama.
Networking is explored by Kelley. As a follow-up to his article written
during the frustrating years of the 1970s, Paul here reconsiders the benefits of automation, now that the technology has become more fully developed, in these cogent comments:
There are, however, a few things we can predict with certainty. The manual
serialrecord systemwill disappear,eventuallyeven in the Third World. Whatever its virtues, the information age will not tolerate information that is not instantly accessiblein various places.It simply is the spirit of the times. The wellrun manual systemwas a mighty warhorse, but even the most notrle of fiery
steedsmust give way to the ta;k and the armored vehicle.'n
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serialsliterature from 1981 to 1985. These publications were selectedin
the hope that they will provide valuable information for practicing serials librarians as well as for their colleagues who wish to learn more about
serials and their role in libraries.
RnrnnnNcns
1. AndrewD
O s b o r n , S e r i a l P u b l i c a t i o n sT h e i r P l a c e a n d T r e a t m e n t i n L i b r a r i e s , 3 d e d
(Chicago: American Library Assn., 1980).
2. MarciaTultle,IntroductiontoSerialsManagement,FoundationsinLibraryandlnformation Science, V.11 (Greenwich, Conn : JAI Pr., 1983).
Seriak Librarian
3. Wayne R. Thyden, "Serials Publishing: A World of Variation,"

6:69-76 (Fall 1981).
David C. Taylor, ManagingtheSerialsExplosion.The Issues
for Publishersand Librariet
(White Plains,N.Y.: KnowledgeIndustry, 1982).
5 Ibid. o.1.
6 David-C. Taylor, "The Love-Hate Relationship of Librarians and Publishersof
Serials," DrexelLibrarl Quarterll21:35 (Winter 1985).
7 . Alan Singleton, "The Electronic Journal and Its Relatives," Scholarj Publishing
1 3 : 3 - 1 8( O c t 1 9 8 1 ) .
B Ibid , p.11.
9 . LeonardSchrift, "After Thor, What's Next: The Thor PowerTool Decision(U.S
SupremeCourt) and Its Impact on ScholarlyPublishing," LibraryAcquisitionsPracticeI Theorl9:61-63 ( 1985).
10 Marcia Tuttle, "Magazine Fulfillment Centers: What They Are, How They Operate, and What We Can Do About Them," LibraryrAcquisitionsPracticeti Theorl
9 : 4 1 - 4 9( 1 9 8 5 )
Librarian6:27-39 (Fall 1981).
11 Ann Turner, ':AACR2 and Serials," Serials
12. Neal L Edgar, "SerialsCatalogingup to and Including AACR2," SeriakLibrarian
7 : 2 5 - 4 6( S u m m e r1 9 8 3 )
13. Marlene Sue Heroux, "Automated Serials Cataloging," SeriakLibrarian9:69-83
(Spring 1985)
14. Huibert Paul, "Automation of SerialsCheck-In: Like Growing Bananasin Greenland? Part 1," SeriakLibrarian6:3-16 (Winter 1981/Spring1982); "Part II,"
6:39-62 (Summer 1982)
15 Dan Tonkery, "The Necessityof Serials Automation," SerialsLibrarian 7:57-60
(Summer 1983).
16 Richard W. Bossand Judy McQueen, "Serials Control in Libraries: Automated
Options," Library Technologr
Reports20:89-282(Mar /Apr. 1984).
17 -,
"Serials Control in Libraries:An Update of AutomatedOptions," Zr
brarl Technologt
Reports21:231-343 (May/Jtne 1985).
18.Ibid,p23B.
19. Harry Kuntz, "Serials Agents: Selection and Evaluation," SerialsLibrarian
2 : 1 3 9 - 5 0( W i n t e r 1 9 7 7 ) .
20. Sharon C. Bonk, "Toward a Methodology of Evaluating SerialsYendors," Librarl
AcquisitionsPracticetd Theory9:51-60 (1985)
21 Ibid , p.55.
22 Ibid , p.56.
23 Peter Gellatly, ed., "Serials Librarianship in Transition: Issuesand Developments." &riak Librarian10 (Fall 1985/Winter1985-86)
24 Huibert Paul, "Serials and Automation: Yesterday,Today and Tomorrow," SerialsLibrarian10:94(Fall 1985/Winter1985-86)
25 Kathy G. Tomajko and Miriam A. Drake, "TheJournal, ScholarlyCommunicaLibrarian 10:296(Fall 1985/Winter 1985-86)
tion, and the Future," Serial.s
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Jeon Weihs

Jean Weihs (left) award recipienl and Lois Hackn,
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Jeon Weihs
Receipt of the Margaret Mann Citation signifies outstanding professional achievement in cataloging or classifrcation in one or more of sevassociation activities, technological
eral areas of expertise-publication,
innovation, and teaching. This year's recipient, Jean Weihs, has made a
contribution which touches, to some degree, on most of the areas' More
precisely, her major contribution has been in the cataloging of nonbook
materials, where she has played a major role in the development and
standardization of the principles, rules, and practices used in the cataloging of such materials.
Through the 1960s and 1970s, as nonbook media became more and
more important to communication in general and to library collections
in particular, it was abundantly evident that cataloging librarians lacked
adequate tools to cope with the problems some media presented. The
result was a multiplicity of cataloging manuals, each developed for a particular library, or group of libraries, with little or no thought for national
and international standardization of bibliographical control. Moreover,
the publication of the North American and British texts of the AngloAmericanCatalogingRalas(ACCR1) in 1967 did little to alleviate the situation. While ACCRl recognized the existence of nonbook materials, its
provisions for them were glaringly inadequate. The coverage of materials was very limited in scope and the rules included in part 3 were not
entirely consistent with other parts of the code. At the same time, there
was international disagreement on a number of issues which would
eventually have to be resolved. Nevertheless, there were two positive
signs in this situation. Recognition that a problem existed provided a
starting point for serious investigation, and the criticisms of deficiencies
acted as a catalyst to challenge cataloging librarians to take action.
Among those who accepted the challenge were three Canadiansset out to deJean Weihs, Shirley Lewis, and Janet Macdonald-who
velop a manual for the cataloging and organization of nonbook materials, which was based on the principles and rules that were the foundation
for parts 1 and 2 of AACR1. Together, this trio worked long and hard,
although it was Jean Weihs who gradually assumed the leadership role
and who rose to become an internationally recognized expert on the bibliographical control of nonbook materials.
The result of their first efforts was the preliminary edition of Non-book
Materials: The Organization of Integrated Collections, which appeared in
1970. Although this was a manual of practice and not a code, its efforts to
adhere to the principles and practices of AACR1 was one of the great
sources of its strength. Its excellence was quickly recognized through favorable acclaim and wide use, both nationally and internationally, and
it represented a significant step in the direction of standardization. The
importance of this was duly recognized when, soon after its publication,
this preliminary edition was endorsed by the Council of the Canadian
Library Association and by the Resources and Technical Services Division of the American Library Association as an interim guide for the cat-
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aloging of nonbook materials, until such time as AACR1 could be revised. Subsequentl y , in 1972 , this publication was also formally adopted
by the Australian School Library Association as the standard for Australian school libraries. Following from this, work was begun on what was
to become the first edition of this work, and aJoint Advisory Committee
of representatives from several media organizations, including the
American and Canadian library associations, was formed to advise the
authors and to coordinate information on the cataloging of nonbook materials. In 7973 the frrst edition of NonbookMaterials: The OrganizationoJ
Integrated Collections was published and became one of three primary
sources consulted in the revision and development of rules for nonbook
materials for the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, second edition
(AACR2). Given its international recognition and its demonstrated
value as a cataloger's tool, it was inevitable that this manual would be
updated. With the publication of its second edition in 1979, NonbookMaterialswas brought into line with AACR2.
While NozDookMaterials is in itself an important contribution to library
cataloging, of equal importance are the activities of its primary author,
which followed from its success.Over the years since the publication of
that first preliminary edition of this manual,Jean Weihs has become recognized as an international authority on nonbook cataloguing. This she
has accomplished not on the basis of the publication alone but through
continuous and sustained involvement in the revision and extension of
the principles and rules for nonbook cataloging. She has constantly been
expanding her knowledge of the field to the fullest degree, carefully
watching the changing face of technology with a view to keeping cataloging rules and practices up-to-date with developments. Jean has generously shared her knowledge and expertise with colleagues, responding to
many invitations to publish articles and to speak at workshops and seminars locally, nationally, and internationally. At home, in Toronto, she is
a teacher and director of a library technicians' program at Seneca College of Applied Arts and Technology, where she imparts sound principles of cataloging to her students. F{ere also, her outstanding contribution to librarianship was recognized when, in 1982, she was presented
with theJubilee Award, which the IJniversity of Toronto Faculty of Library and Information Science Alumni awards to its most distinguished
members.
Both nationally and internationally, Jean Weihs has had a long career
of active participation in catalog code revision. In the American Library
Association, she was a member of the Descriptive Cataloging Committee of the Cataloging and Classification Section and acted as a consultant
to the Catalog Code Revision Committee in its work on AACR2. Other
involvements in ALA have included membership on several Cataloging
and Classification Section committees, including the Policy and Research and the Cataloging of Children's Materials committees and the
Subcommittee on Subject Headings for Nonbook Materials of the Subject Analysis Committee. Her leadership in the area of cataloging is even
more evident in Canada, where she has been a member of the Canadian
Committee on Cataloguing since 1978 and has served since 1979 as its
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chairperson. In this capacity she is Canada's ofhcial representative on
theJoint Steering Committee for the Revision of AACR and is the current chairperson of that important international cataloging body.
All of Jean Weihs' achievements have been accomplished in a very
quiet and unassuming way. At the outset of her investigation of the mysteries of nonbook materials, she had a simple objective: to produce a
manual of practice which would help Canadian library catalogers solve
their nonbook problems. She had no thought or premonition that her
work would play an important role in the standardization of nonbook
cataloging. Nor have the results been accomplished without significant
effort. It has been diligence and persistence in the search for underlying
principles and rules, as well as their logical and careful application in
practice, which has ultimately led to her success.In all of her activities,
Jean has endeavored to leave no stone unturned and no problem without
a reasonable solution.-NancyJ.
Williamson, Professor,Facultl of Libraryt
and Information Science,Uniaersit2 of Toronto.
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SeriolsSectionBowker/Ulrich's
SeriolslibrorionshipAword, 1986
RuthCorter

From left to right, Leigh Yuster, R R Bowker Companlt, Ruth Carter, auard recipient, and Suzanne
Striedieck, 1986 committee chair

The Serials Section of the American Library Association bresentsthe 1986
Bowker/Ulrich's SerialsLibrarianship Auard to Rtih Carter, in recignition oJher leadership and contiibutions to theJield oJ serials librarianship.
Actiaeparticipation in OCLC and CONSER actiaitieshas kept Ruth Carter in themainstreamoJnationalbibliographiccontrolofserialsformorethanadecade.
Herzaorkastechnical director of the Pennsyluania Union List of Serials resulted in a statewide machinereadabledatabaseoJ seriak, and her zuritings and presentationson the processhaue set a
standardJorall. Ruth Carter's roleson theSteeringand TechnicalcommitteesoJthePennsyluania NewspaperProject haaeaduancedthis local componentof a national project and haue
contributedfurther to both regional and national bibliographic control.
In addition to thesetangibleproductsoJsharedserialscontrol, Ruth Carter has written and
spokenextensiuelton union lists, the application of automation, and standardsJor bibliographic control, and she is makingfurther contributions to the library literature as editor oJ
Cataloging and Classification Quarterly. A long-standingleaderin RTSD's Seriak
Section, in her state librarl association, and in other librarlt-related organizations, Ruth
Carter's ouerallcontributionsand leadershipin serialslibrarianship are impressiue.Sheis an
outstandingserials librarian and a worthy recipientof the 1986 Bowker Serials Librarianship Award
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Ruth Corter
Ruth Carter is the distinguished recipient of the 1986 RTSDi Serials
Section Bowkers/Ulrich's Serials Librarianship Award, presented at the
Annual Conference in New York, June 28, 1986.
The Serials Librarianship Award, supported by the R. R. Bowker
Company with funding of $1,500 annually, is awarded "for distinguished contributions to serials librarianship within the previous three
years, demonstrated by such activities as leadership in serialsrelated activities through participation in professional associations andlor library
education programs, contributions to the body of serials literature, conduct of research in the area of serials, development of tools or methods to
enhance access to or better management of serials, or other advances
leading to better understanding of the field of serials."
Ruth Carter is at present Assistant Director for Technical Services at
the University of Pittsburgh Libraries, having previously served Pittsburgh as Head of the Catalog Department, Head of the Serials Department. and as Svstems Librarian. She has a Bachelor of Science in Education and a Master of Arts in European History from the University of
Cincinnati. Her Master of Science in Library Science is from the University of Illinois-Urbana.
It is a challenge to pin down Ruth Carter's primary contributions,
since her activities are so extensive and wide ranging. She is an expert in
serials management, very active in and knowledgeable about serials union listing, and involved with automation, standards for data transmission, and the sharing of bibliographic information online. The Serials
Librarianship Award is in recognition of the extraordinary degree to
which Ruth Carter has shared her expertise.
For instance, Ruth Carter is a prolific author. Her articles in the last
three years alone covered serials work flow, technical standards, union
lists of serials, and online services and collection development, while
1983 saw the publication of a book on data conversion. * Ruth has also
served on the editorial board of SerialsReoiewsince 1984 and is currently
the editor of Catalogingand Classification Quarterlt.
Ruth Carter is also a frequent speaker at a wide variety of professional
meetings. She has conducted a number of workshops and helped to organize as well as participate in the RTSD/Serials Section serialscataloging
institutes, which began with the Minneapolis institute in May 1986.
Ruth Carter has served the profession, specifically serials librarianship, through participation and leadership in its institutions and organizations. As noted in the citation, Ruth has served OCLC and the CONSER program in several capacities, most recently as a member of the
CONSER Participants Group. She has also been active in ALA as chair
of the LITA Technical Standards for Automation Committee, as the
*Ruth C Carter and Scott Bruntien . Data Conuersion(White Plains. N.Y
Industry, 1983).
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LITA representative
to MARBI, in a number of rolesin RTSD's serials
Section,and most recentlyas the section'schair.
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BlockwellNorth Americo
ScholorshipAword, 1985:
Selectionof librory Moteriols in the
Humonities,SociolSciences,ond Sciences

Fromleftto right: WilliamHepJer,auardrecipient,SlanlelP. Hodge,awardrecipient;
JohnR Karn,
auardrecipient;
I986 committee
chair;MarciaPankake,
Jack Wakdorf,BlackuellNorthAmerica;Patricia
IndianaUniof Librarl andInformtion Science,
DeanHerbertS. l'l/hite,School
McClung,auardrecipient,
(abnnt)
andBethJ. Shapiro,auardrecipient
ansity;John Whaley,auardrecipient,

becomethe selectorsof tomorrow.

BlackwellNorth AmericaScholarship/431

The award citation was presented to the editors at the Resources and
Technical Services Division membership meeting held June 28, 1986.
The s-cholarshipaward of $1,000 will be dbnated to the School of Library
and Information Science at the University of Indiana by Blackweil
North America.
This outstanding volume on the art of selection contains sections on
the basic disciplines in the humanities, social sciences, and science and
technology. For the humanities, there are chapters on English and
American literature with notes on some Commonwealth literatures.
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Whaley, Associate Director for Collection Management at Virginia
Commonwealth University, has for years participated in the planning
and implementaton of the RTSD Collection Management and Development Institutes on a nationwide basis. He served as a bibliographer at
and the University of North Carolina-Charboth SUNY-Binghamton
lotte and has publishedin Library ResourcesI Technical Seruices,as have
R. Kaiser, Chair, ReMarcia Pankake and Patricia McCIung.-John
sourcesSection-Blackwell/North America Scholarship Award Juryt.

RESOURCESSECTIONBLACKWELL NORTH
AME RICA SCH OLA RSHI P A WARD
Nominations for the 1987 Resources Section Blackwell North America Scholarship Award are now being accepted. They should be submitted$y November
15;1986, to Sara C. Heitshu, Assistant University Librarian, Technical Ser-

school of the winning author's choice. The school will select a student concentrating in the acquisitlons or collection development areas to receive the scholarship.
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MARGARET MANN CITATION
Nominations for the 1987 Margaret Mann Citation are now being accepted.
They should be submitted by November 15, 1986, to Desretta McAllister. Harper, P.O. Box 8652, Durham, NC 27707.
The Margaret Mann Citation is awarded annually for outstanding achievement in cataloging or classification through
o publication of significant professional literature;
o contributions to activities of professional cataloging organizations;
. technical improvements and/or introduction of new techniques of recognized importance; or
. distinguished teaching in the area of cataloging and classification.
Renominations of nonrecipients are acceptable.

ESTHERJ. PIERCY AWARD
Nominations for the 1987 EstherJ . Piercy Award are now being accepted. They
should be submitted by November 15, 1986, toJudith N. Kharbas, University
of Rochester Library, Rochester, NY 14627.
The Piercy Award was first presented in 1969. Its purpose is to recognize contributions to librarianship in the field of technical services by a younger
librarian-one
who has no more than ten years of professional experience and
who has shown outstanding promise for continuing contributions and leadership.
The award may be granted for
o leadership in professional associations at local, state, regional, or national
levels;
o contributions to the development, application, or utilization of new or improved methods, techniques, and routines;
r a significant contribution to professional literature; or
. conduct of studies or research in the field of technical services.
Renominations of nonrecipients are acceptable.

SERIALS SECTION BOWKER/ULRIC H'S
SER IALS L IBRA RIANS II I P A WA RD
Nominations for the 1987 Serials Section Bowker/Ulrich's Serials Librarianship Award are now being accepted.They should be submitted by November
15, 1986, to Linda Haack Lomker, 3815 Noble Ave. N., Robbinsdale,MN
55422.
The award consistsof a citation and a $1,500 cash award, provided by the
R. R. Bowker Company, for distinguishedcontributionsto serialslibrarianship
within the previous three years. Contributions may be through leadershipin
serials-relatedactivities;participation in professionalassociationsor library education programs; serialsliterature; research;developmentof tools or methods
that enhanceaccessto or managementof serials;or other advancesthat lead to a
better understandins of the serialsfield.
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RTSD
Annuol Reports1985/85
Reportof the Presidenl
Morcio Tuttle
Nineteen eighty-six is the thirtieth birthday of the Resourcesand Technical
ServicesDivision of the American Library Association.RTSD's memberscelebrated on June 29 in New York with an all-day Conference-within-aConference, "Flere Today, (W)here Tomorrow?: Future Challengesfor Resources and Technical Services in the Information Ag"." The program's
planning committee was most ably chaired by Martin Faigel and consistedof
Lois Hacker (CCS), Jan Merrill-Oldham (PLMS), Mary Ann Ferrarese
(RLMS), Connie McCarthy and Beth Shaprio(RS), Ellen SiegelKovacic (SS)'
and D. Whitney Coe (RTSD Education Committee). Severalhundred persons
attendedthe four separatebut related sessionsof the anniversaryprogram. In
session1, entitled "Overview of the IssuesSurrounding the Information Age
and Libraries," J. David Bolter (ClassicsDepartment, IJniversity of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill) spokeon "Text and Technology: Reading and Writing
in the ElectronicAge. " F{ewas followedby Karen Horny (AssistantUniversity
''
Librarian, Northwestern University and a past presidentof RTSD) on New
Era.
Information
"
Turns for a New Centrirv: Librarv Servicesin the
Session2 was entitled "Issues'surrounding the Delivery of Information:
New Formats and New Economic Structures." Speakerswere Carol Risher
(Director of New Technology, Associationof American Publishers),discussing
"The ElectronicBook in the Electronic Society:A Look into the Crystal Ball of
Publishing," and WilliamJ. Welsh (Deputy Librarian of Congress)examining
"Libraries, Publishing, and the Future. "
The first afternoon session,"Changing Roles and New OrganizationalPatterns," was headlinedby Kenneth Dowlin (Director, Pikes Peak Library District) speakingon the topic, "Neo-Force for the Neo-Graphic Age. " Dowlin's
illustrated talk was followed by a panel of reactors,consistingof Michael Gorm a n ( D i r e c t o r o f G e n e r a l S e r v i c e s ,l J n i v e r s i t y o f I l l i n o i s a t l J r b a n a Champaign Library), Paula Kaufman (Director of Library Services,Columbia
University), Dorothy Gregor (University Librarian, IJniversity of California at
San Diego), and Sanford Berman (Head Cataloger, Hennepin County Library).
The day's ltnal sessiontook as a topic "Education to Meet the Future."
SpeakerswereJane Robbins-Carter (Dean, University of Wisconsin-Madison
School of Library and Information Studies) and Sharon Rogers (Director,
GeorgeWashington IJniversity Library), discussingformal and continuing education for technicalserviceslibrarians.
Perhapsthe greateststrengthof RTSD is its programming, whether it occurs
in ALA summer conferences,in ALA preconferences,or in regional institutes
treating topics of concern to technical serviceslibrarians, This year the pro-
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grams continued RTSD's tradition of excellence. The division offered two preconferences in New York: Technical Services Costs and Preservation for ColIection Managers. In addition, RTSD presented a full schedule of regional
institutes throughout the year:
o Library Preservation: Fundamental Techniques, Stanford University,
August 26-30, 1985
. Collection Management and Development Institute, University of Washington, September 3-6, 1985
o Nonbook Materials Regional Institute, Boston, December 9-11, 1985
o Preservation Microfilming:
Administrative Issues, Washington, D.C.,
March 6-7, 1986
. Serials Cataloging Institute, Minneapolis May 7 -9, 1986
,
. Collection Management and Development Institute, University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill, May l8-21, 1986
Scheduled for next year are additional serials cataloging and collection management and development institutes. Planning is in the final states for three further
series of institutes: acquisitions, classification, and statistics for technical services. The first institute for each of these new series will be held during the
1986/87 fiscal year.
At Midwinter 1985, RTSD initiated the Library of Congress Reporting Session, presented by Henriette Avram, Assistant Librarian for Processing Services at LC. This meeting, held also at summer conferences in conjunction with
the RTSD Membership Meeting, has been a complete success,according to the
tally of evaluations turned in at the four sessions. Avram gives an overview of
events at the Library of Congress relating to technical services and has on hand
librarians in the area of processing services to help answer the many questions
from the audience. This year her focus has been the library's response to reductions in staffing and services mandated by the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
bill
and the effect the chanses will have on America's libraries.
The Resources and fechnical Services Division established two new committees during 1985/86: the Publications Committee and the Budget and Finance
Committee. These units were created to give the division better control over its
printed products and its finances, and each has been given a longlist ofresponsibilities that will occupy its time and energies for several years to come.
The Publications Committee reviews all manuscripts resulting from RTSD
committee work and recommends its preferred means of publication (ALA
monograph, RTSD pamphlet, journal article, etc.). Its members also work
with ALA Publishing Services by recommending referees and potential authors. An eventual function of the committee will be to determine publishing
needs within the division and to facilitate filling these needs. Beth Shapiro,
Chair of the Publications Committee, and her colleagues have worked exceedingly hard this year and have begun to accomplish a large part of the complex
charge given them by the board.
The Budget and Finance Committee, under the direction of Arnold Hirshon,
has had only half a year to consider its equally complex charge, to determine
priorities, and to begin the work of gaining better control over RTSD finances.

At the Annual Conference, the Organization and Bylaws Committee recommended, and the Board of Directors approved, a third new committee, the Catalog: Form and Function Committee. At that same meeting, the Public Librarians in Technical Services Discussion Group was approved. Increasing the
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service of the division to public librarians, to meet the needs of these colleagues
who have very different concerns from academic librarians, has been a particular emphasis within RTSD in recent years.
The division has been very involved, through its Publisher/Vendor/Library
Relations Committee (formerly the Resources Section's Bookdealer/Library
Relations Committee) with the discriminatory pricing of many British scholarly
journals for the North American market. The committee keeps informed
through correspondence and conversations with the publishers and with American librarians. Its chair reports regularly to the RTSD Board of Directors, detailing progress made by the committee, expressing concern with the continuing geographical discrimination and proposing resolutions of commendation
where publishers have taken measures to reduce the pricing differential. The
committee works with other groups to monitor journal pricing in the United
Kingdom and other European countries.
Following the Midwinter Meeting, the RTSD membership approved two
Bylaws changes. One extends voting privileges to designated substitutes for
board members. The second changes the status of the division's parliamentarian from nonvoting member of the Board of Directors to consultant, in order to
conform to ALA practice and to enable RTSD to keep its excellent parliamentarian, Edward Swanson.
At the Annual Conference, the board approved a document entitled "RTSD
Legislative Statement of Purpose and Guide to Legislative Action," submitted
by the RTSD Legislative Committee and defrning the scope of this group's
work. The board also adopted a resolution encouraging ALA Publishing Services to print RTSD journals and, indeed, all of its publications on alkaline paper, according to ANSI Standard 239.48.
At the 1985 Annual Conference the Board of Directors revised the function
statement of the Planning and Research Committee, charging the group "to
undertake a systematic and continuing review once every five years or at the
request of the RTSD Board, whichever comes first, of all sections, committees,
and other divisional level units as to their charge, function, composition, size,
and relevance to and successin forwarding the goals and objectives of RTSD;
and to recommend action to the RTSD Board about the continuation or discontinuation of the unit reviewed. " In order to add this organizational review to its
already heavy work load, the committee membership was increased by two.
Working together, the Planning and Research Committee and the Organization and Bylaws Committee established a mechanism and timetable for conducting the reviews on a five-year cycle, beginning immediately. Ad hoc committees, appointed by the body being reviewed, will conduct the review and
report back to the two committees. A schedule covering the five sections, fifteen
division level committees, and nine discussion groups calls for two sections,
three committees, and two discussion groups to be reviewed each year, thus adhering to the five-year cycle.
At the same time, the Planning and Research Committee is heavily involved
in long-range planning for RTSD, in conjunction with ALA's Strategic Long
Range Planning. At the Annual Conference, RTSD board members identified
several areas of greatest concern from the lists compiled during a similar meeting at Midwinter. Among the areas relevant to RTSD, the most crucial were
"research" and "continuing education." The division will be implementing
specific "goals for action" in each of these areas during the next few years.
RTSD supports the association's emphasis on cooperative programs, and the
division plans to work with other ALA units in carrying out these goals.
OnJune 30, the RTSD membership was 5,951, an increase of 134 over the
previous year. Of these, 4,930 are personal members and 1,021 are organizational. Section membership is as follows:
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Cataloging and Classification
Preservationof Library Materials
Reproduction of Library Materials
Resources
Serials

Cotologingqnd ClossificotionSection
lois Hocker, Choir

years.

3,890
1,803
1,360
2,364
2,348
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cartographic materials, and entries for performers of musical works. A challengingnew request asks the committee to consider how to reduce the number
of serial title changes that require closing down the record for a serial and start-

and SAC in that it works with their headings.
The CCS Executive Committee had, as always, long agendas, covering re-

and all three are to be congratulated for their extensive and imaginative work.
An open meeting with the Association of Library and Information Science Education will be scheduled at Midwinter to discuss its implications.
Charles Simpson, withJohn Duke andJoan Mitchell, submitted an admirably thorough report on CCS's relationship with ACIG, covering as well other
ALA groups with cataloging interests. The CCS Policy and Research Committee will consider what actions are appropriate.
Helen Schmierer, now in her second term as ALA representative to theJoint
Steering Committee for Revision of Anglo-American CataloguingRules (JSC), submitted a fascinating report on theJSC's history and operations, with her recommendations for its future. CCS and the RTSD board have endorsed the report
and forwarded it to Gary Facente, ALA Trustee of the Common Revision
Fund, and Thomas Galvin.
CCS took part in a number of programs at the New York Conference. ACIG
presented a program reviewing automated authority control systems.
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cc:AAM
cosponsored "Asian and African collections in American Libraries:
Meeting the Research Needs for Area Studies. " SAC was cosponsor of ''New
pjiegllons in Subject Access to Nonbook Materials" and presented the "004006 Workshop"
on the new Dewey computer science schedule. CCS also
,.Here
helped in planning the RTSD Conferencelwithin-a-Conference:
Today, (W)here Tomorrow?"

The Margaret Mann Citation Committee, with Judith Hopkins as chair,
gave.the award to Jean Weihs, chair of the Joint Steering Committee, a very
worthy recipient (see the article in this issue).
The CCS Executive Committee must loie three valuable members whose
terms are completed: NancyJohn, Past Chair;Janet Swan Hill, Secretary; and
Tamara Frost, Member-at-Large. Their excellent work, depth of knowledge
and experience, and their wit and wisdom have been vital to the committee's
work.

Preservotionof Librory Moteriols Seclion
Corolyn Clork Morrow, Chqir
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provided with a model for a conference combining lectures with hands-on experience. The previous three conferences in the series (cosponsored by ALA and
the Library of Congress) addressed the administrative and organizational aspects of developing comprehensive preservation programs in libraries.
In recognition of PLMS' six years of maturation and change, at Midwinter
the chair appointed the Task Force to Examine Committee Structure, chaired
by Margaret Brynes, PLMS Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect. The task force is addressing such issues as the need for additional discussion groups (as evidenced by the
large crowds of interested parties that attend PLMS working committees) the
role of liaisons, and the need for a committee to aCdress the topic of selecting
materials for preservation. The task force will also explore the pros and cons of a
merger of PLMS with the Reproduction of Library Materials Section (RLMS).
In 1985, PLMS began to forge new links to the Resources Section (RS), a
trend recognized as highly desirable by both RS and PLMS members. A planning committee cochaired by Anna Perrault (RS) and Carolyn Morrow
(PLMS) planned "Preservation for Collection Managers, " a preconference to
the 1986 Annual Conference. The preconference explored the preservation options available to collection managers and placed preservation in the context of a
library's collection development program. In addition to papers by collection
development librarians, the conference included four breakaway sessions by
preservation librarians on replacement/reformatting, prospective/preventative
preservation, library binding, and conservation treatment/repair. In a unique
small-group session organized by Sherry Byr-r., participants had the gpportunity to examine a group of books and formulate treatment decisions based on
the bibliographic record and the actual physical condition of the items. At the
annual meeting, RS presented a resolution to PLMS requesting the exchange of
formal liaisons between the two sections' executive committees.
The first two meetings of the Preservation Administrators' Discussion Group
chaired by Barclay Ogden were held in 1985/86, and members wondered how
they had ever gotten along without such a forum. The major topics of discussion
included the placement of preservation programs within the library organization and the scarcity of experienced preservation administrators and collections
conservators available to head newly developing and expanding preservation
departments.
With a separate discussion group for preservation administrators, Chair
Sherry Byrne reorganized the ever-popular Preservation of Library Materials
Discussion Group and instituted a highly successful single-topic format for the
' 'PreserMidwinter Meeting. The meeting focused on all aspects of the formal
vation Planning Program" available from the Association of Research Libraries, Office of Management Studies. The multitopic reporting format will be
retained for the annual meeting. This discussion group also serves as a mechanism for outside groups who desire input and reactions from the PLMS membership. For example, a report was given in New York by Mary Lou Miller
from the Network Development and MARC Standards Office at the Library of
Congress on plans to develop preservation data elements for the USMARC format.
In 1985/86 PLMS committees brought several projects to fruition and embarked on a number of new projects and directions. The Physical Quality of
Library Materials Committee, chaired by Wesley Boomgaarden, was particularly active. ALA published the committee's Preparation oJArchiual CopiesoJ Thesesand DissertationsbyJane Boyd and Don Etherington. The committee completed an abridged student edition to the publication and recommended that
both be made widely available. Also completed was the committee document
"Guidelines for Photocopying for Preservation Replacement. " Boomgaarden
launched a new committee initiative in New York with an ad hoc meeting be-
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tween five large library suppliesvendorsand four preservationlibrarians to discusscooperative efforts to improve the quality of the advertising and widen the
range of preservation materials offered to the library community. A "workshop" for vendors will be a major goal of a new task force to continue the dialogue with vendors of preservationsupplies.
The Education Committee, chairedby Sally Roggia, approveda new edition
of the Preseraation
EducationDirectorltand developeda proposal for a 1987institute
on commercial library binding that was approved by the RTSD Board of Directors. In a departure from the typical working committee agenda, the Library/
Binders RelationsCommittee, chairedby Barclay Ogden, experimentedwith a
report and discussionformat for the meeting that highlighted the need for a discussiongroup. The committee's meetingsare regularly attendedby a substantial number of Library Binding Institute (LBI) membersand the opportunity is
there for pivital discussionsofnew products and production and preservation
issues.A proposal for a Library Binding DiscussionGroup was discussedand
approved by the Executive Committee. The Library/Binders Relations Commiftee is continuing work to producea companionpublication to the eighth edition of the Library BindingInstituteStandardforLibrary Bindingpublished by LBI in
1986.
With the guidanceof the Policy and ResearchCommittee, chairedin 1985/86
by Robert DeCandido, PLMS is widening its horizons and planning several
new initiatives in the national and international preservation community.
Robin Gay Walker is representingPLMS and ALA on an advisory committee
to the newly establishedPreservationand AccessCommission, a national group
that seeksto organize a program to solve the nation's brittle book problem.
PLMS will seekongoing communication with the International Federationof

PLMS closedits 1985/86year with a feeling of satisfactionfrom six years of
growth and accomplishment and an atmosphere of excitement for the opportunities and challengesahead.

ResourcesSection
Connie Keorns McCorthy, Choir
The many and varied activities of the Resources Section for 1985/86 reflect
the imagination and energy of the members of the section. The section has continued to be a source of continuing education programs, publications, conference programs, and discussions that have served to alert all members of the association to areas of particular concern to those involved in the selection,
acquisition, and evaluation of library materials in all types of institutions.
Following on the successof the Chicago (1985) preconference, "The Businessof Acquisitions, " the Acquisitions Committee, chaired by Sharon Bonk, is
pursuing planning for a regional institute. In addition, the committee is planning a program for the San Francisco Conference focusing on the link of information among reference, acquisitions, and collection development departments.
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The Blackwell/North America Scholarship Award committee, chaired by
John Kaiser, proudly made the award to Selectionof Librarlt Materials in the Humanities, Social Sciences,and Sciences,edited by William Hepfer, Stanley P.
Hodge, Patricia A. McClung, Marcia Pankake, Beth J. Shaprio, and John
Whaley. This volume is the culmination of years of work on the part of the Collection Management and Development Committee, and work continues on two
sequential volumes.
The Bookdealer-Library
Relations Committee officially became the
Publisher-Vendor Library Relations Committee after Midwinter Conference
when it became a committee at the RTSD divisional level. UnderJudy Webster's very able guidance the last two years, the committee has continued to pursue a strong position of advocacy on the part of libraries in regard to the dual
pricing structure practiced by British publishers. As a result of the committee's
actions there have been some adjustments to the pricing structure on the part of
'Ihe
some publishers.
committee publication, "Guidelines for Handling Library Orders for Serials and Periodicals," is being forwarded to the RTSD
Publications Committee. The Resources Section wishes the committee continued successat the divisional level.
The Canadian Studies Resources Committee, which has been chaired by
Thomas Patterson, has begun the process to move to ACRL as a discussion
group, following on the recommendation of the RS Policy and Research Committee and upon acceptance by the ACRL board.
The Resources Section and the Preservation of Library Materials Section
presented a successful preconfere nce at the City University of New York Graduate Center on "Preservation for Collection Manasers " Anna Perrault directed the planning for the section and in doing so emphasized the importance
and relevance of the involvement of preservation concerns as responsibilitie s for
the collection manager.
As a further recognition of the interests of the Resources Section in regard to
preservation, the Executive Committee passed a resolution that was taken to the
RTSD board urging that RTSD and ALA publications be produced on alkaline
paper according to ANSI standard A39.48. In addition, the Chief Collection
Development Officers of Large Research Libraries Discussion Group passed a
statement of concern that collection development staff be formallv inteerated
into the preservation decision-making prociss of all research libraiies,
Continuing education goals combined with well-planned and executed programs have guided two additional Collection Management and Development
Institutes held this past year: in Seattle in September 1985 and in Chapel Hill in
May 1986. The institute s continue to be fully attended, and registration waiting
lists are common. Planning is currently under way for the tenth institute in
Denver in May 1987. The Collection Management and Development Committee, chaired by CecilyJohns, has forwarded "Guide for Writing a Bibliographer's ManuaI," to the RTSD Publications Committee. The subcommittee
that developed the guide was chaired by Carolyn Bucknall. An additional subcommittee chaired by Barbara Lockett held hearings in New York on "Guide to
the Evaluation of Librarv Collections. " That oublication will also be forwarded
to the Publications Committee. The "Vendoi Performance Guidelines," having been reviewed by the Publications Committee, will be further revised by the
Resources Section. Additional work is proceeding in subcommittees of the Collection Management and Development Committee on the revision of the ALA
Guidelines-for CollectionDeuelopment
The Library l\4aterials Price Index Committee, chaired by Rebecca Lenztni,
continues to provide a valuable service by compiling and publishing data on
book and periodical prices. Various options for the structure of the committee
are being explored as a way to provide consistency in the production of the in-
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dexes and to provide adequate recognition of committee members' efforts.
Following upon the urging of its members, the Micropublishing Committee
will remain as a committee of the Resources Section. The committee, chaired
by Helga Borck, is seeking to strengthen its role as a clearinghouse for information on micropublications.
The Nominating Committee, chaired this year byJudith Fouts, has developed helpful procedural guidelines for the work of the commitree.
At the next Midwinter and Annual Conferences the RS Policy and Research
Committee will be working closely with the RTSD Planning and Research
Committee on divisionwide planning and evaluation of all commitrees and discussion groups The section's committee, chaired by Carolyn Fields, has continued the work of the previous chair in completing the review of section committees and discussior groups and making recommendations for changes in
structure, affiliation, or charges to the groups.
The various discussion groups of the section continue to provide lively and
topical discussions and a forum for information sharing among librarians from
all types of libraries and across all types of positions. Discussion groups chairs
for the year were Dana Dinwiddie and Christopher Tyzack (Acquisitions Librarians/Vendors of Library Materials); Ken Jensen (Chief Collection Development Officers of Large Research Libraries); Jeanene McNair (Collection
Development Librarians of Academic Libraries); Romaine Ahlstom (Collection Management/Selection for Public Libraries); and Mae Clark (Gifts and
Exchange Discussion Group).
The Resources Section Executive Committee continues to value the important reports of our various liaisons in keeping us informed of relevant issuesof
other groups in the association.Liaisons for this year have been Ceres Birkhead
(Cataloging and Classification Section); Ann Thompson (International Relations Committee); Paul Mosher (Publications Committee); and Jutta ReedScott (Preservation Microfilming Committee).
The vitality and energy of the members of the section, and particularly of the
Executive Committee, will continue to provide a wealth of ideas to the incoming
chair, Gail Kennedy. Under her leadership the section will be able to meet the
dual challenge of participating in divisionwide strategic planning and of putting
all of those terrific ideas into programs, discussions, and publicationsl

SeriolsSecfion
Ruth C. Cqrter, Chqir
The dominant theme of activities of the Serials Section during 1985/86 was
"outreach. " This was accomplished in a numbe r of ways of which the most dramatic were the sponsorship of the first of the regional Serials Cataloging Institutes and the addition of interns to most of the section's committees. In addition
to taking major steps to involve more people in the work of the Serials Section
and bringing the section more visibly to its widespread membership, there was
continuing emphasis on the activities of its committees and discussion groups,
representation on committees of the Resources and Technical Services Division, and service for the American Library Association.
The firrstregional Serials Cataloging Institute cosponsored by the Serials Section and the Library of Congress took place May 7 -9,1986, in Minneapolis. All
faculty members were present and delivered their own papers. The reaction of
the participants was positive and encouraging; the faculty anticipates a second
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successful institute in Pittsburgh in late October 1986.
"Serials and Standards: Why, How and What's New" was the title of the
Serials Section Program at the Annual Conference inJune 1986. The Program
Committee, chaired by Marjorie Adams, brought together a timely and informative program and outstanding speakers. Mary Ellen Clapper served as the
moderator. Speakers were Richard R. Rowe, President, F. W. Faxon Company; David F. Bishop, Director of Libraries, University of Georgia; Minna C.
Saxe, Chief Serials Librarian, Graduate School Library, City University of
New York; Majorie E. Bloss, Assistant Director for Technical Services and Automation, Illinois Institute of Technology; and Sandra K. Paul, President, SKP
Associates. Attendees heard up-to-the-minute presentations on such topics as
Serials Industry Systems Advisory Committee (SISAC), the new standard
239.4+ for Serials Holdings Statements, and the MARC Format for Holdings
and Locations. Information was also provided on how the standards development process works and how interested individuals can become active in that
Process.
Suzanne Striedieck, Chair of the Serials Section award committee, presented
the 1986 Bowker/Ulrich's Serials Librarianship Award to Ruth Carter, the current chair of the section. This award, presented for the second time, honors an
outstanding serials librarian and has been made possible through the financial
contributions of the R. R. Bowker Company and the efforts of many members
of the Serials Section.
The Policy and Research Committee, with the leadership of Carolyn Mueller, Chair, was responsible for several significant initiatives in 1985/1986. The
first of these was the development and approval of guidelines for interns for section committees. The second area was the development of procedures for the
review of the committees and discussion group of the Serials Section. The procedures recommended by the Policy and Research Committee were approved
by the Serials Section Executive Committee. Committee reviews will begin at
Midwinter 1987 with the review of the Serials Section Education Committee. In
addition to the action items cited, the Policy and Research Committee heard
reports on CONSER and developments in serials at the Library of Congress.
One of the most active committees was the Committee to Study Serials Cataloging, chaired by Suzanne Thomas. That committee concentrated much of its
time on developing a proposal for a rule change to AACR2 for what constitutes
a title change. The proposal, with minor changes, was acted on favorably by the
Committee on Cataloging: Description and Access (CCDA) at the Annual
Conference. Crystal Graham served as the Serials Section liaison to CCDA.
Additionally, the Committee to Study Serials Cataloging broke important new
ground at the Annual Conference on the topic of multiple versions/formats of
the same work. The committee heard about seven proposals for treatment of
multiple versions currently under investigation at the Library of Congress. The
topic of multiple versions is not limited to serials catalogingbut is particularly
noticeable in serials work. It will undoubtedly be a major topic of discussion in
many future meetings.
The Education Committee, chaired by Mary Ellen Soper, and the Regional
Serials Workshops Committee, chaired by Elaine Rast, both raised issues related to future directions for the respective committees. The Education Committee noted that its scope could well extend to continuing education as well as
formal training in library schools. The Regional Serials Workshops Committee
suggested that a review of its charge is in order. Questions were raised regarding
the publication of the second edition of the directory of speakers for regional
serials workshops.
The Acquisitions Committee, chaired by Odette Shepherd, completed its
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first year as a standing committee of the section. Discussion centered, in part,
on potential topics for committee consideration. One area likely to receive investigation in the future is the cost effectiveness ofpurchase versus the acquisition of serials on exchange. The Acquisitions Committee is an indication of the
Serials Section's assertively meeting the expressed needs of its members. It is
anticipated that many important issues in serials acquisitions will be considered
in the years ahead.
Several committees were in the process of completing major projects or, having just completed one, deliberating on the most profitable activity to undertake
in the future. This included the Committee to Study Serials Records, Nancy
Putnam, Chair; and the Union List of Serials Committee, Dianne Ellsworth,
Chair. An updated union list of serials directory is in progress by the latter.
Standards and binding-related records may be future subjects for activity by the
former. Both of those committees identified training-related issues as needing
attentlon.
The ad hoc Committee to Study the Feasibility of Creating Dynamic Lists of
Core Serials was chaired by Suzanne Striedieck.'It is expected that the committee's hnal report will be submitted soon and that the committee will be discharged.
The Worst Serial Title Change of the Year Committee, chaired byJanet Arcand, filtered through sixty-seven nominations to come up with nine titles to
receive awards of dubious distinction. In addition, the Worst Serial Title
Change Committee considered the possibility of a publication directed at publishers to inform them about title changes.
Ann Okerson and Robert Alan served as cochairs of the Serials Section Research Libraries Discussion Group during 198511986. Discussion topics during
the year included SISAC, CONSER, new services from vendors, and Northwestern lJniversity's experiment with latest entry cataloging.
Irene Wernstedt served as chair of the section's Nominating Committee.
Jean Farrington was elected Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect and Mary Ellen Clapper
was elected Member-at-Large. They will join Marlene Heroux, the new chair
of the section, and the other continuing members of the Executive Committee in
the year ahead : Ruth Carter, Past Chair; Julia Blixrud, Secretary; Deanna Astle, Member-at-Large; and Linda Sapp Visk, Member-at-Large. The duties of
the section representative to the Editorial Board, of Librarl ResourcesI Technical
Seraiceswere ably carried out by Linda Sapp Visk. Jean Cook and Marjorie
Bloss are the outgoing members of the Executive Committee. Their hard work
and dedication will be missed, but the section and RTSD expect to benefit from
their continued interest and contributions in various new capacities.
CONSER was a recurring subject throughout the year. This very significant
cooperative serials project was highlighted with a ten-year review prepared under the auspices of the Library of Congress. Jean Cook, the American Library
Association representative, reported to the Serials Section on the meeting of the
CONSER Advisory Group that was held at OCLC in February 1986. There
will be a planning retreat of CONSER participants and others in the fall of 1986
to develop future goals and directions for CONSER. To date CONSER has
emphasized file building, but now maintenance and applications will receive
more attention. The members of the Serials Section can be expected to be interested in and contribute to CONSER activities and concerns in the years ahead.
As with all other components of librarianship, serials librarians must adapt to
a rapidly changing environment. Given that the inherent nature of serials is
change and evolution, the Serials Section members can be expected to fill positions of leadership as the American Library Association and the profession
move ahead.
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For the Record
Annuol Reporfof the Decimol Clossificotion
Ediloriol Policy Commiltee,
July l, 1985-June30, 1986*
Lois Moi Chon, Choirperson
The eighty-ninth and ninetieth meetings of the Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee (EPC) were held at the Library of Congress on October
17-18,1985, and April 24-25,1986. The committee welcomed Peter Paulson
in his capacity as the newly appointed executive director of Forest Press and
Joan Mitchell as a member to fill the remaining term of Peter Paulson on the
commrttee.
Discussions and actions taken durins the October 1985 meetings include the
following:
l. Editorial rulesfor Edition 20 and Abidged Edition 12
The committee approved, with a number of amendments and modifications,
the proposed editorial rules for Edition 20, which include provisions for the style
and format of entries, captions, centered headings, the kinds and syntax of
cross-references and notes, and the format of the index. Among the amendments and modifications are the forms of geographic, jurisdictional, personal,
and corporate names used in the index. Wherever applicable, the AACR2
name headings and LC nonjurisdictional subject headings as established in the
LC Name Authority File and the Subject Authority File shall be included in the
index. In addition, variant forms of names may also be included as appropriate.
With regard to Abridged Edition 12, the committee agreed that the notation
should be a literal abridement of that of Edition 20. Consideration of the level of
abridgmenr was deferrel until a later meeting.
2. Schedules
As part of continuous revision, the following schedules were discussed and
approved with minor adjustments for inclusion in DDC: Area tables for Melanesia including Papua New Guinea, Abridged version of 004-006 (based on
the new schedule recently developed for Data processing and computer science), and revised 00 1-003 (proposed Systems and communications schedules).
Two versions of the proposed Life sciences (570-590) phoenix schedule were
presented to the committee, one prepared by the Decimal Classification Division (DCD) and the other by a team from Lancashire Polytechnic in Britain. It
was the committee's opinion that there is not sufficient time to complete the life
sciences phoenix before Editions 20 and 12. The same is probably true for the
Public administration (350) phoenix. Nonetheless, work on both may continue
*The Decimal ClassificationEditorial Policy Committee annual report appearsthis
year in its entirety in Z,RZS, as ForestPresshasdecidedto discontinueissuingDC@until
after the ptrblication of Edition 20 of the DeweyDecimalClassification.
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as time permits and consideration may be given to publishing these phoenixes
as separates after Edition 20 appears.
A proposed schedule for the expansion ofthe area table and historical periods
of South Africa, prepared by a classihcation group in the Republic of South Africa, was presented and discussed. The committee agreed that the proper authorities in South Africa should be informed that the proposed schedule may be
applied in South Africa, but that it may not appear in Edition 20 in the form
presently proposed.
3. Other business
Lois Mai Chan was elected chairperson for a term beginning in January
1986. This being her last meeting as chairperson, Margaret Cockshutt was
commended for her fair and expeditious handling of the meetings and for her
dedication and service.
January 1986 marked the conclusion of the DDC Online Project conducted
by Karen Markey and sponsored by the Council on Library Resources (CLR),
OCLC, and Forest Press. An invitational conference was held at OCLC in
Dublin, Ohio, to present the results of the project and to discuss future directions. Results of the project are presented in the report entitled Dewel Decimal
Classification Online Project; Eaaluation of a Library Scheduleand Index Integratedinto the
SubjectSearchingCapabilitiesof an Online Catalog(1986), available from OCLC.
The Decimal Classification Division began work on Edition 20 in December
1985. With the appointment ofJulianne Beall as an assistanteditor, DCD now
has an editorial team of four, each devoting 60 to B0 percent of his or her available time to editing. As an aid to guide the editorial work, a priority ranking list
of possible revisions proposed by DCD and ranked in priority order by EPC
members was established.
Edition 20 and Abridged Edition 12 will incorporate all new schedules, revised schedules, and chanses and additions made since the last edition which
have been published r.pu*tely or in DCE. These include the expanded 301307 (Sociology), the new 004-006 (Data processing and computer science),and
a number of expanded area tables. The only major phoenix schedule in Edition
20 will be 780 (Music), which was approved by EPC and the Forest PressCommittee in the spring of 1985 with support andlor endorsement from the ALA Ad
Hoc Committee on 780 and the (British) Library Association Dewey Decimal
C l a s s i f i c a t i o nC o m m i t t e e ( L A D D C C ) . F u r t h e r w o r k o n m a i o r r e v i s i o n si n t h e
classification will be a lower priority and deferred until afteithe publication of
Edition 20 and Abridged Edition 12. The entire schedules, tables, and index
will be reexamined and revised in order to integrate the changes that have been
made since the last edition, to make provisions fo..re* subjecis, and to conform
to the editorial rules. Relocations will be made mainly for the purpose of eliminating dual provisions or improving collocation of related subjects. In view of
the upcoming edition, no more separates or DCGs will be published before Edition 20. All revised schedules, tables, and indexes will be presented to EPC for
approval and recommendation to Forest Press Committee for publication in
Edition 20.
Discussions and actions taken at the April 1986 EPC meeting are summarized below:
l. Draft schedulesfor Edition 20
A. 780 (Music)-The 780 phoenix schedule, which has been revised to incorporate suggestions from the ALA Ad Hoc Committee on 780 and the
LADDCC, was discussedat leneth. Issuesdeliberated at the meetine included
t h e t r e a t m e n t o f t h e s t a g i n g o f o p " e r a sa. r r a n g e m e n t , a c c o m p a n i m e n t l p h a s er e lationships, biographies, and composers' works. Portions of the draft schedule
which incorporate revisions proposed and approved at this meeting will be pre-
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sented to the EPC at the next meeting for further review.
B. 001-090 (Generalities)-These schedules incorporate the new schedule for
004-006 and the revised schedulefor 001-003 approved at the previous meeting.
The remaining draft schedules represent mostly routine revisions and stylistic
changes. The schedules were approved subject to editorial refirnement.
C. 301-307 (Sociolog)-This schedule incorporates the changes and expansions made since the phoenix schedule appeared in Edition 19. The schedule
was approved in principle with a number of suggested changes to be presented
again for review at a later meeting.
D. 390 (Customs, etiquette,folklore)-The draft schedule was approved.
E. 500-509 (Natural sciences);520 (Astronomy)-The major changes in these
norschedules include the change of the name of the 500 class from Puresciences,
malization of standard subdivisions, and elimination of dual provisions, particularly in 520.
2. Lists of changed numbers and reused numbers-The practice of listing
changed numbers arranged alphabetically by topic is to be retained. Lists of reused numbers for phoenix schedules will be discontinued since practically all
numbers in a phoenix schedule are reused. However, lists for reused numbers
and relocations outside of phoenix schedules will be retained. Furthermore,
DCD will explore the possibility of preparing conversion tables for phoenixes
going both from the old to the new numbers and vice versa.
3. Schedulenotes aersusmanual notes-It was agreed that notes explaining Library of Congress policy, where that policy is not binding on other users of the
scheme, should be placed in the Manual rather than the schedules.
4. Abridged Edition I2-The editorial rules for Abridged Edition 12 were approved. An ALA ad hoc subcommittee will be established to advise the DCD,
EPC, and Forest Press Committee on matters relating to the level of abridgment in Abridged Edition 12.
5. Expanded area table and historical periodsJor South Africa-A number of
questions have been raised regarding the proposed historical period table and
expanded Area table for southern Africa. It was agreed by EPC that official incorporation of these numbers in Edition 20 is contingent upon further review
based on literary warrant, unbiased representation through consulting with
various groups in the library community, and the editorial rules.
7. Impact of LC's budget cut on DCD actiaitics-Because of the recent budget
cut resulting from the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
Act, there has been a decrease in the number of DDC numbe rs assigned to MARC records as a result of
the curtailment of overtime. Nonetheless, the editorial staff was commended for
its productivity, evidenced in the amount of editorial work produced for this
meetlng.
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